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t, MAILING AOOI'IISll (n-Iter, tltttt, clt1, Sttl• and ZIP code) 2, nSCAL YEAH ENOING 
South Ca~o1ina State Library September 30, 1981 
1500 Senate Street, P.O. Box 11469 ). GFIANT AWARD IS CilNE'N 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 nREVISEO l ESTIMATED 
COMMON AMOUNT OF PREVIOUS AMOUNT TOTAL AWAROEO 
II'ROORAM TITI..f: ACCOUNTING THIS AWA ~0 AMOUNT TO CAT! 
HUMBER 
•·LSCA I. Public Libra~y Services lEOOOSOO s 219,777 ' -0- s 219.777 •·LSCA III Intpr_lihr2rv Coooeration 1 E000501 s 19,388 s -0- s 19.388 
L s s s 
'· s s s .. 
t,COMMIHTS lhlS award 1ssued under the Cont n in ' i u g Res i r olut on, epresents one quarter 
of the 1981 proposed appropriation. 
Any LSCA Federal funds used for administration of programs under the Act must be 
matched with an equal amount of non-Federal funds. 
FY 1981 expenditures, from all sources, for library services to the handicapped 
and residents in State institutions must equal those expended from all sources 
in FY 1979. 
THIS AWARD IS FUNQED UNDER ED LETTER OF CBEOIT NUMRER 91-02-2039 
Payments under this award will be made available through a Letter of Credit administered by the Education 
Department. Inquiries regarding payment should be directed to: Fiscal ~ervices Branch, Letter of Cr~dit, 
Education Department, 400 Maryland Ave., S.W., Washington, D.C. 20202. Telephone (202) 245-8892 
Na .,ant award 11 made aubjact to the pcovlalons oC the approvad State plans and the ap~Ucable acts and reg~.~lations. 
IO •. MAMIAHOTITI.!(I,.,.•) C • ayS 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Libraries and Learnin Technolo ies 
0 
a: lP'P'!CTIII! TRANS. ow \.IN I A~PI'IOPI'IIA TION OAT IE ACTION u~ 
NO. SYMeOI. ... ,.. COCE ... 
• (I) (2 • '1) (I • lO) 
Ot 9110104 2 12 280 0511 





\.IN I C8..1ECT AMOUNT AI./ NON• 
NO. CI.ASS (doll••• .,.., ,.,.,.) FEOEP· 
AI.. 
(41 •. U) ($2 • U} (64) 
01 4115 219,777 00 I 
•• 4115 19,388 00 
oa .. 
Ot 
12. OA TE 
. i . ( J , {~ /J Dec. 12, 1980 
NOI'I• 08\..IGATION OOCUMEHT GEo-
MAL/ MOCI- FIS. COMMON ~RAPH 
FIER CAL ACCOUNTING RE• IC 
III!:RS! COO! 
RE ... 
NVM8£R VEA.R NUMBER 
COOE COO£ 
(ll) (12) (13. lJ) (l6 • 2$) (l9) (40) (4l. 41) 
1 3 034 W008101040 2 1 EOOOSOO 
1 3 035 WOOB101140 2 1 E000501 
Ct. ASS 
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~:'!!~!iii: PRIMARY R!CIPIENT II 
I 
liECIN ENO 
COOE 'rnontll/r••r) (month/year) 
(61 • 7P) (l09) (1::! • lZP) (130. lJJ) 
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Ia. .,.,.. 0 ~.~.,.~-,. --- j :..~t.~-.. 1 ;:--~· - ;~~~r _____ .. ____ -----
I !.!.no .. ~ ~.:;~~~ ~ . :t8i5' Tit ·la· 1 ,;.~ •• ••::.=- 0 ;;;m:tr.t;~a~ 'JI unoo 1 -.~ 1 r.-.. 
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,_ .. ~~~fi~&:.•I'•\.HT 
... .._._ .south Carolina SU.1t• Library 
Ia . ..,.._u. 1500 Senate Stn'l'l . 
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1
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flON 
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f --·-----------··---·· 10"' , ..... a-.4 l•••r•o-• ~••~"~•• · (t•OIMQ 
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I ICIJLioL AC(kCT ,, .. - ... -·· -· . A-ll II.CTION 
*Estimate based on FY 80 alloc:rtin11. ,\ctual 
·figure to be submitted after c.,,q·,r··:;~; pa!>:;<•:; 
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LSCA Title lii 
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l.i-.o-:_~=J·~ 
! c:'Z au 11m•--~ 1'-
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' •• ••.... 1500 Senate Street 
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'8 i4 • 0 3' 5 ~~!· ____ _
! a.. nnJ. 
I Columbia ._ .._ ' Richland ,,.._ 
' ._ South Carolina ",., .... 29211 '""- , Library Services 
:' c.-"- tN- J B J h J (803) 758-3181'! , . .t..,, 1 Interlibrary Cooperation :5 ~ • , • ..,....,. He.l , ames • o nson, r. 1 a r. TJT\.a .11110 oaca•l"nnN tw .u-~c:Nt-r_t_O'WOHCT ______________ ~,,-.. -1~ .:c:;;;~c-... ,.m,.ac'"'t>·•r 
I: ~··· ,...:-., •.• .._ 
§ Basic State Plan Amendment 1 r..~= ~~,"},.'::r':- ·-•-
(Library Services and Construction Act, :1- ~~- IJ.-.fwl: .. ! ' I r-.:':" 
i Title III) ,_ ~ :....,.,.t 
J . ""'..., ...,_ i, ~ _0......, _______ .. __ ~--- ..,,_ A_ 
1 '/. T'r~ •)f' ,.SSIS'PNCl 
_.._ ---1 ' a....a...-- ~t ~-)... & tiiW ......... 
a ~---------..!- ..,,_,,1 .!!}-= ,. 
Iii , 1a. ""lA o' ....CJI.CT , .. ,.ACT • , ~::;: .---.----.
1
-1-1.-~~IX--TID--~-u-.. -.- . 10:. ,...,,,, ~ "'"''\ ,,·"' ''o" 
I ,.._ -) ~... I ~ c.--- , ....... -
! .......__., :a-.:..Ma.....C14111 
S h C li . 2.595,016 1< ·-~-~ ...... A. ;au tarona .. .. ----------~ 
u. l'tiOII'CMIID 'UitiiMM 14.. c:a.eea-•·.., II"WCft gp, liS. n...: o' C:HMt.;t .r .. 1,. ...... , 
r · 
1 
10-l- om•- •-.J.- IS-·•'' 
.. - I I 169,149 : L AffiUCMf .. ..a I~~ ...... 
1 .. ~~ 11!4 NA _ NA 1;::: 00':":. I== 64,400 Ill""~"-- ,it.=-. -;(---- ~--
! ~~ •! ~tt, NA :1..,.. I _.,.._,, ;,.;___.~ 
t •. cma . ·!! 1 ... C..E ,_ -· .. ,II. O.olTII'IQ 'too'"'· .~fl,,t..:ATION HUW.(II 
'- MIL J I 233,549 .; ....... ~ &180 10 20 i NA --------
1• P'DDAI.- ... --,,_............. I :t. III&MN<...a A00C0 _! U. S, Dept. of Ed., Room 3319B-ROB-3, Washington, D. C. 2020) 0 ,.. If,.. 
I
IZI. Ia. ~e ..... .- .............. ,._ If~ ................ _, ____ ... --•·•· "•- a_.. 
I ,___ ............. _, ___ - .. ·---·- --
ii THI ~----------API>lJeANT ......................... " 0 0 
! can,n ... ..._ • .. _.. 10111 ..... 1 w State Clearinghouse •O l'n&AT-. 'i .... _.._, .. _lat 0 1_........ ''I . ___ 0 0 
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1
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I ........... ~,...... II .......... J._ ....... •• ... ~....... ·'··· ......... ., ........... ,) 
·, tiDUIAl. AQV.CY , i1 .. - • t1 .... -· ,.,.. ACTION I 
*Estimate based on 1981 House of Representatives 
budget. Actual figure to be submitted after Congress 
passes appropriation. 
" --------·------· ·- ·-
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINAAn rr(· ,,, 
1 
. 
._ y . l·l·. '' .0 r;~;! Jb!•';'J I'I'V' IX'S' 
OFFICE OF THE STATE AUDITOAi~ f~~· ~tH'; i''n:.•ct 1, 1 :•;! h.• ,; .. !: .. :,,; , 
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS REVIEW UNI: .l.ud:;'JI Q,•v 'Of'';' :::t ~;;.~ti::;;;, i-1;~ .. 
P 0. BOX 11333 lli\ISI0 11, \, !!1 d ··~)•JV r)j thl'"' < .. 
f >· .. ' 
0
.. ..; . t. , ..> fi.J) IT) ,, 
TELEPHONE 
803-758-7707 
COLUMBIA .1\., .. d ... ll~'lf;~Jt fron; t.l" tee, 
2St21t otiJ ·r o1 "•· .• :; i:lL.thori:i:~p t: 
.. -.II:', > 
TO: 
ATTN: 
ACTION OF BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD 
S.C. State I.ihtary 
1500 Senate Street 
P .0. Box 11469 
Columbia, SC :'92tl 




. ~ONTROL NUMBER: 
l-H87-001 
THE BUDGET AND CONTROL BoARD HAS TAKEN THE FOLLOWING ACTION ON THE 
ABOVE REFERENCED REQUEST: 
PROJECT TITLE Basic SLate Plan Amendment 
AMOUNT t 3,787,065 
~ APPROVAL FOR YOU TO FILE FOR FEDERAL OR OTHER FUNDS AS INDICATED, 
c=J APPROVAL CONTINGENT UPON CERTAIN SPECIFIED CONDITIONS AS FOLLOWS: 
c=J DISAPPROVED THE ALLOCATION OF THESE FUNDS, 
[lJ A-95 REVIEW PROCESS HAS BEEN COMPLETED. THE STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 
HAS NO OBJECTIONS TO AN APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR 
THIS PROJECT PROVIDED ATTACHED COMMENTS ARE CONSIDERED IN PREPA-
RATION OF YOUR FORMAL APPLICATION, THIS FORM AND ATTACHED,COMMENTS 
MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR FORMAL GRANT APPLICATION, 
WE APPRECIATE THE PRIVILEGE OF WORKING WITH YOU ON THIS ACTIVITY, IF 
YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL ~E. 
'c;-;' 
SIGNATURE I t ( ~ _6 :0 • (--f:: ..:' -~ ' 
MR. J. c. SHEALY ; cc: NAME R. Archie Ellis 
COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S OFFICE DATE Dcc£mb~~[ 2, 1980 
..... 
- STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA OFFICE OF rHE STArE AUDITOR 
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS REVIEW UNIT 
P 0 BOX 11333 
/111'1 F, , )!> 
f ~.. t ~ 11' ' 't • ;:,';( i ,,, 





1! '.i(_l l 
' / ')f 1) I, 
: · · , t ; rc, ~, ~ t 
I!' l: 
; ( , .. 
ACT I ON OF BUDGET AND CONTROL BOAi;D 
TO: 
ATTN: 
S.C. State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
P.O. Box 11469 
Columbia, SC ;~92ll 
James B. Johnson, Jr. 
r-, 
~ CONTROL NUMBER:, 
I l-H87-002 
THE BUDGET AND CONTROL BoARD HAS TAKEN THE FOLLO\~ING ACTION ON THE 
ABOVE REFERENCED REQUEST: 
PROJECT TITLE Basil' Stall' Pl:m Aml.'nJmc•nt 
AMOUNT $ 23'3,5lt9 
~ APPROVAL FOR YOU TO FILE FOR FEDERAL OR OTHER FUNDS AS INDICATED, 
c=J APPROVAL CONTINGENT UPON CERTAIN SPECIFIED CONDITIONS AS FOLLOWS: 
c=J DISAPPROVED THE ALLOCATION OF THESE FUNDS, 
Q A-95 REVIEW PROCESS HAS BEEN COMPLETED. THE STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 
HAS NO OBJECTIONS TO AN APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR 
THIS PROJECT PROVIDED ATTACHED COMMENTS ARE CONSIDERED IN PREPA-
RATION OF YOUR FORMAL APPLICATION. THIS FORi~ AND ATTACHED COMMENTS 
MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR FORMAL GRANT APPLICATION, 
WE APPRECIATE THE PRIVILEGE OF WORKING WITH YOU ON THIS ACTIVITY, IF 
YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL ME, .__ __ 
/' /') 
I \ I 
SIGNATURE ( t. ,, /if_, 
cc: MR. J. c. SHEALY R. Archie Ellis 
COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S OFFICE December 9, 1980 
Part I. 
Part II. 
South carolina State Library 
·:, 
THE LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTiON ACT 
1980-1981 
Annual Program, FY 81 



















Strengthening the State Library Agency 
Field Services 
Career Education: Workshops 
Metropolitan/Urban Resource Libraries 
Service for the Disadvantaged 
Service to Children 
Service to the Deaf 
Library Development 
Institutional Library Services 
Service to the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
Film Program 
Service to Persons of Limited English-Speaking 
Ability 
Title III. Interlibrary Cooperation 
Project I. Interlibrary Network 
Annual Program, FY 80, Supplement 


















Strengthening the State Library Agency 
Field Services 
Career Education: Workshops 
Service for the Disadvantaged 
Service to Older Americans 
Service to Children 
Library Development 
Reader Services: Periodicals 
Institutional Library Services 
Service to the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
Film Program 
Title III. Interlibrary Cooperation 
Project I. Interlibrary Network 
III. Area Reference Resource Center 
- South Carolina State Library 
Post Off~ce Box 11469 
Columbia~ South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
LSCA STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES 
Name and Title 
Betty E. Callaham 
State Librarian 
James B. Johnson, Jr. 
Deputy Librarian 
Betty Q. Onley 
Business Manager 
Annette s. Stuck 
Bookkeeper 
LSCA Project Officers* 
Margie E. Herron 
Director of Field Services 
Alice I. Nolte 
Field Service Librarian 
Aileen P. Law 
Field Service Librarian 
Julianne Phillips 
Field Service Librarian 
Jane E. Gardner 
Field Service Librarian 
for Children's Services 
Ronald E. Anderson 
Field Service Librarian for 
Audio-Visual Programs 
Marjorie A. Mazur 
Technical Services Librarian 
Planning and administration: LSCA 
Title II, Title III; Library 
Interpretation 
Planning, budgeting, administration; 
preparation of long-range program, 
annual program, annual reports, 
LSCA Title I 
Budgeting, financial administration 
and reporting 










Service to the Disadvantaged 
Metropolitan Libraries 
Service to the Deaf 
VIII. Service to Persons of Limited 
English-Speaking Ability 




Strengthening the State 
Library Agency 
*Plans, coordinates, and reports project at State level; supervises 
implementation, evaluation; and reporting at local level. 
Theresa c. Mills 
Institutional Library Consultant 
s. Stephen Prine, Jr. 
Director, Division for the Blind 
and Physically Handicapped 
LSCA Project Officers 
John Landrum 
Director of Reader Services 
South carolina State Library 
.Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 




Institutional Library Services 
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2. Tro•\lcrlbo the lnforrnotlo" fro"' S•~••- 8 of ""rh rrot•~t R•r•"' 
Nlow. 
'"' """· .... ,,,. t;,.. •• 
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Proposed FY '81 Budget 
Title I 
CONSOliCMTEO LISTING OF PlroJ£CTS INCUIOEf' ltl AtlltJAl. rROGRAM rott TITlES I AtiO tit . --tM£ MIOUtUS ltEPOtn~D ·~lOW Alt£1 \f J1 IF ron fiSCAl -.fAIIt ''""Of" ..... 
[iJ•n•u~o t:x~ ... T-9 .,. rnoncT. ey UCA TITt.a rurtNr. MtUtnte 
0 ACTUAL C l(rf<NOfT_..I .y f"ftOJ~CT 1 eY \. 41C A "H. I! ___ ~:_C.: _____ ~~~~~ 3_Q_,J.981 __ 19(~~/80 
•stltUCtl8tlt FOtt COIIf't.WfMC ftm ltlf .... POllOWt Tttf' r"OJFCts ll~lff' f'rt.OW Alt! AU1tt0"17.rf' UMotlt PltOVf. 
I. Ute • •••••••• , .... , r., •ec" LSCA Title I r,,.,,.,,., Pulollc lU•r••r. '"'"'"''•"•'· _., u .... Atr .. rr••': 
~IOU\ or lSCA ; .. ,.•~• -•1 
end fer Title Ill. I 'I ?IT\P '· .. .... ,If: I ••nAny I l•nu •. ... ,,")) l.~, .. , 
2. Tr ... acriiHt tfte W-•' .. " '""' Seetleft Ia ef ,.,.-~, rrelect Rere•·l 
- •r '>'Jt~£ Ll" '" ""' "' .......... ~ l Tlflfl: I, Ill ~TIT U T tnN At. ;- 1 T!Tt( ttl, l'll('t.lbP-';• ...... 
L' Tilt. It '· MA•o•cArrF.o ( ()Of'( .... T I' 'I 3. F., eec:h lSCA Tide, ..... tetelef •IIJI-.411ur•• ~Y eeflt"Y (eel.,_, 1-7t end e~urt'e (~"'""'"' "·"). 
flY CAl!GOttY I<'•'-• 1·11 "~ S'JtJI:•. r •·~'-·-·.,• A-iII 
- --- --·--·---- --
P"OJrCT ~ALA .. t~S ANC 
~~ouo•~ TOT AI. fiOOw.S VISU._l. F.~tr· CONTIUCT· C T up:po To f 111.. r ')f' r£r:o£n"L IT AT£ l'lCIIl NU .. f:n WAGf:S 1!1ATrr11- I!I.Nf UAI. '" nvtr:~c p,-r,..~~c '""'''r~T ,. nu"'-; r """' 
r ,,,.,.or: (-·· ·-·' Al' r ,.,.,_..... ~I 
I ' ' ' 9 • 
. • • '" , - ---- -..... ---- --------- ---------- ---------












7f'"T4f.S 322,981 93,463 33,845 836 11, 164 462,289 50,000 412,289 462,289 
'~ 
WOf.KSME£T 
Pripv~ed {~ 31 ~ _0 2t I 
Title I 
CONSOUOATEO LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUO£P ttl AtHUJAl rROCRAM rOR TITLES I AUO Ill 
'H( AMOUNH AEPO..T£0 BElOW A"£' -- \f,. IF ron rt~CAL HAA I' A 1 f or ,.,.. 
(K)tttTI .. AT£0 ~Xrt: ... t'URW:t .y rftOJI:CT •• y l.$~11 TITl.tt F tlt'lfU': ut~Sintl 
0 ACTUAl. r:xr"NDITURI:t•Y rftOI~CT 0 • ., \.'ICA TIT\.~ s. c. Sept. 30, 1981 10/20/80 -. - - ·- - ----- -- . ·-·. -- ------ -- - - ·-------
lHtltVCtiOMS f'Dit CDW'LIT*C THIS UntMO FOllOW, Tllf ri'OJFCB lt~IFfl !'rUle AIU AliUIC'"'7.f" IIMO[IIt f'ttOY 
1. Ute • , .. .,.,.,. eheet f-. •-h L~CA Title I r,,.0,-: Pv\ltt lllue•r. l"ttltulle"•'· tt"of u .... .ttr .. rr•J: Slf'IIS or l SCA ir"•~• ...,., 
..4 lor Title Ill. I']TIYlPI. ,. .... ,If: I '""'"'Y I l•Ilt__J: '· .. ,.. _'')I • .,.,...l.l 
2. L 1 T I~ LP: '· 
- Df )')L~( Ll' Tr-atrl .. e tt.e ,,.,.,..,.,,.,.fro"' Ser.tl- I of .,.rt. rrolect R•ro•t tn f"tte ,..,f '''• I i,• • llf~T ll U T tntt -"L ;- 11!~l[ ' I. l'tl(Pllto•.· ....... {xl TITl.l: I. MANOICArr.:o COOP{ 11/t 11 •-•t 3. Fet •-" LSCA Tille. •"-• lolol of •••~ltvtee "'' teteto•y (tel-• t.7t _ .. l•trfre (,.,.,.,,.,,., 11.1 I)_ 
-
I'IY CAlfCO..Y lul.-o 1.1) flY ~'JIJPtr 1•~' .. -·"• •·Ill 
-· ------ ----- ------ -
P .. OJ!:CT ~A\.A"It'S .liND 
AUI)IC"o 
T 0 f AI, 
'""""' VISV"'L F. QUIP- CONT .. •CT· l' 1 It!':,. TO!I'l r')l"' rt:c-~.,,L IT AT£ LOCAL NU ... f:n WACf:S ... ,,.,.,_ Mf'NT U-"L u· nvtr:-1:~ P, -rN~.- ~ f'•nn,rrT rn.,,.,t; , .... ,., r 1 '""'' ~ ,""".' •• u .. , II>L~ , ",,,....... ~ ~ 
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, : { f\·"\ ...... / r~nn 70,827 188,757 45,000 143,757 188,757 ' ' , 
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Propose~ fi '61 Budget 
Title I 
CONSOliDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUOEf' tU AtiUHAl PROGP.AM FOR TITLES f AUO 1ft -- . tM[ AMOUNTS R£POtU£0 8£l.OW AltEt .. , ... ,, roft riSCAL l[Ait ''"''or,.,. . 
@EITJtiiAJE:O ~Xr«WetT~S eY rftOJ~CT, .... LSO::A TtTLil Ftfrttfr. &AtUtntf 
0 ACTIIAL ClCrfi:Hf'ITUfttl ey Mt01f:CT 0 .y L41CA TtTl.~ s. c. Sept. 30' 1981 10/20/80 -- --- ----- ------ -- ----- -- . ---
.. SfaUCttONS FOtt COIII'l.I!TMC THIS Lilt ... FOLLOW, Till' f'fJOJfC1S ll\lff' "rt.O• Alt! AUHfOfJilF" tiMOUt f"ltOYI· 
I. U•• • .... .,,.,. eheet r., ••~h LSCA Title I r,,..,,.,.., Put.ll~ lUuery, lnatltutleroal, """ fl,..,oflr .. rr•J: SIC'II~ or l ~CA ;~hora ...,., 
...d r •• T '''• m. l l flfl" '· ,.Ofll IC I "'nAny ·~l·p~f '· ,..,~_")I •JOR.t •. 'l 
2. Tr-aerlt.e the ,,.,.,,...,._,.fro"' 5ectl..- 8 er • .,,.., rreleet R.,..,, ht fin• ,..f ,,,. li"e t L 1 TITLI' '· I .. UITUftnN•L - ll~:ll~[ ll' I _1 TJft[ ' I, i'ol[tl(~D.'"• ....... L 1 TITLf: I, M••o•c" rr" n (:)01'(11.11 tr•t 3. F~ •~h lSCA Title, thew tetel ef .,,_41tur•• t.r eetet"'l' (eel-• 1.7, enoof t~urrt (,.,,,,.,,,. •-11). 
-IH CAT(GOitY f.,.,,_,, 1-71 I' Y SUIJitC r 1<~• .. ~·"• II. I II ---- ---~-----~ - I PfiOJ£CT 'ALA .. t£1 ANO o~~un•~ TOTAl. fiOOO(S VI~U~~~ ~w.IP· CC'NTfiACT- C T IfF.,. 10!I'l '')"' rt;:oc(nAL IT AT£ LOC.O.L Nu ... tn WA<iF.S MAT r r>t• .. _ .. , UAL ~trnvlt:F.41 p • -rw<: .. ~ '"'"''JrrT rn•.,n.-: r nttnt r ·~·~~·~ ,...., .... ., .. , AL' r,..,._.... .. l 
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Title III 
WOf.K~ItEET 
CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCllfDEPIU AtlliiJAL f'ROGP.AM rOR TtTlFS I AUO ttl 
THE AMOUNT\ A£ rortHO IE LOW ARE 1 
@l!tTI .. ATEO [lltF'I!NIMTUftl!t BY r"f)JI!CT, BY l.S':::A TITLI! 
0 ACTUAl OU"~HOITttftl!l 8Y rnoJf:CT 1 8Y L~CA liTL[ 
MSTRUCTIONS ro.- COMf'lfTINC: THI~ lfSTIMO ,OllOWo 
1. Ute e •~1>n•o1e eheet f.- eo~h L!IC ~ Title I r,.,,,.,..,~ """''~ LU.re•r. f.,elltutl,.,nr, .,.,of 11 .... ~,,~,.,..,1: 
e"d lor Tille Ill. 
2, Tro,tcrlloe tho r,r.,,.,., .. ,. fro"' Seetl011 8 of •.-~1, r,•l•~• R .. r••t ,.., ............ , ,,,. t; ..... t ....... 
3. For eoch LSCA Tille, ehe .. tololef ••Jortollturee by c•••t••r (~"'""'"' 1-71 .,,,.4 l•:rrre (, ... l.,r .. ,. •.II). 
P.-f)H'CT 
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~-lAf1t[S A .. O 
••cr:s PO.,W'J 
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"'"'""'' .,,. .. ,. UAt_ \r:nvlrf~ , • -,-.,~~ • 
-~~ 4 • , I 
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------.---- ------·----
.. --------- . ----------
--- ·---------· -- ·----- ------- I---------
71"T4LJ 82,423 5,000 5,000 I 133,049 ! 225,472 169' 149 56,323 225,472 
f 
FISCAL 1980-81 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE LIBRARY 
Library Services and Construction Act 
Project 
1981 FUNDS 
TITLE I - LIBRARY SERVICES: 
PROJECT I-A. General Administration 
PROJECT I-B. Library Interpretation 
PROJECT II-A. General Operation 
PROJECT II-B. Strengthening the State Agency 
PROJECT Ill-A. Field Services 
PROJECT III-B. Workshops 
PROJECT III-C. Metropolitan Libraries 
PROJECT III-D. Service to the Disadvantaged 
PROJECT III-F. Service to Children 
PROJECT III-G. Service to the Deaf 
PROJECT IV. Library Development 
PROJECT VI-A. Institutional Services 
PROJECT VI-B. Blind and Physically Handicapped 
PROJECT VII. Film Program 
PROJECT VIII. Limited English Speaking 
TOTAL TITLE I 
TITLE III - INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION: 
PROJECT I. Interlibrary Network 
TOTAL TITLE I II 
























































$ 169,149.00 $126,862.00 $ 42,287.00 
-
$ 169,149.00 $126,862.00 $ 42,287.00 -
$1,048,295.00 $811,858.00 $236,437.00 
( 
fo; c;:ch il<'m on t!us form. t'r' 01. 
lHIS RcPOI(l IS FOR TillE 
PROJECT REPORT r-;;a A PROPOSED 0 AN ACTUAL I I l4.! PROJEC_T --- PROJECT 
For Titles I Gftd Ill of lhe Librory Seryices ond Construction Act,~~ am.,nded P.L. 91·600 
1Rrad the Instructions f>dorc complctinf.! this rcporO 
FISCAL YEAR ENOING'...:;;.~ _ __;__:., __ +S:-:T::-A:--:T::-:E,;;...-----,.-P-R_O_J_t_C_T_N_O_.-













t. NAME (Identify if •t•l• -.~cy. 1r,:ionel or local libr•ry. orQettizallon, or ln•litullctl th.JI wHI •dmlniat•r the projrct) TELEPHONE (Ane cod•, NUMb••• Eorenaron) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
COtlGAE!oSIONAL OtSTRICTISI (1/le .. ,,..,, rnt:n 
1ZIP CODE 29211 All ADDRESS CN-ber, •lreet, CIIJ' and St•l•) 1 COUNTY I Richland P. 0. Box 11469. Columbia, S. C. Stttl~. lief by number) 
2. N AUE OF PROJECT 
Title I. Proiect IA. General Administration 
J. PROJECT DATESn INITIAL PROJECT (iJ CONTIIWINC PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT trUMS~A----
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN.(r<'•••J Indefinite b. PROJECT BEGAN 1956 "· PROPOSED.TERMIN .. TION DATE Non-Terminal 
~~~~AND POPULATION DA1 A (Compl•l<' filii ol lh<' oub·il<'m• oppliceble to lhio proi<'cl) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) Number of Persons Servea oy rroJec~ .. . ..... .. -.. CIJL.J BIOI..IOGRAPIUC SERVICES ICJ>O Rf.:FF.RENCE SERVICE 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual CZJ OcOMMUNIC•TION$ NETwORK 1 CJJQ ::~-;:.t;.•;•r.. P,.OCLS~, .. ~ 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of :.rea 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution 
a. Urban 1,232,195 b. Suburban 
Served (5)Qort-~ER(:;p .. cotn 
of persons area serve y tne proJecE 
c. Rural d. TOTAL 2,590,516 
6. TYPE 0~ CROUP(Cii•("~_.!~~bo• "'hic=lt b10el de.s,·tib~• th~ population !lt!rv~rJ bv f/''h." projt'"CI) 7. ACE GROUP SERVED (Gtv<' b~al .,.,,,...,,, o>l '"" 






(1) 1-=:! Econo:!licallv Disadvant.:u~ed (2) ,-- J lr.stitutionalized 
(3) L..:. 1 Physically Handicapped; Give number tlrat is blind (II CHILC1REN (It~, 0·141789 1 70~ 
(1) YOUTHI•tr IS•11J519.083 
NO..,KI,.,G ACF/ 
(J)C.R•nu•TL .(•&'1' .. 411,092,764 
"' 
(4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (5) CX.:.I General Public 
(6) 0 Other {Specify) 
8. ETHNIC OR RACI/~ GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 




2_241 e. Spanish-speaKing 
2,569 (Specffy) 
789 041 1. Other -~z-;235 
1, 794,430 TO'(AL (a-f) 2, 590,516 
(41 •c.r 0 , .. , .. '~ ""d ov .. ) 190,960 
t. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIB~ARIES ANO AGENCIES 




(1) JR. COL l 1: G>; 
(7) SP£CI•L 
(I) HOSPil A LS 
(f) CORAt.C TIO'-'AL 
•(10)~~~;-:~TeAL F 0 T Hf:-;:R;-'-'-----------
SUMMARY OF E XP[NOITURES (F•11 in Lm~ 1 ,..,, "'I'U01'0SF.IJ .. nn,l L•n~ 1 '"' .. ;t, tutti .. r-•pr-nd''"'~!C, 
BY CATEGORY (Columna 1·7) 
llo • .-.tl all amr•urrr ... Ia n,-,., •. ' ' ,J.,fi,H) 
BY SOURCE (Columr•s 11·11) 
. ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I TOTAL 
-- PROJECT I :)ALAJtiESI 110-K' IAUOIO.V'SUAL I- IC01'JTRA.CTUALI OTHER ITOTALFORI FEOERAL I C.'F.&'9'11:' I 11"\1"&1 I '"··-•-.-. •• AI 
-_, L1 " c:'~•lltPLAJ:'..._.T • • • • - • • • 
S ARIES I  Auo•o-v•  O'J CTU ..... , A .... . .... . ~ 
ANO WAGES! 
... _. ...,ro. .# I \ c;.....,v•r""c"'' I SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT I zl-1-) 1 ""'NU AVt~) ' MATERIAL$ J-  5t:: I f: ~ F~ ~ I=t: ~ !"':.::~=::= 1 p,, ... ,,..... l r- ...... .-.r t r_ • •• 
-Q: 
F=AI S ~IU~o.!nC. FUNDS 
(I) I I I I g ~ ~~ I __ "'_ I (1) I (J) I (4) I (5) I n• I n• I '"' I ,., 1 rrno 1 , 11 ,,. ,,. H• , .. (6) l')
Jt>,!:SYll I I I 16,500 36,891 53,391 uww w~x .,..x 
Lll 






I CERTIFY thai .. u of the infol1tlatiQn 
contained h"rcin is correct to the best 
of my knowlc-dce• Betty E. Callaham, Librarian 
NA""E OF HEAD, STATE"LIBRARY AGE~CY (TYP<') DATE SIGNATURE 
!6-4-f:.C~ pctober 20, 1980 · 
(Sec revcr:.;c o/ thl.• IOiflll 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IA. General Administration 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of the project is to administer the Library Services and Con-
struction Act in South Carolina efficiently, economically, and effectively in 
order to fulfill the goals and objectives of the long-range and annual programs. 
As the chief instrument for the planning and implementation of the total LSCA 
program, the General Administration project is directed toward the realization 
of the basic continuing goal of the program: 
TO provide comprehensive library services and resources 
to the people of South carolina, giving every individual 
access to the informational resources of the State. 
(South Carolina Program for Library Development, 1978-
198.!, P• 4) 
The project provides for the statewide planning and evaluation of library 
services and for administrative activities required for compliance with the pro-
visions of the Library Services Act and Regulations. Major activities include, 
but are not limited to: 
1. preparation and publication of: 
a. the Basic State Plan 
b. the long-range State Program for Library Development 
c. the Annual Program 
2. evaluation and reporting of LSCA programs 
3. activities of the LSCA Advisory Council 
4. management of budget and records 
5. dissemination of information concerning LSCA programs 
6. studies and surveys as needed to provide direction and/or evaluation 
of both the statewide and specific local programs 
7. the services of consultants required for such activities 
a. staff parti~ipation in LSCA training programs convened by the Depart-
ment of Education 
9. negotiation of indirect cost rate 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IA. General Administration 
State funds will cover most staff costs, including salaries of profession-
al, bookkeeping, and secretarial personnel attributable to the activities of the 
project. LSCA will be used to cover costs of one bookkeeper, equipment, sup-
plies, printing, travel, communication, and contractual services attributable to 






Estimated expenditures for FY 81 include: 
Salaries and Wages $36,891 
Position \ of Time Amount 
Librarian 15 $ 4,861 
Deputy Librarian 40 9,664 
Business Manager 33-1/3 6,901 
Accountant I 33-1/3 5,434 
Clerk/Typist 100* 10,031 
*1/4 of time of four FTE's 
Travel 1,200 
Staff $500 
Advisory Council 700 
Indirect costs 14,000 
other (supplies, printing, postage, communications, etc.) 1,300 
Total $53,391 
The source of funding for the project in FY 81 will be: 
Federal State Total 
$16,500* $36,891 $53,391 
*$4,500 (est.) of this amount will be carried forward 
for use in FY 82. 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
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Activities of the General Administration Project will be monitored continu-
ously by the State Librarian, Deputy Librarian, and/or Business Manager, 
assisted when needed by individual program supervisors. Monthly reports will be 
made on expenditures, and quarterly reviews will evaluate activities and 
progress in implementation. 
The success of the project will be measured by: 
1. approval of the State Library Board and LSCA Advisory Council 
2. acceptance of the Basic State Plan, Annual Program, state Plan for 
Library Development, and annual reports by the LSCA Administrative 
Librarian 
3. the extent to which LSCA funds are allocated, obligated, and expended 
for approved purposes within the established time frame 
4. the successful implementation of individual projects set up under the 
Annual Program, and 
s. the replacement of federal funds with local funds in projects 
established by LSCA grants 
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Project IB. Library Interpretation 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of the Library Interpretation Project is to interpret 
library service to the government and the public and to promote a climate 
of public opinion favorable to library development. It attempts to in-
crease public understanding of library programs and awareness of services 
provided, thus building up the use of the library by individuals and 
groups in the community. 
The project prospectus sets forth nine objectives: 
1. To encourage greater use of the State Library's facilities and 
resources by state government personnel. 
2. To more fully inform the general public about existing public and 
state institutional library services, to encourage greater use of 
these library services by more and more people. 
3. To stimulate public interest and create support for the constant 
improvement of public, college, special and state institutional 
library services and facilities. 
4. To reach the non-library user plus specific groups such as visually 
and physically handicapped, urban and rural disadvantaged, and non-
English speaking peoples with information about available library 
service. 
5. To support programs of other state agencies and other groups which 
will strengthen •the reading and learning experience• and offer the 
state's citizens continuing educational and informational 
opportunities through library resources. 
6. To support a program of interlibrary cooperation which will assure 
a more efficient utilization of all library resources in the state. 
1. To create awareness in and offer guidance toward sound county-level 
public relations programs for librarians, their staffs and their 
board members. 
a. To support and publicize and participate in the Share _! Book with 
~ Child Reading Campaign. 
9. To support, as needed, the History of Public Libraries in South 
Carolina which will be prepared for publication during the year. 
(The South carolina State Library. Library Interpretation Program: 
PROSPECTUS. July 1, 1980 -June 30, 1981, P• 1.) 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
South carolina State Library 
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Project IB. Library Interpretation 
The project supports Goal VC of thee Long-Range Program: To 
interpret library service to the government and the public and to 
promote a climate of opinion favorable to library development. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
The Library Interpretation Project is aimed at strengthening the 
State Library and the public and institutional libraries of South 
Carolina. It supports both the state and LSCA programs. It is hoped 
through increasing the understanding of the role of the library in the 
life of today to make the library and its services an integral part of 
every community activity whether it be professional, business, 
educational, or recreational. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
In a population of two and one-half million, only about 30% of South 
Carolinians are regular library users. Many non-users are unaware either 
of library services generally or of potential benefits for them personal-
ly. At the same time, financial support for all South Carolina libraries 
is low. Limited resources do not permit them to reach out to all the 
unserved or to adequately serve present users. Both the public and offi-
cials responsible for funding need to be informed about the value of 
library services. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
The entire population of the state will benefit to the degree that 
the project assists in the development of adequate library services to 
meet the needs of the people. By making state legislators and local 
officials aware of the educational, informational, and recreational value 
of libraries, a better level of support may be obtained. By making more 
people aware of library services, a greater proportion of the public is 
likely to avail themselves of those services. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
The Library Interpretation Program is conducted by a firm of public 
relations specialists. An annual prospectus sets forth general objec-
tives and projected activities, but the program is kept flexible in order 
to support current needs and changing emphases. Complete plans for pub-
licity and public relations are developed for all major State Library 
programs, for each LSCA project, and for appropriate public and institu-
tional activities. Services to children, service to the deaf, the blind 
and physically handicapped, the film program, networking, and outreach 
activities will receive special empahsis. specific activities include: 
South carolina State Library 
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Project IB. Library Intrepretation 
(1) news releases, (2) feature articles, (3) broadcast announcements, (4) inter-
views, (5) folders, brochures, and booklists, (6) exhibits, signs, posters, 
displays, and presentations, and (7) special printed materials. Media utilized 
include (1) newspapers, (2) radio, (3) television, (4) professional and 
corporate house organ publications, (5) national and regional media, and 
(6) statewide and regional meetings. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The Library Interpretation Project will be implemented in FY 81 at 
the South Carolina State Library. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library and all public and institutional 
libraries in South Carolina. 
IX. Estimated Cos~ of and Sources of Funding 
The project is funded primarily from State Appropriations. 
Federal State Total 
$6,000 $10,000 $16,000 
$2,000 (est.) of this amount may be carried forward for use in 
FY 82. 
X. Method of Administering Project 
The Library Interpretation Project is administered by the State 
Library under supervision of the State Librarian. Services are provided 
by a public relations firm employed by the State Library. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The Library Interpretation Project is monitored continuously by the 
State Librarian, assisted by professional staff members responsible for 
individual programs and projects. At the beginning of the fiscal year, a 
projection of the program for the coming year is prepared by the public 
relations representative. Biweekly conferences are held with him to 
review all news releases, publicity materials, exhibits, or other items 
produced for the program. The representative prepares a biweekly report 
on activities. This is reviewed by all concerned staff members, and the 
program is revised or amended whenever new concerns or activities 
develop. 
The Library Interpretation Project will be evaluated by the State 
Library staff in terms of the extent to which the 1981 prospectus has 
been carried out and the degree to which state and LSCA programs have 
been supported by the project. 
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I. Objectives 
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SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to provide for the on-going 
operations of the State Library. Specific objectives are: 
A. To administer the State program, with a State budget of some 
$2,900,000, including: 
1. Statewide planning and development 
2. Services to State government 
3. Services to public libraries 
4. Services to state institutions 
5. Services to the blind and physically handicapped 
B. To provide the personnel, space, and supporting services required 
to implement the Federal program. 
c. To fulfill State regulations governing personnel administration 
and fiscal management, including budgeting, accounting, reporting, 
and auditing. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The General Operations Project supports Goal I (and its subsidiary 
parts): 
To strengthen the State Library Agency for the 
purpose of providing library leadership and 
services. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
The General Operations Project will provide the personnel, equip-
ment, space, supplies, maintenance, and supporting services required to 
carry out all functions of the State Library under both State and Federal 
programs. It makes possible a statewide program of library development 
and cooperation and thus contributes to improved library services for all 
South Carolinians. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
South carolina State Library 
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The total library resources of South carolina fall short of both 
State and national standards of adequacy, and no individual library 
system has achieved the minimum goals for library service set forth in 
the State Program for Library Development. Without the leadership, 
service, and financial assistance provided by the State Library, the 
quality of library service for all South Carolinians would be signifi-
cantly lower and services for special groups - the disadvantaged, the 
institutionalized, the blind and physically handicapped - would be 
reduced to minimum levels. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
The entire population of the State will benefit by having a strong, 
efficiently operated State Library which serves as the central resource 
for information, materials, and services. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include, but not be limited to: 
A. Fiscal operations - budgeting, accounting, reporting, auditing 
B. Personnel administration - recruiting, training, supervision, 
evaluation 
c. Maintenance and operation of buildings and equipment 
D. Operation of State and Federal programs 
1. Technical Processes (See Title I, Project IIB) 
2. Reference and Interlibrary Loan (See Title III Program) 
3. Field Services (See Title I, Projects IIIA, IIIB, IIIC, IIID, 
IIIE, IIIF, IIIG, IV, V, VII, and VIII) 
4. Institutional Services (See Title I, Project VIA) 
5. Blind and Physically Handicapped (See Title I, Project VIB) 
6. Interlibrary Cooperation (See Title III Program) 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The General Operations Project will be implemented in FY 81 in the 
headquarters of the South Carolina State Library. 
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VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
South Carolina State Library 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
The project will be funded primarily by state appropriations which 
cover personnel, housing, maintenance, and the majority of all other 
operating costs. 
Federal funds may be used to cover a pro-rated share of travel, com-
munications, equipment, supplies, contractual services, and miscellaneous 
expenses directly attributable to the implementation and supervision of 
Library Services and Construction Act programs at the state and/or local 
levels. Because of the increasing volume and complexity of accounting 
and reporting for both State and Federal programs, LSCA funds will also 
be used to continue a second bookkeeper. Under the supervision of the 
Business Manager and Chief Bookkeeper, this employee is primarily respon-
sible for bookkeeping and records involved in the LSCA program. 
Because State expenditures cover the cost of services to State 
government, the amounts expended for this purpose are deducted from the 
State appropriation to determine the amount of State money used to match 
LSCA funds. 
Funds budgeted for FY 81: 
Federal State Total 
$24,235* $499,402** $523,637 
*$20,000 (est.) of this amount will be carried forward for use 
in FY 82. 
**Does not include cost of service to State Government: $55,361 
x. Method of Administering Project 
The General Operations Project will be administered by the State 
Library under the supervision of the State Librarian, Deputy Librarian, 
and Business Manager. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The operations of the State Library are monitored continuously by 
the State Librarian, Deputy Librarian, and Business Manager. All profes-
sional staff members make monthly reports on activities. Regular reviews 
by department heads, made quarterly or more often if needed, measure 
progress and evaluate activities. Monthly reports are made to the 
Library Board by the State Librarian, and the Advisory Council receives 
quarterly progress reports. 
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The success of the General Operations Project is directly reflected 
by the success or failure of the individual programs conducted by the 
State Library, the cooperation of South Carolina libraries, and public 
response to library programs. Pragmatically, success will be indicated 
by: 
(1) approval by the State Library Board and LSCA Advisory Council 
(2) approval of budget requests by the Budget and Control Board and by 
the General Assembly 
(3) successful compliance with regulations and requirements of state 
Personnel, the State Treasurer, the Comptroller General, the 
Legislative Audit Council, and the State Auditor 
(4) scheduled completion or approved continuation of individual State 
and Federal projects 
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South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIB. strengthening the State 
Library Agency 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
1. To strengthen the resources. of the State Library, and 
2. To supplement and reenforce the resources of libraries throughout 
the state. 
II. Relationship to Long ~ange Program 
The Strengthening the State Library Agency project supports the 
following goals of the long range program: 
(I) To strengthen the State Library agency for the purpose of 
providing statewide leadership and services. 
(IB) To provide a comprehensive collection of information and 
materials and in-depth reference services supplementing 
the resources of public and institutional libraries. 
(IB1) To expand existing book and periodical collections to meet 
increasing reference and interlibrary loan needs. 
(IB2) To maintain a complete collection of State documents plus 
a strong collection of Federal documents (The State Library 
is a selective depository for Federal documents). 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
This project attempts to build up the State Library's collection of 
books and materials to the point that it can adequately serve as a 
resource center for all libraries in the state. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
South carolina's public libraries have less than 1.6 books per 
capita. Institutional libraries, though having higher per capita 
holdings, are all small collections limited in depth and breadth of 
holdings. No South Carolina library has adequate resources to serve all 
the needs of its patrons, none can afford to acquire all the resources 
needed, and to do so would be uneconomical in any case. A central 
collection capable of supporting the program of libraries throughout the 
state is the only feasible solution for South Carolina. 
v. Who Is To Be served 
The entire population of the state may be served by the project 
since the resources it provides are made available to the patrons of all 
South carolina libraries by means of the Interlibrary Loan Network. 
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VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. Select, acquire, process and catalog 8,000 books, 8,000 State and 
Federal documents, 1,600 periodical subscriptions, 500 reels of 
microfilm, 25,000 microfiche, plus filmstrips, maps, cassettes, 
records, and miscellaneous materials. 
2. Maintain a collection of 154,000 books, 63,000 documents, 185,000 
microfiche, plus periodicals, microfilm, etc. 
3. Maintain the central catalog of all State Library holdings. 
4. Prepare a supplement to the microfilm catalog to be distributed 
to public, institutional, and selected academic libraries to 
facilitate interlibrary loan use. 
5. The State Library will sponsor workshops or other training 
opportunities as needed for public and state institutional libraries 
in the area of collection development. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 81 at the South Carolina State 
Library. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library 
All libraries of South carolina 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
This project provides for the purchase of books, periodicals, micro-
film and other library materials acquired by the State Library, plus the 
cost of cards, supplies, and equipment (but excluding personnel) used in 
processing these materials. SOLINET's cataloging (i.e. use) charges may 
also be covered by project funds, as well as related travel by staff 
members. The project will be partially funded by FY 80 LSCA funds 
carried forward into FY 81. 
Funds budgeted for FY 81: 
Federal State Total 
$75,000* $36,729 $111,729 
*$20,000 (est.) of this amount will be carried forward 
into FY 82. 
x. Method of Administering Project 
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Project IIB. Strengthening the State 
Library Agency 
The project will be administered by the State Library staff under 
the supervision of the Director of Technical Services, assisted by the 
Director of Reader Services and the Interlibrary Loan Librarian. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The project will be monitored daily by the Director of Technical 
Services, with monthly progress reports on orders, acquisitions, and 
expenditures. The success of the project will be measured by the 
percentage of the budgeted funds that are expended for the purpose 
allocated within the fiscal year and by the number of items made 
available to the public as projected in item VI. The value of the 
project is demonstrated by the use made of the Interlibrary Loan 
collection (see Title III Program). 
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Post Office Box 11469 
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Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IliA. Field Services 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to extend and improve public library 
service throughout the State and to implement the State Plan at the local 
level. Specific objectives of the project are: 
A. To improve existing library service in all counties and regions by 
means of advice and assistance to public librarians and library 
boards. 
B. Tb encourage public libraries to work toward state and national 
standards for good library service by adapting efficient practices 
and procedures of organization and administration. 
c. To plan and develop improved public library services in areas 
having inadequate service through special projects such as pilot 
or demonstration projects. 
o. To promote the consolidation of inadequate library systems into 
larger units of service. 
E. To create an understanding of public library service and its 
objectives by educating trustees and citizens as to what good 
library service is. 
F. Tb provide information concerning the work and objectives of the 
South Carolina State Library. 
G. Tb obtain strong public support for South carolina's program of 
library service on a local and statewide basis in order to secure 
increased financial support from local and state sources. 
H. To promote implementation of the State Program for Library 
Development. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Field Services Project supports Goal II (and all its sub-goals): 
To expand and improve public library service through-
out the State, providing access for every resident, 
so as to further the educational, economic, and 
cultural enrichment of all citizens; and 
'". 
Goal ID: 
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Title I 
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To provide consultant services for public, institutional, 
and other libraries of South Carolina. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
The Field Services Project will: 
A. Provide professional advice and assistance to the public libraries 
of South Carolina -- advice and assistance necessary to the improve-
ment of public library service throughout the state. 
B. Provide the direction and supervision at the local level of State 
and Federally funded library projects. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
Although great strides have been made in recent years, South caro-
lina still falls short of both State and national standards of adequacy 
of library resources, personnel, service programs, and support. No indi-
vidual library system has achieved the minimum goals for library service 
set forth in the South Carolina Program for Library Development. The 
Field Services Project, carried out by a team of public library consult-
ants, is needed as an incentive or catalyst for improvement and/or 
development of areas of weakness. The staff of field consultants can 
serve in many ways as effective agents in making librarians more aware of 
the library needs of the state and ways to meet these needs: (a) by pro-
viding the necessary direction and evaluation of State and federal 
projects carried out at the local level; (b) by advising and guiding on a 
one-to-one basis, in meetings, and through statewide workshops; (c) by 
constantly exploring solutions to local problems with library staffs and 
boards; (d) by providing ideas and information on such diverse topics as 
construction, staff development, and budget presentations. Availability 
at all times of a staff of trained librarians for consultation can give 
the statewide library program a certain cohesiveness, continuity, and 
stability which it might not otherwise have. The state and federal aid 
distributed through this project are a significant factor in remedying 
deficiencies of service largely attributable to limited financial support 
at a time when the cost of materials and salaries is skyrocketing. 
V. Who Is To Be Served 
The entire population of the state will benefit from the consultant 
work which the Field Staff will do with the public librarians, trustees, 
and citizens to improve or develop county and regional library service 
throughout the state. 
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VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
A. Advising and assisting the public libraries of South Carolina in 
overcoming local problems. 
1. Work with professional librarians: Act as liaison between the 
State Library and librarians; interpret the objectives and 
programs of the State Library; and maintain good public 
relations. 
2. Wor~ with inexperienced and untrained librarians: Provide in-
service training and close supervision; explain the programs 
and objectives of the State Library; assist with preparation 
of the budget; assist in the planning and, if necessary, 
supervise major tasks, such as weeding, reclassifying, etc.; 
encourage librarians to publicize services of the library and 
to devote more effort to public relations. 
3. Work with library boards: Represent the State Library at local 
board meetings; support librarians' budget requests; explain 
State Aid requirements, special contracts and agreements and 
State Library projects; assist in developing plans for improved 
library services; encourage cooperation with neighboring 
library systems. 
4. Work with the public: Meet with local organizations to provide 
information concerning public library service and its develop-
ment through talks, exhibits, and distribution of publicity 
materials, talk with community leaders and key individuals 
about library service; interpret state and local library 
programs to patrons. 
5. Supervision of library pilot £E other such special library 
projects designed to develop or reorganize county £E regional 
librar~ systems. 
B. Planning, monitoring, and evaluating LSCA Title I Projects involving 
grants estimated at $662,000. 
c. Assisting in the administration of per capita state Aid totaling 
$1,942,887 to county and regional libraries. 
D. Conducting at least one statewide workshop and assisting with other 
workshops sponsored by the State Library. 
E. Contracting with USC College of Librarianship to enter library 
statistical reports into a computer data base, analyze data, and 
produce rankings, comparisons, and other information needed for 
planning purposes. 
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F. Administering "mini grants" whereby small items of equipment or 
material are provided to all public libraries (and sometimes insti-
tutional libraries) when it is more economical and efficient to 
handle orders, distribution, and payment from the State Library. 
G. Assisting the South Carolina Library Association and other profes-
sional organizations by encouraging trustees, librarians, and staff 
members to join associations and by stressing attendance at meetings 
and participation in activities of the association. 
H. Employing a Secretary II to provide clerical support to the Field 
Services staff. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in the 39 county and regional 
library systems of the state listed under VIII. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The key libraries involved in the project will be the South Carolina 
State Library and the following county and regional library systems: 
Abbeville-Greenwood Regional Library 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell-Edgefield Regional Library 
Allendale-Hampton-Jasper Regional Library 
Anderson County Library 
Beaufort County Library 
Berkeley County Library 
Calhoun County Public Library 
Charleston County Library 
Cherokee County Public Library 
Chester County Free Public Library 
Chesterfield County Library 
Clarendon County Library 
Colleton County Memorial Library 
Darlington County Library 
Dillon County Library 
Dorchester County Library 
Fairfield County Library 
Florence County Library 
Georgetown County Memorial Library 
Greenville County Library 
Horry County Memorial Library 
Kershaw County Library 
Lancaster County Library 
Laurens County Library 
Lee County Public Library 
Lexington County Circulating Library 
McCormick County Library 
Marion County Library 
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Marlboro County Public Library 
Newberry-Saluda Regional Library 
Oconee County Library 
Orangeburg County Free Library 
Pickens county Library 
Richland County Public Library 
Spartanburg County Library 
Sumter County Library 
Union Carnegie Library 
Williamsburg County Library 
York County Library 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
Funds budgeted for FY 81: 
Federal State Local 
$10,000* $1,942,887 State Aid $9,990,493 




*$5,000 {est.) of this amount may be carried forward for use 
in FY 82. 
x. Method of Administering Project 
Under the general supervision of the State Librarian and the Deputy 
Librarian, the project is administered by the Director of Field Services, 
assisted by the Field Staff. state grants-in-aid are paid to counties 
upon submission of budget proposals and supporting documents. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The Field Service Librarians, who will be responsible for implement-
ing this project, will report to the Director of Field Services on all 
activities in their assigned counties by means of (1) written field 
reports {2) monthly reports and (3) annual LSCA project reports -- and by 
conferences as needed. On-site observation of projects will be made by 
Field Service Librarians as they make their round of field trips to their 
assigned counties during the year. 
To a large extent, the success of the project will be determined by 
how successful local libraries are in acheiving the goals and objectives 
spelled out in Standards for ~ Carolina Public Libraries. 
To determine what degree of progress has been made toward reaching 
these Standards, the following areas will be examined closely. 
1. Local Library Support 
2. Materials 
3. Personnel 
4. Physical Facilities 
5. Organization 
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The following statistics will be used to demonstrate the overall success 
or failure of the project: 
--Number of field trips made by Field Staff during the year. 
--Number of library systems served. 
--Number of local library board meetings attended. 
--Number of LSCA projects supervised and total amount of those Federal 
library projects. 
--Number of LSCA projects continued with local support. 
--Total amount of local library budgets. 
--Total amount of State Grants-in-Aid administered to county and regional 
library systems. 
--Number of workshops actually planned and carried out by the Field 
Staff. 
--Number of times the Field Staff represented the State Library at local, 
State, and national conferences, conventions, workshops, professional 
associations, building dedications, civic organizations, and other 
State and local agencies. 
--Number of instances in which the Field Staff provided recruiting, 
placement, and training services for public libraries. 
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I. Objectives 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIIB. career Education: 
Workshops 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. To improve library service through training of public and 
institutional library personnel at all levels and to provide 
for better informed public library trustees. 
2. To provide for State Library sponsored workshops to meet specific 
needs. 
3. To support a comprehensive continuing education program for South 
Carolina library personnel through cooperation with the USC College 
of Librarianship, the South Carolina Library Association, and 
other professional groups. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Career Education Project supports the following goal of the long 
range program: 
(IIA1) To provide adquately trained personnel for 
the varied and changing demands of librarianship. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
This project will provide opportunities for continuing education 
through scholarship grants to attend academic courses in librarianship 
for non-professional personnel and for workshops, travel grants, and in-
service training for professional and non-professional personnel as well 
as public library trustees. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
Three of South carolina's thirty-nine county and regional library 
systems are administered by non-professional personnel who are in contin-
uous need of up-grading their library skills and in meeting requirements 
for pre-professional certification. All library systems include non-pro-
fessional staff who will benefit both from academic courses in library 
science and from workshops designed to meet specific needs. The nation-
wide emphasis on continuing education for all professions demonstrates 
the need to provide for continuing education opportunities for profes-
sional library personnel at all levels. Well informed trustees are 
essential to the planning, development, and maintenance of sound library 
systems. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
South Carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIIB. Career Education: 
Workshops 
All public and institutional library personnel will be eligible 
under the project so that the total population will benefit. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include the following: 
1. Information will be compiled and distributed to all public and 
institutional libraries on academic courses in library science 
offered during the summer session by the state's colleges and 
universities. Notification of continuation of scholarships for 
the full academic year will be sent to all public and institutional 
libraries. 
2. Information on conferences and seminars will be distributed to 
professional personnel. They may apply for assistance to attend 
conferences or workshops which would be of benefit to them and 
their library systems. 
3. Grants will be offered library staff members and trustees for 
courses, workshops, conferences, and other learning opportunities. 
Non-professional personnel may receive grants for workshops, under-
graduate academic courses in librarianship, or up to six hours 
graduate credits in library science if the courses support job 
assignments. For professional librarians and trustees grants may be 
awarded for any continuing education activity which will contribute 
to improved job performance. Grants do not encompass advanced 
degree programs. 
4. The State Library will plan and sponsor workshops, study tours, 
or other activities to meet specific needs when suitable workshops 
are not available from other sources. 
5. The State Library will cooperate wilth the USC College of Librarian-
ship and professional organizations in planning, implementing, 
and/or financing continuing education programs of general interest 
to public and institutional librarians and library trustees. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The Career Education: Workshops Project will be implemented in FY 
81 by the State Library Field Staff throughout the state. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library and all public and institutional 
libraries in the state. 
South Carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIIB. Career Education: 
Workshops 
IX. Estimated Cost of and sources of Funding 
LSCA Title I funds will be used to cover the cost of all scholar-
ship grants, workshops, and/or travel and conference grants as well as 
any workshops conducted by the State Library. FY 80 funds are also 
available for use in FY 81. 
FY 81 funds budgeted: 
Federal State Total 
$8,000* -0- $8,000 
*$2,000 (est.) of this amount will be carried forward for 
use in FY 82. 
X. Method of Administering Project 
The project will be administered by the South Carolina State Library 
and supervised by the State Library Field Staff. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The project will be monitored by the Field Staff. Libraries 
employing individuals receiving grants must meet all requirements for 
State or Federal Aid. All grant recipients will submit a written 
evaluation report on the information acquired to the State Library, which 
may request an oral report be given to the Association of Public Library 
Administrators and/or other appropriate professional groups. The project 
will also be evaluated on: 
(1) The successful allocation, obligation, and expenditure of LSCA funds 
approved for the project in FY 81 
(2) The successful implementation of the scholarship grant and workshop 
and/or travel grant program 
(3) The successful implementation of the workshops or seminars sponsored 
by the State Library 
(4) The subsequent improvement in library service as measured by 
administrators' assessment of staff performance or by general 
observation 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIIC. Metropolitan and Urban 
Resource Libraries 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
A. To improve in-depth reference resources of six metropolitan li-
braries which serve as resource libraries for surrounding areas 
and thus to improve reference service to the people of the entire 
state. 
B. To meet Standards for South Carolina Public Libraries, which 
recommend a network of area resource libraries, each one to serve 
an area not more than half a day's round trip for its users. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The project supports the following goal of the long range progr~n 
directly: 
Goal IIE. To strengthen metropolitan libraries which serve 
as regional resource centers. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
This project will enable the six recipient libraries to purchase 
reference materials needed to give depth to the reference collection in 
their headquarters libraries. 
Reference service to the entire state will be improved as the 
recipient libraries agree to allow their collections to be used on a 
referral basis by adults from neighboring counties. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
Although there has been progress in recent years, reference collec-
tions in the state are still uneven. Several libraries have token refer-
ence collections; others have only the basic reference works; a few have 
better-than-average collections but do not have the funds to purchase the 
most expensive, specialized tools, particularly those in the field of 
business and science. 
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South Carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIIC. Metropolitan and Urban 
Resource Libraries 
It is an important function of today's library to serve the refer-
ence and information needs of its citizens. Since it is financially 
impossible to develop a strong reference collection in every library, the 
Standards for South Carolina Public Libraries recommend the development 
of a few resource libraries which could be utilized by citizens of the 
surrounding area. The Metropolitan and Urban Resource Libraries Project 
provides grants for the development of these resource library collec-
tions. The evaluations of this project in past years proved that the 
funds allocated have enriched the collections of the participating 
libraries and that those involved wished the project to be continued. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
People of the entire state will be served by the project. The six 
libraries receiving grants will act as resource libraries for their 
surrounding areas and agree to open the use of their reference collection 
on a referral basis to serious adult library patrons in neighboring 
counties. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include the following: 
A. Grants to libraries will be made in two categories: 
1. Three libraries, Charleston, Florence, and Greenville, will 
each receive a grant of $10,000; three other libraries, Aiken, 
Richland, and York, will each receive a grant of $5,000. 
Grants are to be earmarked for the purchase of reference ma-
terials needed to give depth to the central reference collec-
tion for the area. Materials are to be selected from standard 
reference selection tools. If requested, a portion of the 
grant may be used for microfilm run~ of periodicals of refer-
ence value. 
2. Richland County Public Library will receive an additional 
$5,000 under provisions of the Urban Library Amendments to LSCA 
for the purchase of adult nonfiction materials to strengthen 
the library's collection so that it may better serve as a 
resource for the entire area. 
B. Libraries receiving the grant must satisfy the State Library that 
they: 
1. Meet all requirements for state and federal aid. 
2. Will not reduce their current budget for reference materials 
below the amount of local funds utilized for this purpose 
during the preceding year. 
South Carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIIC. Metropolitan and Urban 
Resource Libraries 
3. Will open the use of their reference collection on a referral 
basis to serious adult patrons from neighboring counties. 
c. The State Library will pay grants to the recipient libraries on a 
reimbursement basis upon the submission of acceptable records for 
expenditures of the funds. 
D. Both the State Library and the recipient libraries will publicize 
the project. The recipient libraries will submit publicity plans 
and will forward copies of publicity to the State Library. 
VII. When and Where_ Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in Fiscal Year 1981 in the head-
quarters building of the six libraries. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
"Key libraries" are the six libraries receiving grants: 
Aiken County Public Library, 224 Laurens Street, s.w., 
Aiken, South Carolina 29801 
Charleston County Library, 404 King Street, Charleston, 
South Carolina 29403 
Florence County Library, 319 South Irby Street, 
Florence, South Carolina 29501 
Greenville County Library, 300 College Street, 
Greenville, South Carolina 29601 
Richland County Public Library, 1400 Sumter Street, 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
York County Library, 325 South Oakland Avenue, 
Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730 
"Other libraries" are those which refer their users to the collec-
tions of the recipient libraries and which in various ways help to 
promote the project. These include all other libraries in the state, 
special and academic as well as public. 
IX. Estimated sost of and Source~ of Funding 
The estimated cost of the project is $50,000; the source of funding 
is LSCA Title I, Fiscal Year 1981. 
X. Method of Administering Project 
south carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, SOuth carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIIC. Metropolitan and Urban 
Resource Libraries 
The project will be administered by the Field Services staff of the 
State Library, and financial records will be maintained by the State 
Library. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
A. The project will be monitored by the Field Services staff of the 
State Library through continual communication (telephone, mail, and 
field visits) with the libraries involved and through the checking 
of project invoices. 
B. The final evaluation of the project will be done by the Field 
Services staff, using the records of the six libraries, obser-
vations made through field visits, and assessments by area 
librarians of benefits to library users. 
c. In the evaluation special attention will be paid to the following: 
1. Quality and quantity of materials ordered and the value of 
the materials for reference use. 
2. Evidence that the materials purchased were utilized by adults 
from neighboring counties as well as by the regular users of 
the recipient libraries. 
3. Publicity received by the project. 
4. Any other evidence that the project is reaching its objectives. 
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I. Objectives 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project IIID. Service to the 
Disadvantaged 
SEX::TION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to extend and improve library service 
to the disadvantaged segment of the population not heretofore reached, or 
previously given very limited service. specific objectives are: 
A. To plan, develop, maintain or expand programs of service for the 
disadvantaged with emphasis upon innovative outreach activities. 
B. To provide competent personnel having the special training and 
personal qualifications needed for outreach work by recruitment, 
salary supplements, and training programs. 
c. To develop collections of materials suitable in format, subject, 
interest, and reading level for use with the disadvantaged. 
D. To promote mutual cooperation between libraries and other state 
and local agencies serving the disadvantaged. 
E. To assist new or weak county library systems to develop minimum 
levels of service and financial support prerequisite for outreach 
services. 
F. To provide adequate access to library service in rural and other 
isolated areas by strengthening and expanding library extension 
programs. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Service to the Disadvantaged Project supports Goal IIC: 
To extend library service to groups and individuals 
unable to utilize conventional means of service for 
reasons of economic, educational, social, cultural, 
or geographical handicaps. 
III. ~ ~ Project Expects to Accomplish 
The Service to the Disadvantaged Project will: 
A. Extend library servide to that segment of the urban and rural 
population which because of economic, cultural, social, and 
educational handicaps are not users of the public library. 
B. Make library trustees and staff aware of the service needs of 
the disadvantaged population. 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
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c. Make service to the disadvantaged an integral part of public 
library service. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
It has been demonstrated that the geographically isolated, the edu-
cationally and culturally deprived, and the financially disadvantaged do 
not make full use of library service. 
A. Twenty-eight counties in South Carolina have over 20% of families 
with incomes below poverty levels. Nineteen of these counties have 
over 25% poverty level population. 
B. There are 594,938 people in South carolina with incomes below 
poverty level. (OVer 22% of population below poverty level.) 
c. 38.1% people 25 years and older in South Carolina have less than 
one year of high school. 
o. Since only about 30\ of all South carolinians are regular users of 
public libraries, an even lower percentage of disadvantaged persons 
may be assumed to be library patrons. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
Persons who have educational, socioeconomic, cultural, or other 
disadvantages that prevent them from receiving the benefits of library 
services designed for persons without such disadvantages and who for that 
reason require specially designed library services will be served through 
grants made to libraries in areas serving a high percentage of disadvan-
taged population. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include: 
A. Planning, funding, and monitoring 21 on-going projects conducted 
by libraries in areas serving a high percentage of disadvantaged 
population. 
These projects will include but not be limited to the following 
activities. 
8 bookmobile and branch library programs 
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18 staff employed to provide service 
1 in-service training program 
4 deposit collections in agencies and areas used by disadvantaged 
8 special programming in library for disadvantaged groups 
12 cooperating with other agencies serving disadvantaged, i.e.: 
literacy associations, Adult Basic Education, Department of 
Social Services, etc. 
B. Planning, gaining support for, and implementing at least three new 
projects. 
c. Providing a central collection of audio-visual materials needed in 
the programs serving the disadvantaged. 
D. Meetings and conferences with library boards, administrators, and 
staff to explain needs, plan programs, and monitor activities. 
E. Conferences with representatives of other agencies serving the 
disadvantaged state and local, to exchange information and 
coordinate activities. 
F. Collecting and disseminating pertinent information from state and 
national programs and organizations. 
G. The State Library will sponsor workshops or other training 
opportunities as needed for public libraries in library services 
to the disadvantaged. 
VII. ~ and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
Counties meeting the following criteria will be eligible to receive 
grants during FY 81: 
1. Counties with creative and superior FY 80 projects which 
justify renewal. 
2. Counties with over 25% disadvantaged population. 
3. Counties with over 20,000 disadvantaged but under 25% 
disadvantaged population. 
4. Counties with over 20% disadvantaged population. 
VIII. Key Libraries and ~ Libraries Involved 
A. The following county and regional libraries are eligible to apply 
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Population with Income 





















In addition to the regular grants, two county library systems will 
be eligible for county up-grade grants to assist county library systems 
develop minimum levels of service and financial support prerequisite for 
outreach services. The project at the Williamsburg County Library will 
be in the second year of a three year program. One other county library 
may receive a grant to assist in the development of services and 
financial support prerequisite for outreach services if all requirements 
for participation are met. 
If conditions permit and funds are available, the following counties 
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B. other libraries participating in training opportunities and 




































c. Materials for the Disadvantaged (central collection) 
Federal Local Total 
$1,000 0 $1,000 
Grand Totals - all programs 
Federal 
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Local Total 
$170,000 $227' 718 $397,718 
In order for programs to continue without annual interruptions due 
to uncertainties regarding LSCA funding, local projects are designed to 
operate on a calendar year (January-December) and therefore a portion of 
FY 81 funds will be carried forward for salaries and transportation 
expenses during October-December (1981). 
Estimated LSCA funds expended FY 81: $120,000 
Estimated LSCA funds carried forward FY 82: $50,000 
x. Method of Administering Project 
The project will be administered on the local level by the staff of 
the local library with supervision by the State Library Field Staff. 
Financial records and reports will be maintained by the State Library. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
Field Staff will monitor this project by making frequent field 
visits, consulting with local library administrators and with staff 
engaged directly in working with the disadvantaged, and making periodic 
evaluations of project programs. Local libraries will submit annual 
reports on expenditures and self-evaluations. 
The project will be evaluated by the State Library Field Staff in 
terms of the following criteria: 
1. The individual objectives established by each library. 
2. The number of disadvantaged reached. 
3. The percentage of the target group reached. 
4. The accessibility of services to the disadvantaged. 
5. The method for publicizlng programs and services for the 
disadvantaged. 
6. The suitability of materials selected for the program. 
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1. The staff involvement in the program; including general knowledge 
of the program, attitude toward the program and special training 
and preparation. 
8. The involvement of groups and agencies within the community already 
working with the disadvantaged. 
9. Comparison of project with similar projects in other states. 
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SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to improve the quality, extent, and 
scope of library service to children throughout the state. Specific 
objectives of the project are: 
A. To provide guidance and assistance to public libraries in the 
development and provision of library service to children. 
B. To promote cooperation among all types of libraries serving 
children and to coordinate activities with other agencies 
concerned with the child's welfare. 
c. To develop in library staff, governing bodies, and the community 
an understanding of the scope of public library service to children 
and an appreciation of its potential role in the educational and 
social development of children. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Service to Children Project supports: 
Goal II. To expand and improve public library service 
throughout the State ••• (and) 
Goal ID. To provide consultant services for public, 
institutional, and other libraries in South 
Carolina. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
The Service to Children Project will: 
A. Provide professional advice and assistance to the public 
libraries of South Carolina in the improvement of library 
service to children. 
B. Provide state level planning and promotion for library service 
to children. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
Although the provision of books and reading for children is a 
traditional activity of South Carolina public libraries, discrepancies 
exist as to the quality, quantity, and type of service available and the 
extent to which this service is given. Some services are not available 
to all; other services are available to adults, but not to children. 
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As libraries broaden their range of services and as personnel and 
administrative costs skyrocket, there has been a tendency to leave 
service to children to untrained or inexperienced staff. Only nineteen 
public libraries in the state have full-time personnel assigned to 
children's services. Of these only eight have professional librarians 
and four have pre-professional librarians in charge of children's 
services. Under such circumstances library service to children tends to 
be reduced to a minimum: circulation, story hours for younger children, 
and summer reading programs. 
There are 789,709 South carolinians under age fourteen according to 
the 1970 census. 267,284, or 34% of these, are registered library 
borrowers. An experienced state consultant can provide the leadership, 
training, and enthusiasm which will stimulate better service to present 
users and extend it to many children now unserved. 
v. Who Is To Be served 
The consultant works directly with library administrators, 
children's librarians, and system coordinators; but it is the children of 
South carolina who benefit from improved service. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
The project enables the State Library to employ a Field Service 
Librarian for Children's Services who will: 
A. Work with library administrators in planning and upgrading 
children's programs, recruiting qualified staff, and developing 
effective techniques for measuring and evaluating children's 
services. 
B. Work with children's librarians and coordinators by means of 
field visits, conferences, and correspondence to establish 
goals and objectives for children's services, to develop 
effective techniques of work with children, and to select and 
evaluate materials for children. 
c. Develop a continuing education program for children's services 
personnel including orientation for new children's librarians, 
workshops, conferences, scholarships, study trips, and other 
activities. 
D. Plan and coordinate a program of publicity to be implemented 
at state and local levels. 
E. Initiate demonstration programs or experimental projects at the 
state or local level. 
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F. Establish liaison with all agencies, both state and local, that 
are concerned with children. 
G. Encourage communication and cooperation between school, public, 
and other libraries serving children. 
H. Participate in the activities and programs of professional 
library and related organizations. 
I. Assist in monitoring and evaluation of all LSCA projects 
involving service to children. 
VI I. When and Where Project Will ~ Implemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 81 in the 39 county and 
regional library systems of the state listed under VIII. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The key libraries involved in the project will be the South carolina 
State Library and all county and regional public library systems as well 
as libraries of state institutions serving children and young people. 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
LSCA funds will be used for the salary and employee benefits of the 
Field Service Librarian for Children's Services as well as materials, 
travel, supplies, publicity, printing and related expenses necessary for 
implementation of the project. The State Library will absorb housing, 
equipment, administrative, and secretarial costs through the General 
Operations Project. 
Funds budgeted for FY 81: 
Federal State Total 
$33,000* 0 $33,000 
*$30,000 of this amount will be carried forward for use in 
FY 82. 
x. Method of Administering Project 
Under the general supervision of the Director of Field Services, the 
project is carried out by the Field Service Librarian for Children's 
Services. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
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The Field Service Librarian for Children's Services will report to 
the Director of Field Services by means of (1) written field reports, (2) 
monthly reports, and (3) annual LSCA project reports -- and by confer-
ences as needed. 
To a large extent, the success of the project will be determined by 
how successful local libraries are in meeting the goals and objectives 
spelled out in Standards for Children's Services in Public Libraries 
(ALA). 
To determine what degree of progress has been made toward reaching 
these Standards, the following aspects of children's services in local 
libraries will be examined closely: 
1. Administration 
2. Personnel 
3. Services and Programs 
4. Materials 
5. Physical Facilities 
The following statistics will be used to demonstrate activities at the 
state level: 
--Number of field trips made during the year 
--Number of library systems served 
--Number of projects and activities initiated 
--Number of workshops and training programs planned and carried out 
--Number of library staff members attending workshops and training 
programs 
--Number of instances in which recruiting and placement services are 
provided 
--Number of times the Field Service Librarian for Children's Services 
represented the State Library at local, state, and national confer-
ences, conventions, workshops, professional associations, civic 
organizations, or other state and local agencies 
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SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
The objectives of the Service to the Deaf are: 
A. To gather information about deafness, library services for the deaf 
in other states, South carolina and national organizations and 
agencies serving the deaf, etc., so that the South Carolina State 
Library can serve public libraries in the state as a resource/ 
clearinghouse for information on library services for the deaf. 
B. To make South carolina librarians more aware of the needs of deaf 
persons and the responsibilities of libraries in meeting those 
needs. 
c. To strengthen personnel and materials resources in South carolina 
libraries, enabling them to better serve the deaf. 
D. To expand, extend, and promote present library services and programs 
which are appropriate for deaf persons. 
E. To initiate new programs to serve the deaf. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The project will support Goal IV of the Long Range Program: "To 
provide special programs of library service for visually and physically 
handicapped residents." Particular emphasis will be placed on parts c, 
C3, and D of Goal IV: "To make library service accessible' to handicapped 
individuals at the local level wherever possible;" "To encourage 
participation by handicapped readers in established library programs;" 
and "To coordinate library services for the handicapped with programs of 
the Library of Congress, the South Carolina Commission for the Blind, the 
Vocational Rehabilitation Department, the State Department of Education, 
the South Carolina Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped, 
and other agencies and organizations serving the handicapped." 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
Public libraries in South carolina have the potential to serve the 
educational, informational, and recreational needs of deaf persons. In 
FY 81, the project expects to: 
A. Raise the awareness of this potential among librarians, the deaf, 
and persons and agencies working with the deaf. 
,· 
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B. Identify at least 3 target libraries with the greatest potential 
for and interest in initiating library services for the deaf. 
c. Make it possible for these libraries to experiment with new 
techniques, services, programs, equipment, and materials to reach 
deaf persons who are not presently library users. 
D. Make it possible for all libraries to offer programs accessible to 
deaf children and adults. 
E. Help libraries promote and publicize their services for the deaf. 
F. Demonstrate the importance of serving the deaf and thereby 
encourage other libraries to initiate services and encourage the 
target libraries to continue services after the FY 81 project has 
terminated. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
A 1974 National Association of the Deaf census, applying what 
appears to be New York-New England incidence percentages to individual 
state populations, indicates that South Carolina has 22,000 deaf 
residents. The South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department's 
compilations of school populations, rehabilitation clients, speech and 
hearing center clients, and South Carolina Association of the Deaf 
membership indicate a total deaf population closer to 5,000, located 
primarily in Charleston, Columbia, Greenville, and Spartanburg. It will 
be difficult to determine the state's deaf population and impossible to 
determine the deaf population on a county-by-county basis. 
Only one South Carolina public library (Greenville County Library) 
currently is involved in services and regular programming for the deaf. 
Greenville is the only one to have a TDD (telecommunication device for 
the deaf). At least two other public libraries have indicated interest 
in and a need for TDDs. In July, 1980, Southern Bell began offering 
TDDs to customers with speech and hearing impairments. The availability 
of these machines to deaf persons on a monthly-rate basis should 
increase knowledge of and usage of TDDs in the state, creating a larger 
potential usership of TDDs in libraries. 
v. Who is to be Serviced 
All deaf residents of South Carolina are potential users of improved 
public library services. 
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VI. Activities to be Used to Meet Objectives and Needs 
A. The State Library will: 
1. ~onsor a May, 1981, workshop for public librarians about the 
deaf, their needs, and resources to meet these needs. 
2. Offer grants to the target libraries for purchase and 
installation of TDDs and line charges for the first year. 
3. Identify and compile a list of interpreters and make this 
available to all public libraries. 
4. Compile bibliographies of materials about deafness and the deaf 
and recommended purchase lists for public librarians. 
5. Offer on a reimbursement basis funds for providing interpreter 
services for public library programs and for basic materials 
about deafness and materials in signed English. 
6. Identify all programs of sign language instruction in South 
carolina and provide funds to enable at least one full time 
staff member of each public library to enroll in such a course 
of instruction. 
7. Help local libraries publicize their services for the deaf. 
8. Through the Field Service Librarian assigned to the project, 
provide technical assistance to libraries initiating services 
and information about deafness and library service for deaf 
persons. 
9. Monitor and evaluate activities of the target libraries via 
field visits and other activities. 
B. Each of the target libraries will: 
1. Designate a qualilfied professional or pre-professional 
librarian to develop and implement its Services for the Deaf 
project and provide any additional staff required to support 
the work of this staff member. 
2. Develop a program of services for the deaf, including in-
library and outreach activities, and publicize these to the 
deaf community. 
3. Involve deaf persons and persons from agencies serving the deaf 
in program planning and implementation. 
4. Participate in activities described in VI,c. 
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5. Consult regularly with the Field Service Librarian assigned to 
the project, adhere to State Library fiscal procedures, and 
provide the State Library with quarterly statistical reports 
and an annual narrative report on project activities. 
c. All public libraries will: 
1. Be represented by at least one staff member at the state 
Library sponsored workshop on services for the deaf. 
2. Encourage at least one staff member to learn basic sign 
language. 
3. Assist the State Library in identifying interpreters willing 
to serve at public library programs. 
4. Add basic materials about deafness and materials in signed 
English to their collections. 
VII. When and Where the Project will be Implemented 
This project will be implemented in the 39 county and regional 
library systems of the state beginning in FY 81. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
VIV. 
Key libraries will be the three target libraries. Other public 
libraries are the other thirty-six public library systems in the state. 
Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
A. FY 81 LSCA Title I funds allocated to this project for FY 81 will 
total $20,000. 
B. FY 81 LSCA Title I funds allocated to this project for FY 82 will 
total $10,000. 
X. Method of Administering the Project 
In each of the target libraries the day-to-day operation of the 
project will be the responsibility of the staff member designated to 
develop and implement the project. In other libraries the head 
librarian or his/her designee will be responsible for administering 
services for the deaf. At the state level the project will be supervised 
by the Deputy State Librarian and the Field Service Librarian. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
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Staff working with the deaf in target libraries will make regular 
reports to their head librarians and will prepare quarterly statistical 
reports and an annual narrative report for the State Library. The head 
librarians of other libraries will supply statisticcs as requested by the 
State Library. At the state level the project will be evaluated by the 
Deputy State Librarian and the Field Service staff, based on reports and 
field visits. 
I. Objectives 
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SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of the Library Development Project is to strengthen and 
improve the state's total public library program by enabling individual 
library systems to improve or extend services in areas of demonstrated 
need. Specific objectives are: 
A. To insure a good level of service throughout the entire service area 
through the improvement of headquarters, branch and bookmobile 
service. 
B. To provide staff adequate in numbers and training to meet the varied 
and changing demands of service. 
c. To provide library collections (in number, quality, and diversity} 
and supportive equipment to meet the information needs of the 
library public. 
1. To strengthen basic book collections. 
2. To assist libraries in building essential non-print media 
collections. 
3. To strengthen print and microfilm collections of periodicals. 
D. To provide the library equipment (such as copiers, microfilm 
readers, AV, etc.} necessary for good library service. 
E. To extend library services of all kinds to groups or individuals 
presently unreached or inadequately served (aging, disadvantaged, 
handicapped, rural, etc.) 
F. To enable larger library systems which are ready to implement 
automated acquisitions, cataloging, or circulation services to 
meet the initial costs. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Library Development Project supports Goal II: 
To expand and improve public library service throughout 
the state, providing access for every resident, so as to 
further the educational, economic, and cultural enrich-
ment of all citizens. 
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III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
The Library Development Project will enable participating county and 
regional libraries to strengthen local services and programs judged to be 
in the greatest need of improvement. It will be necessary for local 
projects to be justified on the basis of need as spelled out in South 
Carolina's Long Range Program, which aims at helping local library 
systems achieve standards in the basic areas of materials, services, and 
personnel. 
In FY 81, each qualifying library will be requested to design a 
project which takes in to consideration the following priorities and 
emphases of the State Program: 
1. Building adequate collections of basic library materials, with 
emphasis on: 
a. Two books per capita 
b. Periodicals having reference and information value 
2. Extending service to groups unserved or inadequately served with 
emphasis on: 
a. Bookmobiles and branches 
b. Outreach to the disadvantaged, aged, homebound, handicapped, 
incarcerated, etc. 
3. Providing quality service (including qualified personnel, materials, 
and equipment) in basic areas with emphasis on: 
a. Extension and Out.reach 
b. Reference 
c. Children's service 
d. Adult service 
Proposals which fall outside these parameters are unlikely to be approved 
unless the library has made substantial progress in each priority area. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
The total library resources of South Carolina fall short of both 
State and national standards of adequacy, and no individual library 
system has achieved the minimum goals for library service set forth in 
the State Program for Library Development. 
A. Public Library Resources 
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1. According to all standards, public libraries should have at 
least 2 books per capita. Only 4 county and regional li-
braries have 2 books per capita, and 3 have less than 1 book 
per capita. 
2. Only 12 of the 39 county and regional library systems have a 
book collection of 100,000 volumes, the number regarded by 
library authorities as the minimum necessary for most refer-
ence purposes and for general reading and study. 
B. Library Personnel 
1. In 1981, there are only 157 professionally trained librarians 
employed in South Carolina's public libraries. 
2. Eighteen libraries have only one professional librarian to 
plan and administer programs. 
3. At present 3 county and regional libraries have no profes-
sionally trained staff members. 
c. Library Services Programs 
1. Only 17 libraries have a full-time reference librarian. 
2. Only 4 libraries have an organized program of service to 
business and industry. 
3. Only 11 libraries have a professional or pre-professional 
assigned full-time to children's services. 
4. Only 8 libraries have a full-time adult services librarian. 
5. Only 9 libraries have a full-time extension librarian. 
6. Few of South carolina's libraries are able to provide 
sufficient audio-visual material collections, circulating 
art collections, and adult education materials or to offer 
adult discussion programs, special programs for young 
people, and many other services that should be available 
to South Carolinians. 
D. Public Library SUpport 
1. Per capita local support of $3.90 is still far below all 
standards. 
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2. South Carolina provides only 75~ per capita State Aid to each 
county and regional library system. 
3. Only seven library systems in South Carolina have achieved 
$4.00 per capita total support (all sources) projected by the 
State Program for Library Development (1972) as the minimum 
needed to provide quality library service and only one library 
has reached the minimum $6.00 per capita goal set forth in the 
1979-1983 State Program for Library Development. No libraries 
can approach national standards. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
The educational, economic, and cultural enrichment of all citizens 
of the 36 participating county and regional libraries will be furthered 
by this project, which is intended to expand and improve public library 
service throughout the state and to improve access to libraries. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will involve the planning, funding, and monitoring of the 
projects of the 36 participating libraries. SUbgrants of 12~ per capita, 
as shown in part VIII, will be made on the basis of population served 
provided that no grant shall exceed $20,000 nor be less than $3,000. 
Local projects will include but not be limited to the following 
activities: 
A. Strengthening existing library programs such as adult services, 
services to children, reference service, bookmobile and branch 
library services. 
1. By adding trained personnel. 
2. By adding resources to support these programs. 
B. Extending service to new groups (aging, disadvantaged, handicapped, 
rural, or other unreached segments of the population) by a variety 
of outreach methods. 
1. Bookmobile programs. 
2. Deposit collections in agencies, organizations, institutions 
used by these groups. 
3. Innovative and/or experimental programs for the incarcerated, 
those in nursing homes, adult education groups, day care 
centers, those in business and industry, etc. 
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c. Expanding, improving, or maintaining the resources of libraries 
1. By purchase of new books or rebinding of worn ones. 
2. By purchase of AV materials and other essential non-print 
media collections. 
3. By purchase or lease of library equipment. 
D. Implementing programs of publicity to keep the public informed about 
the acquisition of materials and equipment, the employment of addi-
tional personnel, and the extension of services made possible by the 
project. 
E. Meetings and conferences with library boards, administrators, and 
staff to explain needs, plan programs, and monitor activities of 
the project. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The Library Development Project will be implemented during FY 81 in 
the 36 county and regional libraries listed under VIII. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library will make sub-grants to the 
following county and regional libraries: 
Participating SUb-Grant Total Amount of Grant 
Library No. Population @ 124: Per Capita 
Abbeville-Greenwood 1 70,798 $ 8,495.76 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell 
Edgefield 2 139,841 16,780.92 
Allendale-Hampton-Jasper 3 37,455 4,494.60 
Anderson 4 105,474 12,656.88 
Beaufort 5 51,136 6,136.32 
Berkeley 6 56,199 6,743.88 
Calhoun 7 10,780 3,000.00* 
Charleston 8 247,650 20,000.00* 
Cherokee 9 36,791 4,414.92 
Chester 10 29,811 3,577.32 
Chesterfield 11 33,667 4,040.04 
Clarendon 12 25,604 3' 072.48 
Collecton 13 27,622 3,314.64 
Darlington 14 53,442 6,413.04 
Dillon 15 28,838 3,460.56 
Dorchester 16 32,276 3,873.12 
Fairfield 17 19,999 3,000.00* 
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*Counties with per capita amounts above maximum $20,000 or below minimum 
of $3,000. 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
FY 81 funds budgeted for Library Development: 
Federal Local Total 
$278,411 $653,545 $931,956 
Since local projects are designed to operate on a calendar year 
(January-December), a portion of FY 81 funds will be carried forward to 
operate October-December (FY 82). 
Estimated LSCA funds to be expended FY 81: $263,411 
Estimated LSCA funds to be carried forward FY 82: $15,000 
X. Method of Administering Project 
On the state level the Library Development Project will be adminis-
tered by the South Carolina State Library directly supervised by the 
Field Staff and on the local level by the staff of the local library. 
Financial reports and records will be maintained by the State Library. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
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Proposals for grants-in-aid under this project will be evaluated and 
approved on the basis of the following criteria: legality, goal-rela-
tionship, feasibility, population served, replicability, local management 
capacity, and need. Local projects will be monitored very closely by the 
State Library Field Staff via frequent field trips, consultations with 
local librarians, and periodic evaluations of the project programs. 
Grant recipients themselves will help evaluate the programs in which they 
participate by submitting regular reports on expenditures and annual 
self-evaluations. 
The success of the Library Development Project is directly reflected 
by how successful the local libraries are in implementing their indi-
vidual projects and in reaching the objectives stated in each county's 
project proposal. The State Library Field Staff will evaluate each of 
the local projects in terms of the following: 
1. The individual objectives established by each library. 
2. The percentage of the target group reached. 
3. The number of disadvantaged reached. 
4. The method of publicizing the project. 
5. The number of services continued with local funds once LSCA funds 
are not available. 
Statewide, the success or failure of the project will be determined 
by progress made toward achieving the minimum goals and objectives for 
library services set forth in the South Carolina Program for Library 
Development and in Standards for South Carolina Public Libraries. To 
determine the degree of progress made toward reaching the goals spelled 
out in these standards, the following areas will be examined and 
statistics given to support progress made in any of the areas. 
1. Public Library Resources. 
2. Library Personnel. 
3. Library Services Programs. 
4. Public Library SUpport. 
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SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The objectives of the Institutional Library Services Project are: 
A. Tb establish and administer effective State standards governing 
personnel, materials, equipment, space, and physical facilities 
for institutional library service. 
B. Tb stimulate recognition of library service as an integral part of 
education and rehabilitation by State institution administrators 
and personnel and to elicit institutional financial support for 
library service. 
c. Tb provide technical professional advice and assistance on a 
continuing, consistent basis. 
D. To recruit and train qualified personnel and to provide continuing 
education programs geared to the needs of library administrators 
and staff. 
E. Tb develop collections adequate to meet the needs of patients and 
residents. 
1. Tb provide incentive grants for improvement of collections 
to institutions meeting minimum requirements. 
2. Tb provide service programs, planned to meet specific needs 
to institutions too small to maintain a full program of 
library service. 
F. Tb provide reference services and supplementary resources for 
professional personnel in health and rehabilitation institutions. 
G. Tb test and develop programs of bibliotherapy and service for 
emotionally and educationally handicapped individuals. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Institutional Library Services Project supports Goal III of the 
long range program: 
Tb promote the establishment and development of 
institutional library service capable of supporting 
treatment, education, and rehabilitation programs 
in State health and correctional institutions. 
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III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
This project expects to build and enrich institutional library col-
lections and services so that they may adequately serve the day-to-day 
needs of residents as well as the long term requirements of their treat-
ment and rehabilitation in health care and correctional institutions. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
There are libraries now in all but one State supported residential 
institution, but their collections and service capacities range from 
mediocre to above average. Only one library has achieved a superior 
level of service when measured by appropriate standards. Library support 
levels in all institutions have risen dramatically with the incentive of 
the grant program, even as the populations in some institutions have 
dwindled. However, recent State economies and escalating costs for all 
goods and services may reduce the libraries' chances of adequate levels 
of local funding when considered against basic, immediate physical needs 
of residents. This project is needed as incentive for continued 
institutional support of their libraries, all but three of which were 
established as a result of this program. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
All residents of State institutions will benefit through improved 
library collections and services. 




VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include but not be limited to the following: 
1. Services of the Institutional Library Consultant who will: 
a. Plan, develop, and supervise programs for State institutional 
libraries 
b. Visit 20 residential institutions 6 times per year (or as 
needed) to advise and assist the librarian 
c. Train and orient new or untrained librarians 
-. 
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d. Confer at least twice a year with institutional administrators 
about library needs and objectives 
e. Assist in the development of bibliotherapy projects in at least 
6 institutions 
f. Assist in revising and updating book selection policies and 
procedures in at least 4 institutional libraries 
g. Monitor LSCA grant programs 
2. Book Collection Improvement Grants totaling $41,261.50 awarded to 
12 institutional libraries on the basis of population, need, and 
institutional support. 
3. Service to the South carolina Convalescent Center for Crippled 
Children provided through contract with the Florence County 
Library. ($3,000.00) 
4. Paperback book collections provided to at least 4 institutions too 
small to maintain full library servoces. ($3,000) 
5. Assistance in the overall development of library service in one 
redeveloping juvenile correctional facility and a new insti-
tution for the mentally retarded. 
6. Work with s.c. Bibliotherapy Discussion Group to assist 
institutional librarians in the development of expertise 
in bibliotherapy. 
7. Assistance in the planning of library based programming in the 
three juvenile correctional institutions. 
a. Workshop on project requirements and implementation for 
institutional administrators, finance officers, and library 
administrators. 
9. Workshops, scholarship grants, and other in-service training 
activities for library personnel. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 81, under the supervision of 
the State Library, at the individual institutions. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
A. The South carolina State Library 
B. Hospitals 
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1. Crafts-Farrow State Hospital 
(mental health) 
2. South carolina State Hospital -
Horger Library (mental health) 
3. State Park Health Center 
(medical center) 
4. Bryan Psychiatric Hospital (mental health) 
c. Correctional Institutions 
Through the South carolina Department of Corrections, Library 
Library Services Division: 
1. Central Corrections Institution 
2. Kirkland Correctional Institution 
3. Aiken Youth Correctional Center 
4. Dutchman Correctional Institution 
5. Givens Youth Correctional Center 
6. Goodman Correctional Institution (geriatric) 
7. MacDougal Youth Correctional Center 
8. Manning Correctional Institution 
9. Maximum Security Center 
10. North Sumter Correctional Institution 
11. 0aklawn Correctional Institution 
12. Reception and Evaluation Center 
13. Walden Correctional Institution 
14. Wateree River Correctional Institution 
15. State Park Health Center - Farmer Building (prison unit) 
16. Women's Correctional Institution 
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South Carolina Division of Youth Services: 
1. Willow Lane School (middle school, co-educational) 
2. Birchwood School (high school, co-educational) 
3. Reception and Evaluation Center 
D. Residential Institutions 
1. Coastal Center (mental retardation) 
2. Midlands Center (mental retardation) 
3. Whitten Center (mental retardation) 
4. Pee Dee Regional Center (mental retardation) 
(will qualify for grant in FY 81) 
s. s. c. School for the Deaf 
6. s. c. School for the Blind 
7. John de la Howe School (juvenile care) 
E. Other 
1. Holmesview Center (alcoholism) 
2. Morris Village (alcoholism and drug addictions) 
3. Palmetto Center (alcoholism) 
4. s. c. Crippled Children's Convalescent Center (by contractual 
arrangements with Florence County Library) 
5. Vocational Rehabilitation Comprehensive Center 
(handicapped) 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
Grants are provided to institutions on the basis of population, 
need, and institutional support. Allocations have not yet been made, 
pending receipt of reports and applications from institutional 
libraries. 
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state 
From State Library Total 
$21,363 $462,289 
*$650 (est.) of this amount will be carried forward 
for use in FY 82 
B. Funds expended by the State Library: 
Grants and allocations for institutions: $50,000 
(Additional funds are budgeted by institutions for their libraries 
through other grant sources. 
x. Method of Evaluation 
A. Library service in individual institutions will be measured by the 
following standards as they apply: 
American Correctional Association. Commission on Accreditation for 
Corrections. Manual of Standards for Adult Correctional 
Institutions. College Park, Maryland. The Commission, 1977. 
American Correctional Association - American Library Association 
Health and Rehabilitative Library Services Joint Committee 
on Institutional Services. Library standards for juvenile 
correctional institutions. College Park Md. American 
Correctional Association, 1975. 
Association of Hospital and Institutional Libraries. Hospital 
Library Standards Committee. Standards for library services 
in health care institutions. Chicago. American Library 
Association, 1970. 
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies. 
Standards for Libraries in Institutions Serving the Mentally 
Retarded. American Library Association. Adopted June 1980, 
to be published. 
South carolina State Department of Education. Defined minimum 
program for South Carolina school districts. (The Department, 
1977) 
u.s. Office of Education. Standards for Library -Media Centers in 
Schools for the Deaf: a handbook for the develppment of 
library media programs. u.s. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, 1967. 
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B. The following criteria will be used to measure the effectiveness 
of all institutional library programs. 
1. The collection meets the needs of residents of the institution. 
2. Selection of materials is from appropriate sources. 
3. The collection is under continuous inspection for suitability, 
usefulness, attractiveness to resident clientele and/or staff. 
4. Library services are available to all residents on a reason-
ably regular schedule. This includes the scheduling and 
production of programs utilizing library materials for those 
residents who for whatever incapacity cannot use such materials 
independently. 
s. staff rendering library services shall have qualifications. 
appropriate to their responsibilities and duties. 
6. Continuing evidence of institution support of library services 
within the institution. 
f 
c. Monitoring and Evaluation will include the following: 
1. Statistical reports from institutional librarians are checked 
by the Institutional Consultant. 
2. Orders for materials and invoices for materials received are 
reviewed by the Institutional Consultant. 
3. Periodic (regularly scheduled) visits by Institutional Library 
Consultant to institution libraries shall include: 
a. General observations of operations and activities. 
b. Inspection of collections. 
c. Conferences with library staff, administrator responsible 
for the library within the institution, other institution 
staff members. 
d. Instruction and/or demonstration of recommended practices 
and procedures. 
4. Continuing check on financial and other support given to the 
library by the institution will be made by the State Library. 
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SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The objectives of the Service to the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped Project are: 
1. To encourage greater use of services for the handicapped by a 
continuing program of publicity, promotion, and education. 
2. To provide a full range of reading materials -- talking books, 
cassettes, large print, and braille -- for handicapped readers in 
South carolina. 
3. To make library service accessible to handicapped individuals at 
the local level wherever possible. 
a. To develop browsing collections of talking books, and 
cassette books in major metropolitan libraries. 
b. To provide collections of large-print books for visually 
handicapped readers. 
c. To encourage participation by handicapped readers in estab-
lished library programs. 
4. To coordinate library services for the handicapped with programs of 
the Commission for the Blind, the Vocational Rehabilitation Depart-
ment, the State Department of Education, Commission on Aging, the 
Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped, and other 
agencies and organizations serving the handicapped. 
5. Specific objectives for FY 81 are: 
a. To have a net gain of 1,000 new readers, which will bring total 
as of September 30, 1981 to 9,000. 
b. To continue to record South carolina titles. 
c. To acquire from other regional libraries titles recorded by 
their volunteer groups. 
d. To duplicate extra copies of cassette titles as needed so 
there will be little or no waiting for materials. 
_,.._ 
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e. To acquire open reel sub-master tapes of titles originally 
issued by LC on disc so they can be converted to cassette 
tape. 
f. To acquire extra copies of needed disc material to meet needs 
of readers and to have a built-in cushion in event some discs 
become worn or lost and the book has to be discarded. 
g. To weed older worn titles after LC has reissued them. 
h. To encourage greater use of In-WATS telephone service to 
personalize service. 
i. To continue to provide one day service on circulation of 
materials. 
j. To maintain inventory control over and provide maintenance for 
Library of Congress audio equipment. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The project supports Goal IV of the long range program: 
To provide special programs of library service for 
visually and physically handicapped residents. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
This project proposes to meet the library needs of eligible handi-
capped citizens in South carolina by: 
1. Processing and maintaining a collection of: 
46,000 Talking Books 
40,000 Cassette Books 
3,000 Large Print Books 
2. Providing readers with current magazines by: 
a. Registering them with any of 39 magazines mailed directly by 
publishers. 
b. Processing and maintaining a collection of multiple copies of 
21 magazines circulated by the library. 
3. Circulating 130,000 books and magazines to more than 9,000 readers. 
4. Stocking and supervising five browsing collections in county 
libraries available to handicapped users. 
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5. Maintaining inventory control and servicing for 2,216 talking book 
machines and 2,584 cassette machines and accessories. 
6. Promoting and publicizing services by distributing brochures, airing 
TV and radio announcements on TV stations and radio stations in the 
state in conjunction with a Library of Congress public education 
program, appearing on radio and television talk shows, and meeting 
with as many state and local agencies as possible. 
7. Coordinating all activities with Library of Congress, National 
Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
This project is necessary to meet the library needs of 95,849 South 
carolinians who are unable to use conventional printed library materials. 
Library services for this segment of the population can only be met by 
this specialized service. 
V. Who Is To Be Served 
All blind and physically handicapped citizens of South carolina who 
are unable to read conventional print because of their handicap are 
eligible for this library service. The Library of Congress, National 
Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped estimates that 
3.7% of the population is eligible for this service. In South carolina 
that means 95,849 people are potential patrons. As of September 30, 
1980, 8,160 were being served. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
1. The South Carolina State Library, Division for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped has been designated a regional library for 
the blind and physically handicapped by the Library of Congress. 
As such, the library will: 
a. Provide books and magazines on disc, cassette tape, and in 
large print to registered readers mainly by mail. 
b. Issue equipment necessary to play recorded books. 
c. Record books and magazines of local interest using volunteer 
narrators. 
d. Provide catalogs and special bibliographies of materials 
available so readers can select books to read. 
e. Provide advisory service for readers who are unable to select 
for themselves or who would rather have the library select for 
them. 
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f. Provide assistance to students in the location of textbooks in 
special media. 
g. Contract with North carolina State Library for braille service. 
2. The South Carolina State Library, Division for the Blind and Physi-
cally Handicapped will continue to monitor five county libraries 
which provide browsing collections and to promote service to the 
blind and physically handicapped locally. These libraries are: 
a. Anderson County Library 
b. Charleston County Library 
c. Florence County Library 
d. Greenville County Library 
e. Spartanburg County Library 
3. To reach potential readers, a public relations campaign is conducted 
year round, consisting of: 
a. radio and TV public service spots and talk show appearances 
b. newspaper articles 
c. communication with public libraries 
d. communication with health groups 
e. communication with groups interested in the handicapped 
4. To maintain communications between the library and the reader, the 
following are used: 
a. In-WATS telephone service 
b. Quarterly Large Print newsletter 
c. Individual correspondence 
5. The State Library will sponsor workshops or other training 
opportunities as needed for public and state institutional libraries 
in library services to the handicapped. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
This project is an on-going project and will be continued during FY 
81 and beyond. It will be implemented at the South Carolina State 
Library, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 700 Knox 
Abbott Drive, cayce, South Carolina 29033. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
South Carolina State Library, Division for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped 
Library of Congress, National Library Service for the Blind 
and Physically Handicapped 
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North Carolina State Library, Library for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped 
South Carolina Commission for the Blind 
South Carolina Commission on Aging 
South carolina Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped 
South Carolina Department of Vocational Rehabilitation 
South Carolina State Department of Education, Office of Programs for 
the Handicapped 
Anderson County Library 
Charleston County Library 
Florence County Library 
Greenville County Library 
Spartanburg County Library 
Telephone Pioneers of America 
University of South Carolina, Department of Theatre and Speech and 
Department of Media Arts 
Various agencies, state and local, and other groups that work with 
the handicapped 
IX. E13timated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
Basic funding will be from State appropriations which cover per-
sonnel, housing, and general operations of the Division. LSCA funds will 
be used to cover the cost of one pre-professional position, one tape 
technician position, large print books, tape duplication, In-WATS 
telephone service, and related expenses. 
FY 81 funds budgeted for the project include: 
Federal State Total 
$45,000* $143,757 $188,757 
*$15,000 (est.) of this amount will be carried forward for 
use in FY 82. 
x. Method of Administering Project 
Under the general supervision of the State Librarian, the project 
will be administered by the Director, Library Services for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped. 
The South Carolina State Library has contracts with the following 
agencies for the provision of this service: 
A. Library of Congress, National Library Service for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped 
B. North Carolina State Library 
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XI. Method of Evaluation 
1. General. This project will be monitored by the Director, Library 
Services for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, the State 
Librarian, and consultants from Library of Congress, National 
Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. The major 
thrust of this project is the operation of a regional library for 
the blind and physically handicapped. Therefore there will be an 
almost continuous activity in evaluating the project. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of this service the library will use 
two tools: 
Standards of Service for the Library of Congress Network of 
Libraries for th~ Blind and Physically Handicapped. American 
Library Association, 1979. 
Guidelines for Regional Libraries. Library of Congress, 
National Library Service for the Blind and Physically 
Handicapped, 1977. 
2. To judge effectiveness of publicity programs, the following will be 
used: 
3. 
a. Number of new readers contacted 
b. Number of readers referred by public libraries 
c. Response from radio and newspaper coverage, such as: 
(i) Inquiries about service 
(ii) Requests for applications 
The quality of the service will be periodically evaluated by the 
Library of Congress, National Library Service for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped using consultant visits, equipment audits, 
and other evaluative tools devised by the Library of Congress. 
4. The collection will be constantly evaluated to provide materials 
suitable for South Carolina readers. To do this will involve: 
a. Selecting sufficient copies of Library of Congress produced 
books in areas that have proven to be popular, such as 
religion. 
b. Weeding collection on a continuous basis to make room for more 
popular items. 
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c. Requesting searches from Library of Congress, National Library 
Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped for location 
of titles possibly produced by other regional libraries that 
are requested by readers or that are needed to balance 
collection. 
d. Recording of local materials. 
e. Purchasing commercial material that would add balance to the 
collection. 
5. Tb receive input from readers as to quality of service, the 
quarterly newsletter will be used to seek responses on what the 
readers want from their library. 
6. Library and staff performance for FY 81 will be measured in terms 
of the specific objectives outlined in section I, item 5. 
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South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project VII. Film Program 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
1. To provide an additional source of information for library users by 
building a collection of 16mm motion picture films of cultural and 
entertainment value for both adults and children. 
2. To supplement and to reinforce the resources of public and state 
institutional libraries throughout the state, thereby enabling them 
to better meet the informational needs of their patrons. 
3. ~ aid public and state institutional libraries in the utilization 
of this film collection. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Film Program Project supports the following goals of the Long 
Range Program: 
(IB) To provide a comprehensive collection of information and 
materials and in-depth reference services supplementing 
the resources of public and institutional libraries. 
(IC) To centralize at State level programs and functions which 
cannot be handled economically or effectively by individual 
libraries. 
III. What the Project Expects ~ Accomplish 
IV. 
This project provides public and state institutional libraries 
within the state with a collection of 16mm motion picture films for 
library programs of educational and worthwhile entertainment value for 
both adults and children. 
Needs Assessment 
No South carolina public or state institutional library can afford 
to acquire a collection of 16mm motion picture films which would 
adequately serve the needs of the patrons. A collection of 16mm films at 
the state level therefore prevents costly duplication of such resources 
and makes available to the public a far broader selection of films than 
any library could provide alone. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
Films in the South carolina Film Program will be available to public 
and state institutional libraries which meet the requirements for 







South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project VII. Film Program 
for film service. Libraries participating in the Film Program may borrow 
films for in-library activity and for library-sponsored programs held 
elsewhere. Films will not be available for use in elementary and 
secondary schools since materials purchased with federal funds supporting 
this program are specifically prohibited from being used by schools and 
other academic institutions serving a special clientele. Library films 
will not be shown where any admission fee is charged or donation 
requested nor may they be used commercially to attract trade. The films 
will only be available in South Carolina. 
Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. Select, acquire, process, house and maintain a collection of 16mm 
motion picture films. Children's films will be selected in 
consultation with the Field Service Librarian for Children's 
Services. 
2. Maintain and update by preparing supplements as necessary a central 
catalog of all State Library 16mm motion picture films to be dis-
tributed to public and state institutional libraries participating 
in the State Library Film Program. 
3. Publish a quarterly film newsletter. 
4. The State Library will sponsor film workshops or other training 
opportunities as needed for public and state institutional libraries 
participating in the Film Program. 
5. The State Library contracts with the Instructional Services Center, 
University of South Carolina to maintain and distribute this col-
lection of 16mm motion picture films in order to avoid duplication 
of costly audio-visual equipment. 
6. The Field Service Librarian for Audio-Visual Programs makes field 
trips throughout the state to help local public and state insti-
tutional librarians plan programs utilizing State Library films. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 81 at the South carolina State 
Library. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library 
All public and state institutional libraries of South carolina 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project VII. Film Program 
IX. Estimated ~ of and Sources of Funding 
This project provides for the purchase of 16mm motion picture films, 
the printing of a film catalog, contractual costs to be paid to the 
University of South carolina, audio-visual equipment, and workshop 
expenses. 
Funds budgeted for FY 81: 
Federal state Total 
$75,000* $23,366 $98,366 
*$20,000 {est.) of this amount will be carried forward 
into FY 82. 
x. Method ~ Administering Project 
The Film Program will be administered by the State Library through 
contract with the Instructional Services Center, University of South 
Carolina, under the supervision of the Field Service Librarian for Audio-
Visual Programs of the State Library. The State Library will maintain 
fiscal records for the programs and provide overall supervision. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
This program will be monitored continuously by the Director of Field 
Services and the Field Service Librarian for Audio-Visual Programs. 
Field visits throughout the state will be made by the Field Service Li-
brarian for Audio-Visual Programs and the Field Service Librarian for 
Children's Services to aid individual public and state institutional 
libraries to plan use of the film collection. Quarterly reports will be 
submitted by public and state institutional libraries participating in 
the program and will include statistics vital to the evaluation of the 
Film Program. The success of the Film Program will be reflected by the 
cooperation of South Carolina public and state institutional libraries 
participating in the program together with public response to their 
participation. 
'lhe project will be evaluated in terms of: 
( 1 ) The number of libraries participating in the program. 
(2) The number of films acquired and circulated. 
{3) The number of library patrons reached. 
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I. Objectives 
South Carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project VIII. Service to Persons 
of Limited English-
Speaking Ability 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
A. TO enable libraries to better serve persons who because of limited 
English-speaking ability cannot take advantage of the opportunities 
offered by the public library for recreation and education. 
B. To carry out the LSCA priority mandated by the Education Amendments 
of 1974, which call for service to be directed toward: 
1. Individuals who were not born in the United States or whose 
native language is a language other than English, or 
2. Individuals who come from environments where a language other 
than English is dominant and, who, by reason thereof, have 
difficulty reading and understanding the English language. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
This project supports Goal II-C-4 of the long range program: 
To plan, develop, and test means of extending public 
library service to persons of limited English-speaking 
ability who by reasons thereof have difficulty utilizing 
established library services. 
III. What the Project EXpects To Accomplish 
This project will enable South carolina to begin building one sub-
stantial collection of materials for those of limited English-speaking 
ability and, through interlibrary loan, make these materials available to 
persons throughout the state. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
A needs assessment conducted in early 1975 revealed no high concen-
trations of non-English speaking persons in South Carolina but only vari-
ous small scattered groups with different levels of need for library 
service. The needs assessment quoted the 1970 census, which showed the 
following figures: 13,364 persons who were foreign born, 35,436 persons 
of foreign or mixed parentage, and 10,999 persons of Spanish language. 
Even these low figures are misleading, however: many of the people 
listed speak English, including 9,115 whose country of origin is the 
United Kingdom or Ireland; and some of the Spanish speaking have probably 





South Carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1981 
Title I 
Project VIII. Service to Persons 
of Limited English-
Speaking Ability 
South Carolina's experience with its pilot projects for those of 
limited English-speaking ability during FY 76 - FY 78 has confirmed the 
1975 needs assessment: many public libraries in the state have a few 
users of limited English-speaking ability, but no library has a large 
number. Because the number of potential users is small, the public 
libraries have been reluctant to make this type of library service a high 
priority. They believe they can adequately serve the small number of 
non-English speaking if there is available to them one central collection 
of materials which could be borrowed through interlibrary loan. 
The Charleston COunty Library has one of the largest populations of 
limited English-speaking in the state. This library, which includes in 
its service area a port city with a sizable military population, has, 
according to the 1970 census, 6,430 persons of foreign stock. The 
Charleston County Library has reported that it regularly gets a few 
requests for foreign-language materials. Charleston's pilot project for 
the limited English-speaking during FY 76 was one of the most successful 
in reaching users. Charleston began a concerted effort to build a strong 
collection in FY 79. 
v. Who Is To Be served 
Persons of limited English-speaking ability throughout the state 
will be served by the project. Persons in Charleston COunty will be able 
to borrow materials directly; those in other counties can obtain 
materials through interlibrary loan. 
VI. Activities ~ ~ used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
A. The State Library will offer a grant of $8,000 to the Charleston 
County Library to expand its collection of materials for those of 
limited English-speaking ability. 
B. The Charleston County Library will submit a budget and description 
of its proposed project. Grant funds may be used for materials, 
for the costs involved in mailing the materials to other libraries, 
and for producing printed topical booklists, ILL forms, etc. 
c. The Charleston COunty Library in accepting the grant will agree: 
(1) to make the materials acquired with project funds available 
to other public libraries through interlibrary loan 
(2) To actively promote the project among other libraries during 
FY 81. 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
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Speaking Ability 
D. As appropriate, the Charleston County Library will involve other 
local agencies in the planning and carrying out of the project. 
E. The State Library and the Charleston County Library together will 
develop and carry out a publicity plan for the project during FY 81. 
This will be aimed at the other public libraries of the state as 
well as persons of limited English-speaking ability. 
F. After the receipt of the materials ordered for the project, the 
Charleston County Library will prepare and make available to the 
other public libraries a listing of the materials. This list will 
be produced in both print and microfilm format. 
VII. When and~ Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented during Fiscal Year 1981 at the 
Charleston County Library. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The key library will be the Charleston County Library, the recipient 
of the grant. The other public libraries of the state (38 systems) will 
be eligible to borrow Charleston's materials for the limited English 
speaking through interlibrary loan. 
IX. Estimated cost of and sources ~ Funding 
x. 
The estimated cost of the project is $8,000. The project will be 
funded from Fiscal Year 1981 LSCA Title I funds. 
Method of Administering Project 
The Director of the Charleston County Library or her Deputy will be 
responsible for the administration of the project, including the finan-
cial records and reports to the State Library. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
A. The project will be monitored by the State Library Field Services 
staff by means of field visits and conferences with the Charleston 
library staff. 
B. At the end of the year the Charleston County Library will prepare a 
narrative and evaluative report on the project. Areas to be covered 
in the report will include but not be limited to the following: 
1. Number and types of materials added through the project. 
-, 
/ 
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2. An estimate of the number and types (languages, nationalities, 
etc.) of persons reached. 
3. Number and types of materials loaned to other libraries. 
4. Type and amount of cooperation with other libraries and with 
non-library agencies. 
s. Publicity given the project. 
6. Any other information indicating the project extended library 
service to the target group. 
PROJECT REPORT 
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SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
The objectives of the Interlibrary Network Project are: 
A. To provide better service to South Carolinians by improving access 
to library resources of the state, region, and nation. 
B. To facilitate the sharing of South Carolina library resources by 
means of a rapid communication system for the location of infor-
mation and materials. 
c. To plan and develop a statewide bibliographic network, utilizing 
computer and telecommunications technology, capable of delivering 
products and services to all types of libraries in South Carolina. 
D. To raise the level of reference and interlibrary loan service 
through in-service training for reference personnel. 
E. To strengthen the services of the State Library so that it may 
adequately serve as a resource center for all libraries in the 
state. 
F. To provide access to the Educational Resources Information Center 
(ERIC) document collection. 
G. To encourage cooperation among public, academic, and institutional 
libraries of South Carolina. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The project supports Goals V and IC of the Long Range Program: 
v. To facilitate optimum utilization of South Carolina's 
total library resources by means of cooperation and 
reciprocal activities among libraries of all types 
and at all levels. 
IC. To centralize at State level programs and functions 
which cannot be handled economically or effectively 
by individual libraries. 
III. ~ the Project Expects to Accomplish 
The project will provide rapid access to statewide resources, in-
crease interlibrary cooperation, and result in more efficient use of all 
library resources. It provides the central organization, communications, 
and bibliographic access necessary for an effective interlibrary loan 
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program. Requests for information and/or materials not available at one 
library may immediately be transmitted to another, with the State Library 
at the center of the South Carolina Interlibrary Network. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
Measured by either state or national standards, South carolina's 
library resources are inadequate to meet user needs, present or 
potential. Public libraries have less than 1.6 books per capita. 
Institutional libraries are limited in depth and breadth of holdings. 
Academic libraries do not have adequate resources for burgeoning student 
bodies. The sharing of resources is the only economical and effective 
means of meeting the demands for service. This project provides the 
conduit for this resource sharing. 
v. Who Is To Be served 
Rapid provision of information and materials not available at the 
local level is of potential benefit to all South Carolinians. The 
Interlibrary Network permits all library users to draw upon the resources 
of (1) the State Library, (2) other public, academic, or institutional 
libraries, or (3) out-of-state libraries. 
VI. Activities To Be used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
The Interlibrary Network Project encompasses a variety of activities 
having common goals. These activities fall into five categories: 
A. Communications - to promote cooperation and to facilitate inter-
library loans 
1. In-WATS telephone service- connecting all public and out-of-
town institutional libraries with the State Library 
2. TWX - connecting the State Library with the three Area 
Reference Resource Centers, major state universities 
and out-of-town libraries 
3. News for South carolina Libraries - fostering communication 
among all public, college, university, institutional, and 
special libraries within the state 
B. Bibliographic Access - to identify and locate library resources 
1. Microfilm edition of State Library catalog - through FY 80 
issued every three years with annual supplements; provided to 
county and regional libraries and to selected university and 
institutional libraries as a means of identifying materials for 
interlibrary loan. Beginning in FY 81, supplements will be COM 
produced from SOLINET archival tapes. As the state biblio-
graphic network develops, the State Library MAC catalog Should 
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SOLINET (Southeastern Library Network) - on-line bibliographic 
information and location capabilities supplement the South 
Carolina Interlibrary Loan Network, functioning as an interim 
union catalog of major s. c. library collections and providing 
access to materials anywhere in the SOLINET-OCLC network. To 
encourage SOLINET membership, the State Library makes grants to 
cover start-up costs through clusters serving multitype 
libraries or through individual memberships for larger 
libraries considered essential to the state network. Tb exped-
dite building of the state data base, grants will be made to 
major libraries to accelerate on-going RECON (retrospective 
conversion) projects. 
3. Machine assisted reference service - the State Library will 
continue to investigate the feasibility of supplementing 
reference service through the use of on-line computerized 
bibliographic services. 
c. Interlibrary Loan - to supplement and coordinate library resources 
1. State Library staff gives direct interlibrary loan service to 
public, institutional and special libraries. 
2. The State Library is the communications center through which 
loans among different types of libraries are transmitted. 
Requests from college and university libraries are channeled 
through and screened by the University of South carolina. 
3. The project enables the State Library to employ a Library 
Research Assistant to work in the Interlibrary Loan 
Department. 
D. Continuing Education - to increase awareness of the benefits of 
cooperation; to demonstrate new developments in library technology, 
including automation, networking, and information retrieval; and 
to raise the level of reference and interlibrary loan service 
throughout the state 
1. Workshops -The State Library periodically sponsors statewide 
or regional workshops for library personnel dealing with 
information resources, reference skills and techniques, auto-
mation, networking, and other matters pertaining to resource 
sharing and interlibrary cooperation. When appropriate, 
activities will be planned and carried out in cooperation 
with the USC College of Librarianship or professional 
organizations. 
2. Field Work -The reference and interlibrary loan staff makes 
field trips, as needed, to South Carolina libraries for the 
purpose of identifying local needs and problems, providing 
instruction, and encouraging more effective use of reference 
and interlibrary loan service. 
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E. Study and Planning - to encourage cooperative planning among all types of 
South Carolina libraries 
1. Investigation - The State Library will continue conferences and 
planning meetings to allow South Carolina librarians to discuss 
and investigate potential means of cooperation including 
resource sharing, networking, and technological applications. 
If necessary, study trips may be made to observe successful 
multi-type library cooperation in other states and to determine 
the possibility of replication in South carolina. 
2. Consultation - When a need is indicated, the State Library will 
engage consultants to study the feasibility of various cooper-
ative activities and to advise on the development of a coordi-
nated plan of action. In FY 81 the State Library proposes to 
employ a consultant to do a feasibility study for a statewide 
bibliographic network - examining the present state of auto-
mation in s. c., assessing future needs, investigating 
potential applications of the SOLINET Regional Support System 
and other brokers of bibliographic services, and recommending a 
plan of action leading to the design and development of an 
efficient, cost-effective state network. 
3. Demonstration - Where investigation and consultation indicate 
that a given activity or technology can substantially improve 
communications, streamline library procedures, facilitate 
delivery of service, or otherwise contribute to resource 
sharing and interlibrary cooperation the State Library may 
offer a demonstration grant to aid in establishing a 
cooperative project that crosses type of library lines. The 
objective would be to find the ways to fill the information and 
library needs in the State, to show clearly how each party 
benefits from cooperation, and to show ways of maximizing the 
expenditure of state and federal funds. 
In FY 81, the State Library will cooperate with the USC 
Cooper Library and Caroliniana Library in planning and imple-
menting the South Carolina Newspaper Project by means of which 
files of s. c. newspapers, from colonial to modern times, will 
be identified, located, recorded, and microfilmed. When the 
project reaches the implementation stage, the State Library 
will make a grant to USC to aid in preparation of the state 
union list of newspapers and in microfilming of back files. 
The purpose of the project is to make newspaper records 
accessible for reference and research. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
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If possible the feasibility study for a bibliographic network 
will be continued. All other activities will be reduced or 
eliminated. 
Proposed Allocation of Title III Funds 





Study and Planning 
Total 













The project is administered by the State Library. Long-range 
planning is under the direction of the State Librarian. General 
supervision rests with the Director of Reader Services, and interlibrary 
loan operations are the responsibility of the Interlibrary Loan 
Librarian. SOLINET communications are provided through contract with the 
Southeastern Library Network and monitored by the Director of Technical 
Services. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The total project will be supervised by the Director of Reader 
Services, with participation of the State Librarian and Deputy Librarian 
in all planning activities. Many of the results of the project are 
•intangibles• - leading to improved communication and cooperation between 
all types of libraries. Specific accomplishments will be measured in 
terms of the number of libraries involved in planning and activities, the 
consensus reached concerning immediate and long-range goals, and the 
development of demonstration projects for prototype activities. 
The interlibrary loan phase of the project will be constantly 
monitored by the Interlibrary Loan Librarian, who supervises the filling 
of all reference and title requests, and by designated members of the 
State Library staff. Interlibrary loan statistics will provide a major 
source for evaluation of this service. SUccess of the service will be 
measured in terms of: 
(1) the number of interlibrary loan transactions 
(2) the percentage of requests filled 
(3) the time required for filling patron requests 
(4) critique by librarians and patrons 
I 
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VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The South carolina State Library 
All libraries of South Carolina 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
State and LSCA Title I funds provide the materials used by the State 
Library in the interlibrary loan program (see Project IIB. Strengthening 
the State Library Agency). State funds provide the professional and pre-
professional personnel to operate the program. LSCA Title III funds are 
expended for network planning, grants-in-aid, consultant fees, scholar-
ships and workshop costs, meetings and conferences, communications 
(postage, telephone, TWX, and SOLINET), a Library Research Assistant, 
some clerical personnel, equipment, equipment maintenance, supplies, 
printing, microfilm or COM catalog, travel and miscellaneous expenses 
attributable to the Interlibrary Network. 
FY 81 funds budgeted: 
Federal State Total 
$169,149 $56,323 $225,472 
*Estimated LSCA FY 81 funds carried forward to FY 82: $42,287 
Note: 
The State Library is submitting this Title III program in 
expectation of receiving an FY 81 allocation of $169,149, based upon the 
House of Representatives appropriation, rather than the FY 80 level of 
$77,556. Should the larger amount not be awarded, the State Library will 
modify its plan in the following manner: 
A. Communications 
All activities will continue as proposed. 
B. Bibliographic Access 
Work on a state librry or state union catalog, State Library's 
SOLINET membership and RECON, and SOLINET membership grants 
will be continued. Grants to other libraries for RECON 
projects will be reduced or eliminated. No machine assisted 
reference will be initiated. 
c. Interlibrary Loan 
All activities will continue as proposed. 
D. Continuing Education 
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L NAME (ld~ntily it at•l~ IJI~ncy. t~Qional ot local l•bt•ry. or4J•nizetjon, or Jnslllulion thJI will Dd.Ttini6t•r lhe proj~ct) TELEPHONE (Ar•a cod•. Numb•r. E.fe-ns•on) 
South Carolina State Library 
CONG-RESSIONAL OISTRtCTtSI (1/lua th"n rnt;,.. 
1(803) 758-3181: 1_5_8-)182 
AOURESS (f'o...,.ber, •treat, city and Stat•) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE 
StDitt. li• I by number) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. Richland 29211 I All 
2. NAIAE OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IA. General Administration 
l. PROJECT DATES Q INITIAL PROJECT [X) CONTINUINC PROJECT IF' CONTINUING PROJECT, CIVE PREVIOUS PROJE-mua:le~IA __ _ 
Non- Terminal ... ESToMATt:o TOTAL TrME SP'AN-(}·~·•aJ Indefinite j b. PROJECT DEG4N 19.56 ~-- _j~. PnoPose:o i-e:nMt•o.rroN DATE --
• t;E0GP4PWICAL ANO POPULATION DATA (Compl•t" 1111 of thr oub-it.,mo upplical>le to thio P<ot"ct) 5. FOR TITLE Itt, INDICATE TYPE OF" PRCJECT 
ci)-Nut;ber-~f Persons Served by Project . (l)t:J BtOLtOGRAPiliC sEnv;CES 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual - r;J[Jc;;:;-M~Ic~~~"o-.:~u;.:o;-K 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5J0 oTHER rspwtrJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons~1-n~t~e--a_r_e_a ___ s_e_r_v_e_d~b-y--t~h~e-p=r~o~J-e-c~t~-------------
a. t.:rban 1,232,195 b. Suburban c. Rural 1,385,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 
6. TYPE 0': ~-P(Cherk_!__h_-:_b_o • ..- t~>'hi~~ b"•' de•c:,;b,• rh~ population serv~d by 1/1() pr;,Jttrl) 
(1) :! Ec0r.or:ri.callv Disadvantaged (2) ·~- 1 Institutionalized 
(3) [.:_, Physically HandicaEP~ Give number that is blind __ 
(4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (5) [LI General Publi<:_ 
I 
7. AGE GROUP SLRV£0 (G,.,r: bf""al ~st~tn.:.tf"" oft,',# dt"Pf'dJIIfloJol'l of 
pr-ri:OfU .rif""tvl!d in th~ praif'cf by,.,~: Qroup• (srr il~C"rn 4td} 
rJ ~~~~~'"',.\~Gu,., .. 1~14J 1,092, 764 
(1) YOU h< (efr 15-U) 190,960 
(6) t:=1 Other (Specify) ------------~•orR OF PARTICIPATING LIBR .. Rtf'_S AND A'JE«CIES 
8. ETHtiiC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of~- ---
(I} 1urAL (Sumoltle1J1•(1)thru(ll)1 (6)0ThfR ACAU~MIC ') 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
a. Native Ar.>.ericans 2.241 e. Sj)aniSfl-.speaklng PUBLIC 
o. Orientals 2,569 (SpecTfy1 ( .. l) SCHOOL 
c.-Blacks 7 89.041 1 :-u-t:T1er 2 .__2__3_5_ (4) VOCATIONAL 
(5)JR, COLLt:Gto 2,590.516 ·a:-wnrtes 1 794 430 TOtAL (a-T) ' ' -~-----~------~---·-
SUMMA'(Y OF (XP(~~OITUR£5 1Ft11 in Lmf" I lnr ''I)ROJ•()t;F::J'' ttntl Ltn,. '}lor "'Adu11l'' t"lfJH'ndllurC".'l• -,-
BY C"'TECORV (Columna 1·7) 
.... 
79 (7) SPtcCI4L 3 
39 {I} t10SPI T ALS 
0 (9) COFfflf:..C TI0'<4AL 19 
D ·(IOJ o;~.~~~~lN~Ta4L 7 
0 1(/1) ()THe R 5 
llouud •ll 11mr•1ml~ lo n~_,._r_''_;_'_'_<l:_.·_•l_t • .;..":...i ______ _ 
BY SOU ACE (Columna 6·11! 
~~ I PROJECT S4LARIE~ BOOKS AUOIC>-Vt~UAL EQUIPMENT CONTR4CTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEOERAL STATE I LOCAL IAfuT•~::.~I 
z~l-i A~D WAGCS MATER14LS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNOS FU~OS FUNOS Col. 7} 
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OATE 
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TITLE 
I 
For Titles I ond Ill of the Librory Services ond ConUruction Act, o: emended P.L. 91·600 
1Rcdcllhe lnstftJCii<•nS Ldor~ compiC'!In/.! this report) I 
r.;-, A P~OPOSED 0 AN ACTUAL 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
Sept·~m!Jer 30, 1 ~1 
STATE PROJECT ><0. 






















L NAME (ldentily if arat*' a4~ncy, t~i:iOttal or locallrbt•ty. or,;anizatlon. Ot ln•litution th.:~t will hd:ninrst•l the ptOJf!Ct) TEL EPHON.E (Area codt>, Number, E •trnsron) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AOORESS (.'Vutr~Nr, •lteet, cit)' and Stat•) COUNTY 
Richland 
ZIP COO£ CONGRI:.~SIONAL OISTRt-CTISI (//lr01 '''"" rnf,',, 
Stnlf'·. liat by numbuJ 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 29211 All 
2. NAIAE OF PROJECT 
Library Interpretation (State Wide Program) ·------
l. F'ROJECT-04TES-- 0 INITIAl. PROJECT OC}coNTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER IB 
I ... ESTI,.ATED TOTAL TIME s»AN.(re~u•J Indefinite I"· PRO;Ecr D£Gt.N 1962 I ---------
Title I. Project IB. 
c. PllOPOSE :J TE fiMI"'A TtON OAT f Indefinite 
~-~~~p~~~ AND POPULA.T 10~- (Compl•t' -~II of th~ eub .. •t~m• af'PI•cni.Jic to /hut proJ~CI) t-:~ ~-~R TITLE Itt, INDICA Tf. TYPE Ot PRCJf.C T 
(1) humber of Persons Served by ProJect (1!'-l fl•OL•OG'IM'tt:c ;rrlvtcu n1i'l •><JEnEN(:E sEr>v:c> 
<L l'ropost:d 2,590,516 b. Actual ·i;;)Cj"C;.~:;-;;-.;,c-~~~--;~;::oRK (;Jo- r• cH:-.•c"'- ... Noel~'·'"" ,--= f'.,.'i¥1CE 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served ~- (5![ ;__::'_r•<ER (Spwt,·) 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons 1n the area servedrob~y~~t~h~e~p~r~O~J~e~c~t--------
t---.;;;;a...:.._Urbnnl,232,195 b. Suburb;:~n c. Rurall,358,321 d. TOTAL __ ~,5_9_0_,5l~-------------
_6_.~0F' ~PO~PrCI'I.~Jr !~''_~b~~\~~!~~·•' ."f~su:bf".s ·:-.~_r_:_v_;.u!lJ!~<•r:_snvt>·: l,v 1."'··: f:!..:.::rcr: ._j 7. f,GE Cf~CU? :)[F'L.-E:J (~.._;_nr br:ll r~'~'""_,r,. ,ll il•• dn.rr.t·•,,,.,, of 
_)(l) :-! [ccnc::-icallv Disacivant3~Cd (2) ·~=··! lP.St1tUtl.On2.]2:;:el.~ . -----~-~- {lt"rt:.CVIS !).('fVCd •n ltoe ('f•lJr-Cf by n,,. .fOO;J~ (sr~ lfrm~,~~'------
(3) l Physically Handicapped; Give nuxr.ber that is blind--- _111 CH•LC>RfN 1".:" O·I4J789 709 '-'' ~~~~;~';'T~'",.I•cr _:•...s••l,092, 764 
4) L.:::J Limited English-speaking (5) Ol.:.l General Public (7) youTH lot, t<·14) 519 083 14! /. r.Hlf~ttd ~ N>d ovn) 190' 960 
J~l- _1 . Other (Specify) ___ _ ___ _ 
9. ~tUM~[It OF PARTt(.IPATING LIOq:.Jttf.'"J AND A":,i:r;:tf.S 
8. [Tli:ac OR P .. l>CIAL GROUP SERVED ~Give best e~:timat.e o' numher off(iJroTALIS.;;;;-;;[-;-; • .,.. 01 ,h,-;;(II:·fY61oT.,(I<~cAi;~.-"= 
persons served by race or ethn1c group) I 
79 
1 (7J SPHJAL 
2 
3 
a. !lativc A.r:ler.fcans ____ 2.~-241 e. s·parusn-=speal<ing i'\JfiLt( 39 I '6) HO,P> TAL~ 4 
b. Orientals 2 569 (Specify) 1.11 sc.-.ooL 0 r9J coRR<CT•o•aL 19 
--c:-1)l;Jcks 789 '041 r. Utll('r_ 2.235 _ u, voo r'"""L 0 .~8~~~~-.r.-.-L-----7---
·z:-T,.'TiTi-2s 1,794,4_30 TOT!\LTt-fT 2,590,516 (S)-:J,~-;:clll'r,, O ;u;ton•'" -·S---
______ su_M...,.A;:;y Ot- [ .lP(NQ_I_T_U~~S !FIII•n /.ullf'" J f.,, ''J'U{J! 1 t:•.;r .~J '"n·lfu,.}! ,, ••,1, luul .. r11prnd.t.,,,..,., Houn-1 ~tllt.r•~··-~·· 1 t ... ro n~ 11 ,,-~, ,J, 1:t., 1 
--- ------------- ---------I 9 f C.A"'i'"EGORY ~Colu.~nna J-;") BY SOURCE (Column= ~·1/J 
F~:~~~T4TE TOTAL PROJECT SALARiES AU 01 n-- VIsuAL ICO,.lRIICTUAL OTHr:F~ TOTAL FOR LOCAL (!tfu,., rq•••l &OOt<S EQUIPMENT Si:.R'ItCES A"<D •AGf'S MAT[RIAI..S EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS f"UflO~ Col. 7) 
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u 
I CERTIFY thai d!l of the informalton NAME OF HEAO, STATE'L18RARY AGENCY (Typ•J SIGN4TURE . --~ /)/~ I u"TE • ...,o 11d1;- 0 V:z:o c,,nt;uncd h<"rcin is correct to lhc best ( Q._r;/_1 ( . ' ~~z of m1 knowlt"di!<'· Betty E. Callaham, Librarian "- . \~ '-~~~ 10/20/80 1--< 
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I 
For Totl"s I o·•d Iii of r'>e library Services a.od Con•lruchon Act, o~ om,,,Jed P.L. ?1-.SO:J 
,R•·.Jr!thc lnstruclu•ns /;c/orc cor-ulc!•nl! rhis rcpurr) 
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Ftsc ... c-rE:.R "ErwTs-c;---------
sert~m~er 30, 19 81 
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1. NAtrr.4E (ldt:ntiiy il •t41<t' al~ncy, t~'1o11al or loc•JI,brary, or,;aniration, or ln!1litution th.:~l w,IJ od.T'lltH$t•t th~ {'101~-.-r) TELEPHONE (Ar~• cod~. Numbet, E11t~nuon) 
South Carolina State Library 
j COUNTY 
I Richland 
CON(...Hi: SSIO~AL OtSTRICT(SJ (/"~•• th:,~nt.~~~ l ZIP ~~~ll 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AODR[5S (,•,'umber. •lrft•t, city and Still•) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 
Stlllt". II• I t;y numberi All 
~- NAI.IE OF F'fl0J£CT 
Title I. Project IIA. General Operations 
3. ··ROJE:CT OAT E.> c·1 IN:n .. ..: PROJECT~co,.r·••c•Nc PRO;EcT 1r coHTI~W•NG PROJECT. GIVE PR[VIous PROJECT .. u.:;-8ERl"iA. __ _ 
... ESTIMATED rouL T!ME SF>AN·rr~"'•> I definite "· PRo;Ecr eEG"-,.. 1956 ~;,--;-;;c;;Q5·£D-r£;;·~ ........ roo"' oATE Non-Terminal 
~ ~~2~~-~~!L. A.NO P'.JPULA.TION QATA (Compltrtr all of thr eub-1tt>m• oJ•pliru.,Jc to th111 pn_lJecl) -t~~-~r; TfT~~ .. ~~~~I~.\T[ TYPE Of PR~ 
(1.) ~.;•1nl.Jer c•f Persons Served by Project .rnLle•ouoc'""'"'' sc"v.crs 1(: --
.:1. h c• i' c ,c~ci 2., 590' Jl6 h . Act ua.!. -~~~ ~:~::.rc-;.~~;;,·,: ;·;.·,(';; .~:; [ ;.., ') RKTfJJ 0 :I,;'";.' cAL. PNQ( I.~'""' > 
-(2) p,_;puT;'ti-on and Predominant Ch~-ract-~-ristics cf Area S~rveJ --- r.sJ!:_;_o_'''E" r>ro"ot"> ----Ll-------· ___ _ 
(Give b'-'St estimate of the nu:T!t·er and distributiL'n ot persons ln the area servedoYtlle proJect 
:1. trb·'~' 1,232,195 b. Suburban c. P.ur.:111,358,321. d. TOTAL 2,590,5lb 
-~:lr)v,,~~~:F_f~=~~-:~;~~ ii~;~L·~:i~ti~~~,;~,- i.~3·'f~~~~i~y:~~v~ ~ ~~~·~,{~~;]'~~~-~ ---~r~~;:~,~:~~~~:~-~-;~c.~,~:/:~:::-~,:~;.~7:~~·~~=~' ~-- ;, , :· '_~ .. :~--;;r 
( 3) l.: .. ~ Ph•;sic?.ll v I!anJ ic.:1pped; (~i.vc r:ur.bcr_ tlw.t is blind -~• CHILDRfN 1,.. 0 0 • 1.>789 ,,. ~~~~~·;\~"' '1·;· ;_'"'-'' 1 ,_092, 7o4 
OUTHfu(~/5-]4) 519 u 1 <r.<<:"•t•6~"''""'''') 190,960 
(6) r1 Other (Spcc_i_£':'_) _______ l _____ _ 
------·---------- ----~--------f 9. rHJ '-' u l. r! oF P ~ R 1 1 c:' "" T ttl G L! on'· n 1 i. ·; p, -, .:. , ;: , • 1 '· : 
8. Cflii:IC 0?, P-'\CIAL GROUP SEI',VLD (Give best c::t i.mate of mP~ber of (l}ror'Ai.-(5..,~ -;-;:;;;-;(1};;;;;-;r/~6~ o ~:.:l2;-~~..:_~· --~--=--..:...=-T--
per sons served by r2.ce or etlmic group) 79 t,lj SP~ C<AL 3 
1--· Native Ar.ericans 2,241 Spanish-spea~ing ~:0UAL1( JY 
- .---
a. e. L~-~~~------~+ ___ 
b. Orientals 2,569 {SpccHy) -~.D.-SCHOOL 0 l (OJ C0HHt..C'Tt0•4AL 19 
789,041 T:--rm~~.:r 2.235 (4) VO(ATIONAL 0. ( ;o7:7~~;:;i~" .. ,t~ 4 L -c. l.H.JCKS I 
T(fi A'["(;riT2-s9o, 516 ----------------(f:-ffi)i. t .:; s 1, 794 ~ 4_:10 r S1 J H. t (,l l f G~ () !(II' 1 ) T Hf f.( ) 
S!)J..UA!',::; 1 ()F [ J P[N()Il URf..): F,lf~~r:_!_!_~·-'~:!_~~'__:~-:::_~ 1 t "',.. ;; I ... '','\, 11wl'' ('l(r~ndtlw,..:_, J(Oilli•1 llfl lt(l\"!l'lf.4 fo? r.r-nt·· \ ( .J.,: l.tr I 
-----···-- ------
BY Ct..iEGORY (C:oltc . ,na J·i) BY SOURCE (Cot,u·nn: "all) 
T TOTAL 
PROJECT SALAJ:lf€S AUOlo-V'5VAL CO'lTR~CTUAL OTHER TOTAL f'OP FEDERAL BOOKS EQUIPMENT STATE LOCAL (t.f'-.J~f t"Qit/tl AND WAGES MATERIALS St:RviCES EXPENSES PROJECT FU'"-'0:, F'UNOS FU"oOS CoJ. ]J 




I. f':np•)St·d 14,000 26' 714 40,714 40,714 I 4:J,714 ------- __ 1 ___ 
2. Actu.,l I 1 
NAME OF HEAD, STATE'L16RAPY AGENCY (T)·pr) SIGNATURE .... -.. ,.A ~ OATE I CERTIFY that ~11 of the information 
13-d,-~ n c__Ja2{~ cont;;uncd herein •s COITeCt to the best of my knowledge. Betty E. Callaham, Librarian ··-. 10/20/80 
(SC'c r.:vcr:><' o/ th;., /om;) 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1980 
Title I 
Project IIA. General Operations 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
Unexpended FY 80 funds totaling $15,000 will be transferred to 
Project IIID.(Service to the Disadvantaged) to use in FY 81. State funds 






;\n "'l, .':er IS l!''ll!l ,, .. ] 
f~.H r-;~ch lt('m <Jn t!us fom1. 
'"'i"hi~ j,o;.:l 1 ~ F o '~ 
I f<ij A PhQPO~EO 0 All ACTuAl. ~ P~OJECT ' ?~OJE~T PROJECT REPORT 
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
fllLE -
I 
For Tirl .. s I and Ill of rhe librory S<trvices and Consrrucloon :..cr, o< om~nJed P.L. ?l·.SO:J 
~1~t'ctd thi! lnstrucfi<ms f_,efot!" C'Of!;f.'/'Y!trt~ !.'-:is n;:0~~) I
'----------
fiSCAL YEAR ENO:NG 





























I. NAME (/d•nllly it •'•'• •4~ncy .. r~ciousl o' local llbt•ty, ot.;•n;~•tion, or ln$Iitution thJt ~·Ill ,.J.-rJ,"nnter th~ ptOit!~t) TELEPHONE (At~• cod.-, Nuf'llbttr. Eatrnuo") 
AOORE:SS (Numbe,. •tt~•t, city and Stol•) 1-:;-P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia S C I c.:>u-tnv -~~P cooE I c(o8.£~2__758-318l; 758-3182 
•· "'"' O> "0"" I • • , """""""" O•H"'W , 
Richland 29211 Stnt•, liat by numbc•l S! (III .. • '""n ""f,,.. 
- All 
South Carolina State Librarv 
------------- ---------- --- ------------- --------
~- rYPE O_f."' CROU~(Cf••f:"lr _ _!!'.!_b!!_!~.!_~!t hP$1 <1f"s.-t:.">,.t lt':_r-.:_~:!'~ .. 1!!!~~~-!_c-~~~~--~_.E!.~'~'t) . \7. AGE G~~cv>-' <;::R\..(0 tC_!\{" ~l"sr t-!.tu,l.at, ul th~ d"''·'"'' .,,., o 
(1) :-=.--=: [cC":10!"1iC:lllv Disadvant.J.~:;cd (2) .-- --~ Jr:.stitution.c:.J.ize.._~ 1 prnc•ns. ..,,.,..,(~'1 -n •·'•t'! f''•'lf'(~ ~:~-~~,,. ~rou;Js (~~~" lh·m .,,d_J ----· ·------
(3)T.:'"c,pj.~'SkaiiYii~ndicappe~; Give <>ucbOrt~;;~·J;ii,_,d· I '" '.HIL(''HN ~~~~ o·/4 1789, 70 rJ ~~~;-;~·AcT:(·•-~-~ .. :=:-1,092, 76~. 
(4) t=1 L~mlt~d Enghsh-speakwg (5) Ll General Pnbllc m vou rH tdr~ t5·14; 519,08 190,960 
(6) Cl Other (Spec!!l) . _ _ ---------·----
---- . Q, t-4UMbEi<! QF PAnTICIPATJr-:G LIOnr..nlt':. A..._Q :..'.~(r~::-IES 
8. ETHt:lC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give bC'st "~;tLmate of number of 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
---
0;TOTA~-~~m ol ,lt-m!: (2) ''"'' (JI)~lf1frl A(AlH.•.,..rC ------
(7) 5P(' CIAL 
a. Nativ-e-Anedcans 2,241 e. SpanTsll=speak~ng PU8L1( (I) ~iOSPI T ALS 
b. Orientals 2 569 (Sped~--- OJ ~.c .. ool. r9J cortnt_cr'o"'•L 
---~--~---------~~;L·~~---------~· ~~~---------c. Blacks 789 041 f. UtTil:'t: 2 235 (4JVOCA110N4L ·(10-;"r':1"·" oAL 
~ --- ---=._!____ 'j' ••"JO.H' :_ ___________ _ 
1~:-mllt~s 1.794,430 'fOTi\L (a·-f) 2,_,5.2,(),516 nl.on.r("t''''· :ur,-,);.,,, 
~ ~UMTMARY OF [ I..P(NQITURES 1F•II in t.rn~ 1 for ••J•:.~o!•t'(.'.:!.~~~~~l t1•ol'' rxp,.rtdltl/1 ,. .. ., -~-~~~~:!__~~~~~~ r.:·~'_:~::'_'._:'_:'_:'::''_:'':..:':.:·'.c'':_ ____ _ 
PROJECT I SALARIES I BOOKS 
AND WA~ES 
(I) (;) 
1. Proposrd I I 24,242 
2. Actual 
BY CATEi_jO~Y (Columns 1-:') 
'""'~'''"" ~ 
CONTRACTUAl. OTHER 
MATERIALS EQUIPME::NT SERVICES EXPENSES 























.~o~l CERTIFY that .. u oC the information 
~Zo cont;uncd h..-rcin is corr~t to the best 
""2 :Z of my know I cdc"'· 
~~ 
NAME OF HEAD, STAoTE'l.tBAARY AGENCY (Type) 
Betty E. Callaham, Librarian 
SIGI'IATURE 
,s>.ut~ s~. (~ 
10/20/80 
OATE 
(Src revers<' of tht s fom;J 
i 
-~-- -1\n an:.;·.vcr is rt:quu.:J 
for t':1Ch il('m on this Com~. FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
I HIS Raf'06<l IS fOil TllU 
PROJECT REPORT (i] A PROPOS£0 PAOJ£CT 0 AN ACTUAL P"'.If:CT I 
For Titl~• I and Ill of rho Library S••vicos ond Construction Act, os -•ndod P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING HATE rROJ£CT Ni). 
!R<"•d the Instructions b.:for<" comrJictin~ this report) September 30, 1~1 -. s. c. IliA 
t. NAME {ldfH'Itil' it .,.,,.,.,.cr. ''lienal., locM l;w.,r • .,,.,, •• ,;.,., ot lnelitutiOttt th,.t .,.u admi.ni•'•' tit• ,,o,.crJ TELEPHONE (A••• c-., __ E•••,••-J 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AODRESS (N-t..<. •'•••'• clly- Stet•) I COUNTY r ZIP COOE CONCiHE~SIONAL OISTIIIICTISI (It lu• ,,., ..., 
Richland 29211 
Steff', II• I.,.,....,..,., 
All P. o. Box 11469. Columbia, S. c. 
f,-,.. 
~. NA .. E OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IliA. Field Services (State Wide Program) 
J. PROJECT OATES ( l ll'fiTIAL PROJECT I( J CONTINUING PROJECT IF' CONTI .. UING PROJECT. GIVf: I'REVIOUS PROJECT NUN&ER IliA ___ 
<( 
.. Enu.ure:o TOTAL TIME s"'A" .,,~.,•J Continuing I"· PROJECT BEGA .. 1957 jc. PROPOSEO-TERMINATIO .. 04TE Indefinite ... ~~~II',.ICAl. AND II'OII'UI..ATION OATA,(C-Iel• ellel '""' •ul>-ilf'me epf'l•c•l>l• to tflie P'"i•cl) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INOICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
oo( 
0 (l) to umber of Persons Served by Project frnCl BoOL•oc<>&ro .. c srn· •• cF~ !oJc:J "r~.,,~.,~, s( .. ·.·~· 
.... P::cposed 2,590,516 b. Actual Tt:J E~Tco... .. u ... c.oT•oN~ N(T .. ORO( l(l)a::·s:."r'i"L "'HOcl~~· .. c v .:1. 
u 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5) U 0 T ,..E R ( SP~CJiy} -. 
0 
ex (Give best estimate of the number and distribution cf persons I.n the area served by the proJect 
c.. 1,232,195 b. Suburban Rural 1, 358, 321 ci. TOTAL 2,590,516 I __ a:..._ Urt~n '-. 
< 6. !YP( OF ~~·)'u:.rt:h•t'k _!_l'a~lkl• wh1C~r ,.,,..., •1f".J(f:b'• '-'"~.popw!atHHt s~,.,#',J tv,,.,, [''·'~_:rr) 1 ~- AGE G~.JU;> :;(R'v£0 .-c,,..,(' to,.,, r&ttrrt.;,l~ ol "•• --------c, ... , ,.,, •'1 0 
(. \ ~cc~c~ica1l~ Disadvanta~ed ( 2) t- .1 Institurian~lized ' P''!tC'JnJ '-"'"'r·1 Jn til~ rr~,,.rt br .,r ,,o,,;J• ( 1 t-r rt~rr. "'''} 0 . l.) ' --.-· 
( 
;: (3)l -, Physically Handicapped; Give nur:ber that is blind (It CHII.(\"F.N (•Jlr 0·U)t89 f 709 ()) ~~;~~",.G,-~<oF.If•C" ]<~., 1, 0 u 
lol (4) t=J Limited English-s2eaking {5} IK:..:I General Public .... (~) V OU TH (ef# 15-11) 519,083 t.fl ,. r..: n ,., .. •' .,- .... ,d l 
92,764 
90,960 
(6) r-:.1 Other (Specify) . ·-
~- t-.IJM[;f H' or P -'RliC !PAT U~G l.ISRA.Rrt.:. A~ 0 .A'...i£1~':::"1[ S 
8. ETI-ii:IC 0?, r.ACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate o: number of 
(I) TO fAL (~:;,. ol ''~m• (1) thh1 (1/~~Q~""(";{J-f:...-JC 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
39 (1) SPECIAL 
" Native Ant:ricans 2,24! e. Spanish-speaKin!; t>U8LIC 39 fl) HOSPtTALS .... 
b. Orientals 2,569 (Specify) (})SCHOOL (f) COilAt.C liO•<AL 
c. Bbck:> 7B9 ,oz;r f. Utller z. 235 . (I) VOCATIONAl. ;(101 ~~~:;l~~IAL. 
-~t~- 1, 7941_i~O TOTAL {a 0 2 590.516 (SJ .JR. roll f r::.t-. iii J} U T.-tt R 
ua...~,,io.:'l :)F ( J?(NCITUR~~ 1F1il•"' Lm, 1 In' .. I'UO!•or;:r,J•• n,,,f ltnfl') f,,, ••,1, tw,t•· f"•,:~nC:•t •. r,.·.~ /~ur••~'~ 1tll .. ",·••~•'·'" ro ,.,,..,,.,, ,.,,,,J 
---------------------"-"" . l- - Bv CA~ECORV (f.;f">l~n• 1·:') -- BY !.OURCE (Colur"'!ns 11·11) 
• ;..) I I TOTAl 
CO er P«OJECT I SAI..ARI£~ AIJ010-V'5UAL coriTI>ACTI.JAl. OTHER TOTAl. F'OI> ,.E'DE .. AI. !>TATE LOCAl. I (Mu·' ,., ... , :::> IIOO .. S EQU1Ph4ENT z.,_t- A .. O WAGES MATI: .. IALS S£RVICFS EXPENS(~ PROJECT FUNOS I'UNDS FUNDS Col, 7) 
~O~ (I) 1: 1 (JJ 141 f5J_ 16) OJ II) IPJ 110) I UTI 
g~~ '· p,., ... , +,067 10,067 10,067 I I 10.067 





I CE ltTIFY that .. u ot th~ inro .... auoa 
cont .. inc:d b~re1n is con~t to the best 
of "'' knowlt-dct-• 
NAME OF HEAD, STATE"LtSRA .. Y AGENCY (Typ•) 
Betty E. Callaham, Librarian 
- "' 
SIGNATURE 










- ---··------- -..,.·---------- -
1\n iJns·o~~cr IS rcqun.:.J 
(or each itNn on thts (om~. FY 80 Carry-Over Fuads 
(TiiiTRlf'OICl ISfOiol TitLE 
P1tOJECT REPORT riJ ~~~~~Sf:O 0 ::o'}i~'?"'- I 
For Titles I on4 Ill of rite Ubrory Services Oftd Constrvc:tiOft Ac:t, es -•n4•d P.L. 91·600 
,·Rc•d th~ lnsttucti()flS b..-lon- complctinl rhic rcporl) 
ftK4L YUI ENDING 
Septctaber 30. HBl 
STATE 



















I. NAME (1-tilr it et•t• """'cr. r•c;-•1., locall•lw•r• ••1-•••••oro, .., lftetil11tl- th-'' will ..._ictAf N tH•••c•) TEI..EPHONE (A••• c-.·-· £ar•n .. -) 
All 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 South Carolina State Library 
CONGNE~StONAI.. OtSUuCTISt 111 lua ,,..,. ,..t; ... 
S••••· llet • ., ,._...,, T
COUNTY 
Richland 
loODRES$ (N-Hr, .,,..,, cit,. - St•t•) 
T
ZIP COOE 
29211 P. o. Box 11469. ColumbiaL S. C. 
;:. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IIIB. Career Education: Workshops 
l. PROJECT OATES l INITIAL ~ltOJECT CONTIMUIIIIC PROJECT IF CONTINUIIIIC PROJECT, Gl~~ rnEVIOUS PROJECT NUM81!:R llC:-IllB 
a. £STIWATI!:O TOTAL TIMIE S"'AN"(rr.,o) Indefinite b. PROJECT 8£GAN 1958 c. PROPOSED TEf>MI"'IoTIOOI OloTE Indefinite ------4 t;(OCitAPWtCAI.. A .. O POP'UI..ATIOM OloTA (C-plot• ell of til. eub--it.,o applicol>/o to thlo ,.,.I*CI} 5. FOI'I TITLE Ill. INOICAT( '!"VPE 01' PRC;[C ~ 
(1) :~u!'lber ot Persons !:iervec by Projt!ct - ri)Cle•oL•oc~•r• .. c H.on·.cr:; (JJQ~>.-.-!'npo;::E ~E~>v•r:~ 
a. Proposed 2,590.516 b. Actual (ZJ [.jcOM ..... ,.,c .. r•o-.~. NC .... o .. l(, (.IJCJ ::;,::.~·c"'L PHOCl~5, ... c 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served I f.!JCo•••ER,Sprc•trJ 
(Give best estimate of the number nnd distribution of persons in the area--servea'~ll-y.,..· -t-,....,.h.,..e-=p--r....,o·J'_e_c,...,t.-----
a. Urhan 1,232,195 b. Suburban c. Rurall,358,321 <i. TOTAL 2,590,516 
6.. TYPE OF' CAOUP(Ch•~lr '"• bo• ,..l'ttch h~el .1~Jct;b.r• rrt, por:ul•t,on •etr•4 ev thtt fHJi,..ct) 7. ACE. ~r..-ou? S,(q'~EO ;·~~~v~ b,.., ~£trrr.;,t~ ol th~ ----dt•fltiJitiPWI ·' 
(1)' : Econc::1icnllv Disadvantaged (i) .~- -~ Institutionalized P"•""• ..... ~d "' '"• ,.,,,,, bi- ., .. t«•uP• ,,,... ··~"' 41•1) 
(3)!.. • Physically Handicapped; Give nut::bcr that is blind - mc,.., .. """Nf•.t"o--uJ789,709 rJJ~~=~:;~c,:"i.',.cd~~·1 1,092,764 
(4) t::1 Limited Ens.!lish-speakinJt (5 )_ ~I General Public m vCiu rH ,., .. u-111 519,083 r•1 Ar.~o , .. , .. " -- .... ,, 1.90, 960 
(6) 0 Other {Specify) 
9. I<IJ .. OE~ OF PARTICIPATUIC LIORARtf. 5 '""0 .l:J(fi(IES 
8. ETHr;rc OR P~CIJ~ GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of nUIIber 0fl (I) TOTAl. (Sum o/•l .. ml (1) "''" (/IJ (6) OH•f" AC"Ul"'IC 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 1 74 (1) SPfCtAI. 
a. Native Americans 2,241 -~ -e:--spanlsh·:speaking 1 '"'u•L•t 39 ll''"'o>"•'• .. s 4 
OiTentals -----\Sp-ecify) tJJ scHooL 1 r•J co"RI:.CT•O .. •L 19 
(4JVOCAU0N~L (lf.H ~lj~ 114 L 7 
~~--------~~~~----~·----------- f'H~QI ~~--------~----
(j}.JA.COLlrGt lf/J.IOf•t~r~ 5 
SUMMAR\' OF [XP(NCtlUR(S tF•fl no" Lm,. I lr,r "'1'1?0/'t~Hf:."J .. ~tn~l L•n.- 1 ltw .. A,·Iu.f•• ••llntdtltw~.-:* Jlo•••" all •mtount.- lo "'•l•·st "'""·•'1 
DY CATECC~Y (Cc.lo~nna 1·7) 8Y SOURCE (Columna ~-Ill 
"' ,w
tiD~ P"OIECT SA'-AAII!:S •OOK$ AtJO•-:>-V•SVA'- Q p E COtiTRACTUA'- OTHEA TOTA'- FOA 
zt-t- A .. O WAGES WATERIA'-S E VI M .. T SE'tVICES EXII'IENSt:S II'AOJECT 
FEOE"AI. T STATE I 
TOTAL 
I.OCAL (Nw•' f'(lu•l 
F~:•_os 1 
FUND$ 
·-· ~Ci~ (I) ('J) (1) (4) (5) (6) (7} I ,., j '"' I 
t-Za. 
~~~ 1. Ptoros~d 
... x 
"' 2. Ac1ual 
·u-
.,...ol I CIRTU'Y lhat alief tlae inre-aaiea 
~Zo contaifted h.rein i• cerrKI IO liMI Mst 
w.~: .. "'' "-'N&e· .... ~ 
2.206 2,206 2,206 I I 
ftA/IIC O' MCAO, STATE'I.I.,.ARY AG&MCY ,.,.., 
a~s:.(?~ Betty E. Callabaa, Librariaa 
IT 





(S~~ re'lft:rs• olflu.~ tom;) 
PROJECT REPORT 
~ 
1\n iln:;·,vcr IS rcquucll 
r c;~ch il<>m on t:1is fonn. 
EPOI<l IS FOR 
IXJ ~rio~~'::~SEO 0 ~~~<i1:'?AL 
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
TITLE 
I 
For Titlu I and Ill of the Library Services ond Conuruction Act, 0 ~ omcnded P.L. 91-600 
,'Rc.Jd the lnstructi.,ns l;dotr! complctinl! this rcporl) 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
September 30, 1981 
STATE 











t. NAME (ld~ntily it atel~ ••..ncy, '~ti0ft81 ot locel l•btaty, Ot411tu'61dion, or lnslitutlott that w1l1 adminict•r th• ptoj~ctJ TELEPHONE (Aree cod#, Nu,.bet, £otenuon) 
South Carolina S~e_L~rarY 
ADDRESS (.">umber, elreet, city and Stele) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 
2 ... A1>4E OF PROJECT 
I COUNTY Richland l ZIP CODE 29211 
IL803) 758-3181: 758-3182 
CONGAE~SiONAL OtSTRICfiTi(ll lree than rnf,',.. 
Stntr, llet by numbed 
All 
Title I. Project IIIC. Metropolitan and Urban: Resource Libraries (Grants-in-aid) 
l. PROJECT-OATES IF CONTINUING PROJECT, Gl~~ _!'!EVIOUS PROJECT t•UMBERJJJc-
.._ ESTIIoU.TED TOTAL TIME SI"AN'(r••••J b. PROJECT OEG.r.N 1972 c. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATf Indefinite 
~~!:,9~~~~ AND POPULATION DATA (Completl' fl/1 of rl><' eub·il•m• "T•plrcable to lhre proJ<tCI) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) Nur.1ber of Persons Served by Project 
::1. Propo:..:ed 987,939 b. Actual m::JcoMMv'•''"rlc,.~_"rr.o""JI~J_Ld_S[_,~--~·~·E_A'-
enD BIDLIOGRArt11C SU<VIC(S I (J)L:! ~:~enE_ .. _cE .. s~:;~~~:>.;; 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served I (lJO OTHER csp~city) 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons in the area served by the proJect 
1 
a. Urban 689,292 b. Suburban c. Rural. 298,647 d. TOTAL 987,939 __ _ 
< &. TYPE OF CROUPrCh•rk th• bo., "hich bto•' d~.tC"tib,~ 'h~ populat;on setvf"•l bv the~ pr~trc(J 7. AGE G~OUP SCRV£0 ;c.,,.<' b,..st ~s.tlr!".:JI~ 1JI th• :;!. J ~ .... ·.'. ·•fl or 
5 (1) 1 ! Econo::Jic~i:Cv Disadvantaged (2)·,~---j Iv.stitutionalized P"·'""' •"••rl '" rh•I·"•iret by "'• ~·ou;,. (•~~ it•m ~•11} 
t (3) L- , Physically Handicapped; Give r:.umber that is blind 111 CHILDREN 111 ~, 0.141289._106 01 ~~~~~~Gr~c..f:-'1 ., .. :·~·· 39 9 51 2 e: (4) t=l Limited English-speaking (5) C:XJ General Public m YOUTH (•t~ 15·11) 233 936 (4! H.~ f'd~·· 6' Nfd ov.,) 65,385 
(6) r-1 Other {Specify) _ ' 
9. NUMOfR OF PARTICIPATING LIOOA.fll£~ A,._IJ J-0['-lCif$ 
8. cna;rc OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED ~Give best estimate of number of,-(JJTOTAL(Sumol"<ms(})lhml/1! (6)0T.;£~c::[j·~·"c 
persons served by race or ethnJ.c group) 6 r7J SPtciAL 
a. N.i:tt:ive Ame-dcaris ----~1~90 e~ Spanish-speaking PURI...IC 6 II) t10~PI T At,..S 
0~ orrentals 1 673 -- -(SpecTf)') I (J) SCI<OOL I (f) CORRU:TtO ... AL • 
c. Blacks 266,325 t. ~ther r•1 vocATIONAL 1101 ~~:~~T••L 
d. Whites 717 754 TOTAC'Ta-f) CS!Jn. colliGc !~~~~ •>H«." 
-, ~UMMA R) OF ( J. P[ N (jl1 UR ~ S 1 f. r II in L '"' I In< "/'110/'IJ.'F :J" -'" t L "'~ 1 '"' ·'A, It•,/" r.pPnd• '"'~ ··, llo•••" 111/ ""·''''"'·' "' """'' > r <f.,fl_,,, 
BY CATEGORY (C:olumno 1·7) ..... BY SOURCE (Column£ ~-llJ 
,w I TOTAL tllg PROJECT SALARIES !lOOK' AVOtQ-V•SUAL EQUIPMENT COt4TRACTUAL OHU:R TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (!tfu.r ,q,.
11
/ 
%.,_1- A .. O WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES • EXPENSfS PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7} 
~0~ (I) (:) (1) (4) (5) (6) (7) ('J (9) 110) !/It 
t-Z~ I 
U~I.U I. Ptor-o~cd 5 r.)-1 5,051 5,051 1 5,051 
~~:r~ ,v I 





I CERTIFY that ;oil or thf! inrormat•on 
cvntamcd hf!rt~ln •s correct to the best 
or my knowlcdce-
NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARV AGENCY (TYP•J 
Betty E. Callaham, Librarian 
- t---. 
IJ~ 0 L. 
...... ~ ...., !" 
l~ 10/20/80 
SIGNA TUR£ DATE 




. --. -- ~- ---·----·----
~ 
,\n <•n:.;·.vcc is n:quu.:d I -
r c-;:ch rl<'m on t:1is form. FY 80 Carry-Over 
' oPOt:l IS FO~ I TITLE 
G[l ~:oRJ~~'?sEo O ~~o"J~~~ 'L I 
For Tidu I oncllll olrhe librory Services ond Construction Acr, os amended P.L. 91·600 
,Read the lnstrucliuns 1-c.:forc com{Actin~ thts rcporU 
fiSCA.L YEAR HIDING 
September 30, 19Bl -. s. c. r~~;:~T ~0. 
HATE 
1. NAWE (ldr-nt;ly il at•te Dj#ncy. t~tiQft•l o' lo~•ll,braty, OtJDnization. or lnatitution th.:Jt w1U Ddmini•l•r lh• P'OJ~ct) TELEPHONE (Ar~• cod#, Nu,b~r. E•tens•on) 
South Carolina State Library {803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
29211 
"00AESS /Number, orrur, city and Sr•te) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 
COilGHE55fONAL OIITF\ICTISI Cllluo tl>11n rnf,',.. 
Stat~. lial by numbu) 
All 
~NAME OF PROJE.~C~T~--------------------
1 COUNTY Richland TZIP CODE 
Title I. Project IIID. Service to the Disadvantaged (see also Project IV-A. Library Development) 
·--- -----
~ j, ... HUJt\..1 U"'lt.> Ll INITIAL PROJECT K_jCONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT~~E!~:VIOUS PROJECT NU1.4BER I~ID 


















"'ESTIMATEO TOTAL TIME SF' AN '(y~ur•) ----
4 t";EOCAAP"ICAL AND POPULA.TION DATA (Co>mplete "fll of tl>~ oub-•t~mo uf•plical•lc to th•# pr->iect) S. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PRC;CCT 
(1) Numb~r of Persons Served by Project lrl)[] DIOLtOGn""'"c H.r<~••cEs ------------
a. rroposeu 65 000 b. A..:tual c;JLJCOM'-'!uNICA~•o•·~Ncr~~;oRK (4!Ur-;-c;z,c .. ~..,,oc~_;~"·'" 
------·----------· 
____ .:.._ ___ _:_::;...'!,..;:.-------- E H 'I ICE 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served {.S)O or><ER !SpwtrJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons,.=n--;:t~rh:-:e::--:a::-:r=-e=-a=-· ~s:-::e-=r::-:v"'e"'d1--.:b:-:y~'"t"'h-=e~p~r""o:-J'"'e::-:r""_t~---------
a. Urban 331,238 b. Suburban c. Rural. 718,015 d. TOTAL 1,049,253 
6. TYPE OF GROUP(('/••ek ,,. bo• .. h.c/o •.• ., ,j-.cr.~ •••. ~~ J'Of'Uintwn •uv.-1 L• '·'·- P'UJOc/) ,7. AGE GfiOUP SL.F'<Vt:O ~G .. ·r ~-·'~ •• ,,.,,;-:,~-;;.-.------~:~-:,·,f .. :,·.~:- r 
(1) i x_: Econo::Jic;{il v-Di~~th'<!r! ta~ed (z)-~~-==j--I-nstftuti0[1il-iized pr .. on• .... ~rl m ,,. {'fnjat ty o'r QrOt•;>• ,, .. it~., • I,,) "
0 
~--=-:-F~v-s:i"Nli~nci~~ci;-Give r.ur-.ber that is blind ~. 
(4) Ll Limited English-speaking (5) C:J General Public 
{/I CHil.ClRF.N (":r 0•141 28,400 
(])YOUTH l•tr I!·U} 9 • 600 
NO'-~.-.I~>~G Avt=./ 
{)J (.R40UA H. 1•,~ ]'-~41 20' 300 
(41 t.r,<"C' I At• 6 t ""d o-.,1 6, 700 
J~l Other (S!•ecifv) ___ _ 
8. r:nit;rc OR P-.ACIIJ~ GROUP SE!lVED (Give best estimate of number of 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
a. Native Americans 100 e. Spanish-speaking 
9. IIUM0EI1 OF PARTICIPATING LI8RA<llf.S U;O A'j£,.CI!'S 
--------------
(I) lOTAL (5vm ol 11~ms (1) lhrr~ (II}~ QH,fr? ACAUt~IC 
[7) SP[(IAL 39 
PUIILIC 39 (I) H0$PI T AL.S 
o. Odentals- 100 {SpecifY) (JJ sc••OOL 
c:-Rl.J.CkS 39,000 f. ,(I)VOCATIONAL ·(IO),,,,~~•Al. _u.-. Whit~s 25,750 (5J~•LcvttiGE 1u1"""',.-
~UMMARY OF ( J. P(HOITURf: S! Fdl ,,.., f~,n• 1 ,,., ''rJU)I'O:· .. r·n·• •rn•l C 1n~ :l tor •• .. t, lVIII'' t"ap~nddur~or~ Uor•rt1 lfll bmt·lmt,.c /() n*""''' s.r .J.,tl.lfJ -------, -
"" w 
'o: PROJECT SALARIES I 600KS 
"NO WAGF.S 
{I) '" 






20,534 I 7,000 
• ~0~1 CERTIFY that .. u or the inroomation 
~ '% o c.:>ntaincd herdn is correct to the best .... g~ or my knowlcde;e. 
9Y CAiE...CO~Y tCoha-11fl8 1·':) BY SOURCE (Columns .!·1/J 
TOTAL I AUO•o-v•suAL I I COtiTA ... cTuAL I OTHER I TO.TAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL tMu~' rqt~•l 
MATERIALS EQUIPMENT SERVICES EXPENliES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7J 
(J) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7) II) (9) ( 10) 1111 
I I I 1 ss, 361 182,895 82,895 82,895 
10/20/80 
NAME Of' HEAD, 5TATE'l.t6RARY AGENCY (Type) DATE 
Betty E. Callaham, Liprarian 
SIGNATURE 
edJ;r.f~ 
"77 (Sec ICVCtH• o/ lhJ.< fotrr~) 
South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1980 
Title I 
Project IIID. Service to the 
Disadvantaged 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
For the project purpose, description, administration, evaluation, 
et cetera, refer to the original project document. The only change is the 
addition of funds budgeted in FY 80 for Project IIA, General Operations. 
These funds will make possible one additional grant for a county project 
serving the disadvantaged. 
VI. Estbtated ~ of and source of Funding 
FY 80 unexpended funds from Project IIA, General Operations, totaling 




·~·. - ----~- ... -· -------- --·- -------·- -:,n ;,;:·,·.n:r 1:> ll'qutr..:J 
fo: (•;,ch tH·m on t:11s fonn. 
1, HIS r.;;:po·:-:o.:-:1-:,~s-:F~O~H::------
I[J ~:vRJi~~SEO 0 AN ACTUAL P::.lOJE:CT 
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
TITLE -
I 
For Titl,.s I end Ill of the library Services ond Construcrion Act, a~ amended P.L. 91-60:J 
,'Rc:Jd the lnstn;Cii<·nS l>dore compiC'!in~ this tt'f'ur!) 
FISCAL )--(t3l'fNDlNG 'HATE rRO;i:cr k:). 




















1. NAME (/d~ntily it •t•t~ ·~l'ncy. t~t:,on•l or loc111 ltbtluy, orM,anizat,on, or ln•titutlvn lhJI ...,,n £•1'nint&r•r the prOJf'>·.:f) TELEPHONE (Ar~• cod~. Number. EII~I'ISIOn) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
-,- COU><TY I ZIP COOE CONGHESSIONAL QISTRICTISI (///~ .. u . .,n ~nt:~. 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. Richland t__:_9211 Srnc.,ll•tbynurnbcrl 2d & 5th 
AOORCSS (,"\'umb•r. •treet, city •nd State) 
~.NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I, Project IIIE. Service to Older Americans 
------------------------------------------------------------------- --------~ 3. PROJECT OATf.S Cl INITIAL PROJECT OCJ CONTINUING Pf.:O;ECT IF' CONTINUING PRC>JECT. GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT t<UMBER l J I b. PROJECT !lE'GAN 19/8 ]c. PRQPOSEO-TE;;-~INATION OATE .._ ESTrMA TED TO TAL TIME SPAN '(y~"'") Hay 31, 
~~~GA~~~-oC~-~- A.NQ POPULATION_ C".T~ (Compl•l,. ,_u ol th~ auf.J·it~nu t~ppl,cl'J~lc to thia pro1~ct) )5. FUR TITLE Ill, :NOIC·\TE TYPE OF PR(')J(CT 
llli 
1981 
(1) t..;unber ot l'er_son_s ::>ervee! by l'roJect _ .I~~S,l~~-L~~~;~".P~~_:_s~_n_v~_c:~ !o•:• "r:~E,P .. :_:=_s_t:<>v ~ 
a. ~:-::oposed .t4,)98 b. Actual r~J c:Jco'-'M'-"<ICATIO'<'· NErwoq;z-fr4>0 ••c""''C"L PHocL;~.,,.,.~ 
I SW·UL·~~-----------
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served rs1C! orHER rsp.rotr> 
(Give best estimate of the numb<2r and distribution of persons 1.n t e are-aservea·oy,--,t""h"""e-"'p""r"'o-J~e-,c-.-t--
a. t:rbnn 9,983 b. Suburban c. Ru:r:1l 4,615 <l. TOTAL 14,598 
b. TYPE: OF' GRO~-~k_!_~-h~~~!2.:_:_1_·~.:•' d~H·r:bf"s tb#: populut~:::___~~.:_~0_v ~. ... ,. r·r_.-~!::_:_~; ·v;-;E crJ~-~~Q (G_n,. t'.-.t' ~·s.~,,.,...J,·: -(:/-;;~·;·---- --~~~'~-:;~,-:;:~.;:f 
-- E:c.cr-:cr.ricallv Disadva.ntu.ged (L) ' -~ lEstitut icnr_l i~~e~ -, p.-r!:.('fl$ :.~r ... .-rf .n the- l'lf'J~C, t:y n'~ ,,Ct/;JS ........ rfrf;1 <lttJ) 
t-'c.=."-,-==- ---·-------"'---"-' ·---------------------------·- ---- -----·-. --------
Ph ·sically Handicapped; Give number t~tat is blind--- 1 , CHILGRFN (A~r 0 • 14 1 0 11 , ~~~~~;.r •• ~:...u1 .,~ }<-~> 4 ,4, 944 
+-'--'-"="--L-i~mi ted English-speaking (5) Ll General Public. m vou r ... tar::-;;;;; 0 0 1 '· ,-,q.., '•t• 61 ..,,dow) 9, 654 
Other (Specify) ___________ _. ______________ _ 
8. ETli~;Ic OR P,ACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of nu:nh'"r 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
J9. HUMOER OF' PARll(tPAltNG L18Ho'\f1Tt.S .AII.fD A".;[t;':I(S 
(_lf r-(];-"T()l,.l. (Sum olll~ms (]J thrt' {IIJi (6)~f;;--;c-;{)!:.-,.-~-C--------
2 []) 5P[CIAL 
a. Native- Americ.ims e. Spanish=-sp-eak1ng ~-~ ... -uat::...-c: -- 2 I 1'' HO~P•r•~..s 
b. Orientals (Specify) 1 '! sc•<OoL r9J coRn~ .... L 
I c. Blacks 2 581 [. ~~lll'r 18 1•1 vor "'rao"'•L ·(tO! ~\?~,....,.·"'•.,..L ______ _ d. Whit·~S ]J:ggg TOTAl. (;l-f) 14.598 §.<otli0F 1rttJOY.<c'< 
SUMMARY GF f}. t>(NGITUR~ S •Frll i'"l Lrr1r 1 {..,, '~l'f~()J't) f ;)'' r••l·l ( ,,, ... ; t ,, •· '\. ,, Jll'' ,..K(f"f1c"1 1 r, 1.,.. 
-T • 
Uo,•~t11tll .. ,.\(•uniJ'f lo l'lf*'llf•·'' .J,JI!.rr) 
8Y CATEC.ORY (Column& 1·7) I BY SOURCE (Colurnns ~-Ill 
~----------,-----------~--------~~--~T I ' ' I 
IUTAL 
FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Itt,, .. , .-q•t•l 
FUN OS F'UNOS FUN OS Col. 1) 
(!) (9) (I 0) [/I) 
Cll; PROJECT SALARrES eoo 5 AUOID-1/'SUAL I cotH<>ACTUAL OTHCR TOTAL FOR :z:t-1- ANO WAGES >< MATERIALS EQUIPMENT SERVICES EXPE">ES PROJECT 
£o;; (I) (1) 111 (4) (5) (6) 01 
t- Zc., ----
~ ;:,' ~ I. Pror-os.-d 5 000 I 1, 84 7 6, 84 7 
V>X ' ..., 
2. Actual 
• :::!ol I CERTIFY that all of the informataon 
~% o cvntained h,.rcin is correct to the best 
.,. ~% of my knowledge. 
t-< 
NAME OF H(AO, $TATE'LIBRARV AGEr<CY (TYP•) SIGNATURE 




(Scc rcvcr~c ol thr .~ tom;) 
PROJECT REPORT 
,\n ·~~~···.vcr is requir.:J 
ror C:lCh Jl<'m 00 tlus ronn. 
~1'0~1 ISFOM 
lXJ ~rio~~~~SEO 0 ~~t..1l:'?"'-
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
TITLE -
I -
F~ Titl•• I oncl Ill of rh• Librory Sor .. icu oncl Construction Act, 91 Offtenclocl P.l. 91-600 
,·R··•d thtt lnsttUCtions /,~·lotf! .comp/Ninl! this rcpor!) 
FimiTEAR ENPING 








I, NAill£ fi~Htllfr it ••••• .,.,.c,, ntclonel ., loeollil>tMI'o ••1-iution, ot tnolitullcoft '""' will •dmlni•••• the ptOJ<rCI) TELEPtiOtiE (A••• co<le, Nu,..l>et, Euenoo-J 
South Carolina State Library 
ADORES$ (N-fHot. •••••'• clly Oltd Stole) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 
2. N-Aill£ OFPROJECT 
Title I. Project IIIF. Service to Children 
I COUNTY Richland -1 ZIP CODE 29211 
(803) 758-1181; 758-3182 
CONI:iRE!>SIONAL OISTRICTfSI til leu,,._ rnf;,.. 
Stotr, /Jot by,.,_,..,, 
All 
I. PROJECT04TES IF' CONTINUING PROJECT, CIVE ""'EVIOUS PROJECT NUUB~ffnr-
b. PROJECT DEGAN 1979 r. PROPOSED TERMI .. ATION DATE !ndifinite 
• r.EOCitAP•tiCAl. AND POPUL.ATION O"TA (Complot• 811 ol the •vb·itrmo •Pplte•l•le 10 u ... project) 15. FOR TITLE til, IN:JICATE TYPE or PROJCCT 
(1)-Nun~l>er ~-f Persons Served by Project 
a. Proposed 250,000 b. Actual 
(2) Popul~tion and Predominant Characteristics of Area 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution 
IOC1 BoOl.IOG'lAJ'Ho<: SI.I>V>Cl'S OJO <>r•F.nt ... ~£ sER,·<f 
(ZJ D COMMUJ\cl c• Too .. ~ .. £ T •·OAK 1 {IJ CJ :i.Ji~~·i_Al. "NO·: l s~'"' ~ 
Served 1 rsJ 0 o , .. E A csp .. cotyJ 
of persons in the area se~r~v~e~d~b~y~t~n~e~p~r~ojr~e~c~t-------
L 
• c 1 













6. TYPE 01' CRO'JPr("h•rk th, bu• "hie:,,.,,.., ,f•Jc"b'~ '•"'' ~pulatiun s•rvr.-1 Lv tl'l,. pr.-,j,.cl) 1. ACE c.r~OUP SCR\i(O (G'"'<" :Jfl"&l ~,.,,..,,_ ol Ill• d1 ,,,.1 .. ,,.,.n of 
(1) ~--; Ece::o:"'ic,~if~,-i)'i;;civant:l~ed (2);::~~~ lnstitutionali7.ed P"'""'' • ., ... o~ ;., 11•• r"•i•rt by,.,,. t•ov;,. ,,.. """ 40Jl) 
(3) ,--, Pi»-s-ically Handicapped; Give number that is blind (II CHJl.C"~F.N(•¥• O·W250 oool (J) ~~~~~~GT~c.i.-,,·.-t-~-1·-.~., 
(4) t=t Limited F.nsdish-speaking (5 LC _'! General Public fl! v_ou TH ,.,~ I HI) l (41 Af:Hl ,.,." """ o•--1 
1 (6) t"X:l Other (Specify) Children ~ 
•. NU~OER OF P"'RTICIPATtNG ll8rtAI11[~ ANO AGE'i':l[~ 
8. ETHt:IC OR RACIAL GROUP SE!~VED (Give best estimate of number of 111 roul. c~urn ol ''•'"' (1J rnru II Ill 16! oto,[ii'ACA-ut .. •c 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 11) SPfCIAI. 4B 
a. Native-Americans- e. Spariisn-speaking ? nno • .. u .... ,, 39 T ,, Ho5PouLS 1 
b. Orientals 2,000 (Specity) OJ SCHOol. 1 r•1 conAHTio..,... 3 
c. Klacks 116 000 f. utner t•J vo<:Aroo..... .1,o1 .~'riA.. 5 .,.., t ~ 1 t r ti ")I)) c-; 
_c'._. _ _\ol!Jt,__te!S l30,_Cl00 TOTAL {a-!) 250 000 !lJ J<>. "" '' "'' 1' 11 ' ')'"' ,.----------
SUMMARY OF (:iPCN(itlUR£.~ ~F1ll rn l~mt>/ f~r .,P!?()I•t,\r.;)" "" l(•nr I'"' '',\olutlf•• f'ff~t>tld•l,t~·, 
BY' CATECOAV tCo'ur"n• J·;') 
--, r---
P'IOJ[CT I SALARIES AUQto-VtSUAl.. COriTI>ACTUAl. OT..,CA TOTAl. FOR BOOMS EQUIPMENT ANO WAGES MATERJAl.S S£AV1CES [XP[N>ES PROJECT 
(I} (:; (}) (4) (j) (6) (7) 
l. Ptorond I 23,so2 5,869 29,371 
2. Actual 
J(tJ,•J•1 1tll •nl.•l•'lfll IO nl"lll•· st tJ.,II.Jtl ---------
BY SOURCC IC<>Iumu• 6·/l) 
TOTAL 
F'EOEI>Al. STATE l.OCAl. (Mu .. t ,.q•••l 
Fu .. os F'UNOS ru~,os Col. 7} 
(J) {9) (1(1} un -
29,371 29.371 
• ~0~1 CERTIFY that all or th~ inComation 
:;: Z o contaaned h~rcin is correct to the bttst . .,.,g~ of my knowl.,dce· 
NAM£ OF' HEAD, STATE't.I8RA'IY I>CENCY (Typ~) 
Betty E. Callaham, L~brarian 
OAT£ SIGNATURE , 
l5.dfS:.0~ 10/20/80 
(S<'c , ..... ,.,_,co/ thts lotf'l;) 
_ _... f-.. 
PROJECT REPORT 
·-·--- ···-- --·-·-·. ------- --- ----------------.------------------
,\n ;m·,·.~cc 1 s cequu<!t.l 
h-:-:-: for (';:ch i l<'m on l!1is form. 
I tiiS"'E.POi<l IS FO~ 
IX.] ~rioR_.~~<?SEO 0 ~~o'}~;~'?AL 
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
TITLE -
I 
For Titles I ond Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, os amended P.L. 91-600 
,·R"ad the lnstructivns f,dorc com(>lc!in(! this r-:por!) 
Ftilli:Y"EAR EHOlNG 
Sept•:!mber 30, 1 ~1 
STATE ~cT"-;;;:­




















1. NAME (Identity il at•t~ "'~ncy, tf'li0ft8l 01 localllbt•ry. orJani~etion. ot Institution th.:Jt wiJ/Qdminist•r th~ ptOI~Ct) TELEPHONE (At•• cod•, Numb•r, Earenuon) 
1- South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AOORESS INurnb•r, olrut, city •nd Stato) COUNTY ZIP CODE 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. Richland 29211 
CONGHE-!.SIQNAL OISTRrCTISI(I/Iru thon rnt:~• 
Stnlr'. liat hy numbuJ All 
~. NAME OF' PROJECT 
Title I. Project V . Readers Services - Periodicals (State Wide Program) 
3. P"OJECT O"TES O INITIAL PROJECT (X) CONTINUING PROJECT IF' CONTINUING PROJECT, GI~~_PREVIOUS PROJECT IIUWB~.::c,--v:n 
.._ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN-(rc"'o) Indefinite h. PROJECT BEGAN 1964 ~. PI<OPOSEO TEnMINATION 04TE 1931 
4 t";EOCPAP._.ICAL AND POPULATION OAT A (Complel~ ~~~ ol th~ eul.rd('tna IJf,p/tc-ablo to th1a ptOI~CI) 5. FOR TITLE 1<1. INDICATE TYPE OF PRCJECT 
(i)-!'-OIJ;ber-~f Persons Served-by Project llnC1BIOL•oG•aro"c SLr>v1cr-s IJJL_In<:FE"E'•C£ sEnv,:~ 
a PrO!)Osed 2 502 844 b. Actual czJ't~Jco ...... u,.,,c.,.rlc-"'~ ><crwoRw. llJO rrc"'-ICAL PRoct.~'~"'~ 
• ' ' I Sf.Jj.:.;'i.l_I!.,.CJ;;.E _______ _ 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served rsJ[J or .. En I~Pa•trJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons 1n t~area se_r_v_e~d~b~y~t~hr-e-=p=r~o·J~-e-c~t~------
, a. _ _!J_!_!:'~m 1,215,370 b. Suburban c. Rural 1,287,474 d. TOTAL 2,502,844 
r- --------- ----------·----
6. TYPE OF GROUPr\h~rk H1f" b..:~:w whic}, IP•f .1esn;!';o,.s r,"'f~ r-upulr.t~vn s~rvf"•l f,v 1!':.~ f"'Oj,...:-1) 1. AGE GROUP c;£:_n\.f:J (G 1 ~·(' t·,.~r t_o~tur•,:,t~ ()/ 11t~ d 1 ,t 1 ,J, 1, ·•rt 0 ( 
(l) :~ r-zz;;~;;-:ic;i:G Disadvantac;cd -(2)·;~:_-:---;-f;stitutionalized pm:ms -rm<i ·' ''""'~;-r• era'~''"";-'''""""' ••1'} 
(3) r··-, Phys-ically Handicapped; Give r.~t;;b~r tltat is blind ~ I/ICHIL(IRFN(It~~0·14J747 695 f)l~~~~~f~-,(-.-c-.. -1-'_..S_I_I_l_,_OSO,OSJ 
(4) t.=1 Limited English-speaking (5) CX:.I General Public --El.:!..c:>ur .. cnt~ !HtJ 497 586 r1 1 t-r.rnr•tdl ,..,do•--> 181,906 
(6) L. l Other (Specify) __ -----------
9. NllMOF:.fl Qf= PARliCIPATING LIBnARif_~ #..~D /..~.,;(r~O::IF:S 
8. [fHt:IC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate or number of 1--
1 1
-01-- 1 ...-:------------1) AL (Su:n o d~ms (]) thru {/lJ-4 (6) Olhfq A(AU'=.,..IC 
persons served by race or etlmic group) 34 11) SPECIAL 
a. Native-Ar.lericans 7 171 e. Spanish-speak"lng 1 ·.,ufiL•c 34 1 ''J >10SPITALs 
D: Orfentais -{Specify) (.1) SCHOOL (9) conn~ c t I(HHL 
c. BlacKs I. Otllt:r 2 232 r•J vocArlo•••L 1 ,o 1 ~,r;;r_;~;.~TiiL·-------
7.. ~)!Jit<:!S 1 ---ro1'\L (;1-f) 2 4 77' 240 I.~) .Jfl. C0l l I (.> o' U I ,--,-~-
! ~UMMA"Y Of (XI'(NC11URc~ ,Fill •r:__!_::_'~"_ __ l_!_::_' _-:_~'!_~I~'!.;_:~~ -::_•_'__l '"" 1 ),., ••,1, lwol··-~~'.' • .'::.!._=-l ____ _!.~~!_!_~~r~>~-~-:!_::_!~-'------
8 f CA't"E':'.QMV (Colurnn• :-7) _ av SOURCE (Columns ... ·1/J 
1-------..------~---- ---·r· I i . I I ------,._----
Pl'lO. eoo><s AU 01 ()--VI ~U A L MI.T[RIALS EQUIPME~T %1-l- ANO WAGES 





OTHEA I TOTAL FOA 











co~ I Pl'lOJECT SALAOIIES 











I CERTIFY 1ha1 all of the information 
c:.:>n!amcd herem ts correct to the be!lt 
of my knowlcd~:e. 
NAME OF HEAD, STATE.LI6RARV AGENCY (Typr) 
Betty E. Callaham, L~brarian 
_ _... ~ 
UATE SIGNATURE 
IJdf; 
('1 /--:"'\ .. ."! /1 
2_ .. <. ~ 10/20/80 




o\:1 ~Jil .. ::.':c...·r :s. CL'"JI.!Ir~~J 
~r r:.ch tlt·m C')n t:11s fnnn. 
Hll~ f::OI'O;{l I~ fOH 
0 AN ACTUAL ?'l.JJECT 
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
TITLE -
I 
For Titlu I and Ill of the Librory Services ond Construction Act, o~ omended P.L. 91·600 
1'!?Nd lire lnslrucli<.,,s Ld.;;r<' cc;rr:plc!m~ this r!;por:) 
OC] ~;i~~~~SEO 
FiS(ALYEAR END!NC 
Septr~m1Jer 30, 1 <El 
STATE I"ROH.CT NO. 

















t. NAME {ldrntHy if at•l~ ~~~~ncy, t~'it#l81 o' toc.allJbt•fy, otJ•ni&•tion, 01 lnalitution th.:Jt wtll ltdmin;•'•' thtt pTt.tJf'CI) TELEP .. iONE (Area cod.-. Nurrtber. E.rena:u~n) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AOORESS (N...,ber, ,, .. ,,city •nd Stat•) COUNTY ZIP CODE CONGHE~SIONAL OISTRICTISIIJI I~•• than f'nt,'~, 
• SttJft'. l1el by numbcl') 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columb1a, S. C. Richland 29211 All 
0:. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IV Library Development (Grants-in-aid: also Disadvantaged) 
l. PilOJe:ctoAre:s 0 If' coNTINUING PROJECT. GIVE r~<e:v•ous PROJe:cT ,.uwaER~v----
... ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME S,.AN'(yeart} h. PROJECT BEGAN 1973 lc· Pl<(lPOStD-TE-;;_:,,,..._TION 04TE 1981 
4 t';EOGPAP .. ICAI. ANO POPULATION OATA (Compl•te ell ol tl>e tub·itetr.t uN>Ir<able to th•t proj~ct} 5. F'Ofl TITLE 1:1. INDICATE TYPE OF' PRCJECT 
(i)-t<"•w~ber ~f Persons Served- by Project lrnC]cHouo-::.·.A"'' c Si ..... ~cs 
a. Proposed 750,000 b. Actual 1:1 [J<.:o ...... u-.tcAT•-:>•·· .,c ... oRK 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5J Ci or••• R ,srwtrJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons 1n the area served- ... 5-y___,t~h~e-=p--r-o·J·-e-c""t-- -------
~· Urbanl,211,345 b. Suburb3n c. Rural 1,318,650 o. TOTAL 2.529,99.) 
------------------
6. TYPE ~F' CROU~!._·~:k.~h_':_h•'• '""'''" f:wat .-t.-sr-nbf'.'f •n-:_ __ f!_vou~Ation ser·o·•l l·v r!':,• P':'!"<tJ '7. AGE -:.::.~ouP SLR\.C:D (C"·c ~, ... ~, ~s.f•(·:·_,:, ol tJ,, 
(1) ~~ Fc0'1C!':1iC:lll_;,.::_ Disadvantar;ccl (2)___i.::,_J Institution<::.tL~eJ '""''n' ,~,.•rl "',.,.'"·'i.e', .. a,. '' 0 "~' • ,., i<c-n • ,ill-----
(3) L- 1 Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind · 
.:J, ~ t·.t .. ,t,un of 
IIII"Qf-rKI'JG ALi=_/ 
/JCHIL(H~F.NIA:•0-/4)225 00 (JJC'.llAf'U~H. I•C':'-6•r320,000 
(4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (5) (X.J General Public 11) VOUT>'I (ng~ 15-]i) 150,00 (4! /,(';~('fAt< 61 •ndo•••) 55,000 
_(6) r-:.1 Other (Specify) 
9. NUMGER OF PART ICIPATJt<G LIBf<MII[ ·; ANO A'jEIICif_S 
8. ETHNIC OR P..ACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of~OTAL rsum or ,,.ms m """ 1111 i6;~~,t-,-.1-c-----
persons served by race or ethnic group) I . -
36 
r7J ~PHIAL 
a. Natrve-Arrtericans 36 (I) HOSPIT AL.i 
SUMMARY OF EXP[N01TURES tFI/1 in Lm,- I tnr ''I"R01'0Sr::>·· nn.t [_,,,,.. 1 tnr "/\• tr ..... ,JI" r•p,.ndrtnr,.·:~ Hot•~t1 All twl"llll,,.. lo ,.,.,.,,.,, .t,I/.IIJ 
av SOURCE (Columr•> N·/l) l 
1 1 
BY CATEGORY (Columnc 1·1) 
•:',j .• ·------, 




SALARIES I I"'VOio-V•SuAL I I CONTRACTUAL I OTI-II:R I TOTAL FORI 
A .. O WAGES 
eoo><s MATERIALS EQUIPMENT SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT 
Ill ,4, ,., Ul IS) (6) (7} 
PROJECT 
TOTAL 
FEOEI<AL STATE LOCAL (1tfu,., rq,•l 
FUNDS FUNDS FUN OS Col. 7) 
I!! 19} I 10) I II J 
w 
uo . "' Vzo 
woz 
"'~-< 
1. Proposed 4,000 I 7,000 
2. Aclu-.1 
I C!RTIFY that all or the inConnation 
contained herein is coiTect to the be"t 
of my lcnowlcdce· 
I I I I 7,348 I 18,3481 18,348 
NAME OF' HEAO, STAT£'LI8RARV AGENCY (Type) 
Betty E. Callaham,Librarian 
SIGNATURE 




(S<'C ti!'V<'t:>l!' o/ th1.~ fotn~) 
"-.., 
-- ·------- 4·---------- -------· ------- ------~-~----- -
PROJECT REPORT 
~ 
,\n ;1a:-;·.vcr is rcqc:1 r-.:cl 
~~ e:lch tl<'m on t:11s form. FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
S I~:POI\1 IS fO~ 
[XJ ~.:'o~~~~SEO 0 ~~o'J~~~AL I 
For Tit!u I and Ill ol the library Services and Construction Act, o~ amended P.L. 91·60:! 
1·R, .. Jd t.'1c lnstructi,~ns t~cfotc compfc. ... !ln~ this ft;pvr!) 
FISCALY-EAR EN.DII'H.i 
fiept~m~er 30, 19 81 
STATE 

















L NAME {ldrntily it •t•tr D~~ncy, tr,lOIIAI or local libtDty, or4ianu•U11n, or lnslitulwn th.:JI will aJmintster llut prOJ~C.t) TELEPHONE (A.r•• cod.-, ftlw.,b•r. Est~na~~) 
All 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 South Carolina State Library 
CONGHESStON AL OtS T RICT lSI( II luo rh..,. ...,t:--. 




AOORCSS (/\'umber. efteet, city and Stttl•) T ZIP CODE 
1 29211 P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 
~-NAME OF PROJECT 
TitlP T. . __ Project VI-A. Institutional Library Services r R 0) E C T 0 AT E S 0 1 N 1 T 1 A L PR 0 J E C T (X'] _C_O_N_T_t_N_U-:...I_N_G_P_A_O_,-:, E::-C::-T:-----1 ::F-C:-0:-N-.::T-1 N-:', -:U-1 N-:-G::-:P::-:A:-0:-J-:-E:-C=T _-, _-:~-:I-:~-:E:-_!'::-_::R::E-:-V-1::0-U-:~-P:-R:-0-J":'E-:C-:T:--N U lot a'E'R\Ti.: A---
1 t:>. rRoJEcr DE'G<-N 1968 !"· Pr,oPos;co rEn"''~'-TIO.,. D'-TE Non-Terminal ... £STIMATEO TOTAL TIME SPA ... '(r~•oro) Indefinite 
~~GP~PWICAL AND POPULATION OA.T-~- (Completl" all ol t/1~ aub-ttcrr.a uf•plicb;,Jc to lhla ,,oject) 5. FOR TITLE' Ill. INDICATE TYPE OF PR~J(CT 
(1) Number of Persons Servcc! by l:'roJ~C:t I .1)\ __ , P:IOLIO'J~~APt~lC Sf t~\.l.:f'i 
r--:=· 
a. Proposed 21,499 b. Actual (;) [jCOMMUNICATtON~ N[T'40RK Pk0(l5~,t"::; 
(~JLJ OT><ER tSPHtlf) ' --
number and distribution of persons in the area served by*the proJect 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served 
(Give best estimate of the 
Sub;,1rban ::A. c. Rur2l ~A d. TOTAL __ a. __ Url~L- :\A b. :\A --- --- ~----------·------ ----------·· 
5. TYPE OF" cgo·;~·:~~.k ~tJ-~b-~·~c__!!_~:'!_!.-:!::_~~-'!:_*: ~:__'!_:;!_~-'~.:!...~:_'_v_~..!::."l~- i) i 7. AGE cr.:OuP SC.RVt 0 (C1••r b,.tf f' .... ' .. -r·J!" ot rh~ .. ~. 1.,,.,.,,,,,, of 
- - • p,.n:ons ~t-rvt-11 1rt tht'! f''''!,.rr t-v n'r ~r'J':;>, (..,,.,.. ;t.·-n ..,,,;) (l) :-::=! Ecc:w::Jic:-tllv Dis.J.ch·.:nt<t;~cc! U) .~x·; lr!Sti.Lutinn2.1, zec ! 
~~ Physically Handicapped; Give number t h.1t is blind l.1.S._ u• CHILDREN 1 ,.Q~ o-HJ 01 ~~~~:S'.''r~"'.~r., .. 1'-44.• 
I (4) Ll Limited English-speaking (5) c: ... J General Public 12) YOUT><(•I~ 15-11) (4J .. (',H>f~l·6~ ... dom) 
(6) Cl Other (Specifv) --- ·'..!....--------- 9. NUMOER OF PARTICIPATIIIG Ll!lr.Ailt£$ 1.1-<0 A•~E:":IES 
8. ETHr!IC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of UJ TOTAL rsum ot •••m• 11, 11,., u 11 16 ,()"1.';~l.!l .... ,c 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 1'i t1> SPECIAL 
Native AmeriCans ___ o e. Spanish-spealCing o »uoL•c 1 ,,, ... o~P· TALs 4 
Orientals 0 (Speciry} OJ sc .. ooL J r•J coRnc.c TIONAL 19 
a. 
b. 
C. JITackS 10,168 f~thl't" 0 (4) VOCATIONAL (10) ~:.<,;_;:;,•~l'oAL 7 
-1 d. llh i t~0 .. 11 I 331 'l'OTA[""""f.:-=-!T 21 '499 ( 5) Jl>. COLli ';iC Ill'·""'''" 5 







BY CATEGORY !Colvrnn11 1·7) 
'-NO WAGES 
BOOKS MAT[RIALS EQUIPMENT SERVICES F.XPICN~ES PROJECT 
-CI: 
~ool 1 ,., , ... _, , .. , '""" , __ 
~Zc_ 1 
SALARIES I I AuD•o-v•suAL I I CONTRACTUAL I OTHr:R I TOTAL FOR 
(/) "' , ~l , "' , ct '~I (7) 





I I I I 1,318 
BY SOU RC ( (Column< .~·II J 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL STATE I LOCAL (Mu,.t f""qu•l Col. 71 FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS 
(I} (9) ( 10) ( 11) 
1,318 1,318 
OATE 
• ~o~l CERTIFY that ..,11 of the inConnation :;::zo cuntaincd herein is conect to the best 
on2Z of "'Y knowlcd&e· 
a-< 
NAME OF HEAO, STATE"LIBRARY AGENCY {Typ~) 
Betty E. Callaham, L~brarian 10/20/80 
SIGNATURE 
IJ.al(- £. (~~ 
(Sec n•vcr:>c ot tho.~ tom1) 
PROJECT REPORT 
,\n art·.;·.•:cr is rcquu.:J 
for cnch itl'm on this fonn. 
l HI~ Ri:.POIO IS FOH 
FY 80 Carr1-0ver Funds 
TITLE 
I 
Fo~ Title& I on4 Ill of the Library Services and Const•uctiotl Act, c;l£ amended P.L. 91·600 
1'Rf'ltd th~ lnstrucfivns /,.-for<" complctinA this report) 
lXJ ~:o~~~~SEO 0 ~~t.,~~~AL 
FiSCALYEAR ENDING 
September 30, 1981 
STATE TPAOJtCT NO. 


















1. NAME (Identify U at•lf' .,~ncy, t~Cion•l 01 loc•l llbr•ty, orMani6ellon, or ln•litution that will •dminiclet the proj.-ctJ TELEPHONE (A••• cod~. Nu,.bat, Euenuoft) 
South Carolina State Librar (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 . 
.O.OORESS (N..nb.r, oltnl, clry aftd $/ttl•) COUNTY ZIP CODE CONGRE~SION.O.L OtSTRICT!Sl (It luo l~f' .. nt•n 
• , Slttlr, liot by ftumBo.,J ··•· 
P. 0. Box 11469, ColumbJ.a, S. C. R1chland 29211 All · 
:. N.O.ME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project VI-B. Service to the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
l. PROJEC'i' OATES 0 INITIAL PROJECT IF CONTIIIUINC PROJECT, CIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT Nuwe'E"RV!:.:B--n J 
... ESTIMATED TOT.O.L TIME SPAN '(r~·.,.) Indefinite 1968 I c. PROPOSEO-TE nMII'\IA TION DATE Continuing • 
~~~~~~ ANO POPULATION OAT..O. (Compl•l~ flll of lhe oub·il~m• "pp/icDI>Ie 10 /hi• proJrcl) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) Number of Persons Served by Project enD aooLoo"rur- .. ,c sr.r.vtcFs oJO "''="""ENCE sEPv:o: 
a. Proposed 8,000 b. Actual cz> Qco,.,~;..,,cATto"'~ NETV:oRK CJJQ n,o•N•CAL ,.,.ocu~,.,~ 
___ ~- -~ ___ _ S£..{'/tCE 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served I csJCJ oTHER cspwtrJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons~i=n~t~h~e~a~r~e~a~s~e~r~v~e~a~&~y~~t~h~e~p~r~o·J~~e~c~t--------------
a. Urban ~A b. Suburban NA c. Rural NA d. TOTAL 95,849 
6. TYPE OF CROUPt("lt,.~A:: ,~, bo• ,.,hrt:lt hi"•' •f~J,·ribf"'• lf·•o! por:ulbtiOn $~tvi'"J Lr rt:c prvjrocf) 
(1) 1-::::l Econo!':lic:1llv-iii;-advantaged (2) .~--! l!".stitutionalized 
f1,, .,,r,,,,,,,,.. of 1. AGE GROUP $(RVEO (G"'l' b,.~, ~£t,rn;JI, of th• 
pt>ttt.oru ,.,.,.,~rl ,,.. th~ prnjrr:t l-)' n'r frou;J~ (s~r 1t~·f!' <I 1 a) J 
~'0"'.-.,I"'IG AG F.! (3) LJC.t Phys-ically Handicapped; Give number that is blind Q.....Q.OO 
_(_4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (5) Cl General Public 
(II CHILC\PEN (11:r 0·/4) 
(:Z) YOUTH f•tr H-:11) 
(]) (',f>AOUAT!.. (•C~ 2_'_-4_4..;1 __ _ 
(41 I.G~OfAir 6 ~ At~d ov,.<") 
(6) r:_1 Other (Specify) 
9. IIUMO£R OF P.O.RTICIP.O.Tit~G LIBHI\fii~S A'-0 A'JEJ>::tE', 
8. ETHI;IC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
(J) TOTAL (Sum ol 1t~ms (1) lhru (ll)l (6) OThfR ACAUf:...-1( 





Na tfv-e-Ame r icans e. Spanish-speakinG PUAL•C 5 fl) HQ':,PI T ALS. 
<rrrentals (SpecityT {J) SCHOOL I (9) CORR!:.C TIO><AL 
No figures --r-:-uther No figures c•J voo rooN"L !uoi-~Y.~~;;,'~.ro>.L 
Available TOTAI-:--t:'l f) Available (5J "'"coLt' c.>- un Cr.-;;<;--- a ------· " 
Blacks 
i-7Eltes 
SUMMARY OF EXP(NCITURES :F•II '" tm"' I tnr "PI\OI't)Sr.n·· ,,,,J£.,,.,. 1 ,,,, ••,1, tt..ml'' r-~tpt>nrl 1 r,,,,.~ --, .. 1(,,, ••. 1 1111 .,m .. unl.lf /0 t'lf"tlt•·sl cl••ll.u} 
i3Y CATt::,~ORY (Columne t·n BY SOURCE (Column= R·l/) 
PRO. 
"' '~J
COCC: PR JECT AUOID-V•~UALJ p C()rHR.O.CTUAL tTH(R 
%~1- M.O.T£:111.0.LS EQUI MENT SERVICES EXPENSES 
~ 0 ~ (J} (4} (5} (6) 





l FUNDS (I) 
TOTAL 





1. Propos<"d 14,606 
2. Actu."ll 
14,606 14,606 l I 114,606 
u 
,.,o,l CERTIFY that all of th~ information 
~Zo contaancd h~rcin •s con~ct to the b~!<t 
.,2z oC my knowlcdci!'· 
t-< 10/20/80 
N.O.ME OF HE.O.O, STATE"LIBR.O.RY .O.CENCY (Typr) I SIGNATURE -· 
12 -7f;f- ('J ( J ;1/; ;; 
Betty E. Callaham, Librarian I ~~ ~' '-~ 
OATE 





~ -- . . - -- --- ~ - -
k. :\n ·"' •. •:t•r IS :_ qutr~·l ~~ (':1ch tl<'m on t!w; form. ~ REPOHl IS fO~ 
~PROJECT P~OJECT 
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
TITLE 
I 
For Titlu I ond Ill of rhe Library Services end Construction Act, oo omtnded P.L. 91·60:) 
,R,.ad the lnstructinns /,efor<' compl<'!•nt: thit; rcpo:!) t 
1-vl A PROPOSED 0 AN ACTUAL 
fiSCAL Y-EAR END!NG 












1. NAME (ld•ntily it •t•t~ olrncy, '~'i01t•l nr local ltbtary, ot,;eniz•tion. ot Institution thJt will t.J.Tlinrstet lh~ ptO)~~:t) 
South Carolina State Library 
AODHESS (l'\'wnber. •lte•t, city end State) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 
2. NAIA£ OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project VII. 
1 COUNTY Richland 1 ZIP CODE 29211 
T E LE PHONE (Ar•• cod•, Nu,.,b•r. E u•n••on) 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
CONGHE!.-SIONAL DISTRiCT lSi iiif~oirt•un-#-nt,',., 
StDlt', li•t by numb4.r) All 
4 t:fOCPAPUlCAL ANO POPULji,TION D"TA (Complol<' Q/1 oltl>r oub·>lrmo upplicoi>/, to tl>is pro1al) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INOIC•\TE TYPE 01" P~CJ(CT 
(i)-:.;m;,-!J~r-ol-Persons Served by Project 11.''-~\3•eucGr>Ar-H:C ~·.w•:::rs ------s-t-_"-_.-:-.---
a. Proposed 100 000 b. Actual - (') dco·~·ICATIO .. C Nl r ... r,RK (1)0 Tl (H'-ICAL PHOCt.>C.IN~ • • LHuVui~C~E ___________ __ 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served 15J[.=; or••£R ts~'""'rJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons 1n t e area served by the proJecl: 0 C&. 
Cl. 
t 1----..::::a...::.·_~rl,an 1,232,195 b. Suburb:m c. Rural 1,358,321 d. TCl1AL 2,590,516 








( l) :----=-=: [cc:10!"'1iC .~ 1.1 v Dis ad van ta::.eJ ( 2) ~~ x·i li~S l :i. tu t ion2.l iL: ~ p,.r.~or ~ .'of" I. f'rl !n 'hrt f''•'Jrf:, t. tl't' ~tOtJ:'S r-;rr- ,rrrn ., ',) 
(~.phy;-k-;UyHandicapped; C:G7"!.!-t-;;rcb~;ti~ blind-=-~. 11 0 .,Lt:HHN I~>• O·JJ! fJ ~~~~~~GT~c:.r.t1 .-,-.-1-,--<'-4-,--
{4) Ll Limit(!d English-speaking (5) [](I General Public m vourH In~• J<·NJ 
j6) Cl Other (s;,ecify) 
8. ET!ii:IC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of numbt2r of 
persons served by race or etlmic 







9. tiiJMOEil OF PAR11CIPATING LIB'11\Rif.::> AND A·~EI<CIES 
(J)To TAL (~u-;;-;;;:; ... m.<; (:) thru (II} (6) 0 Tttf R--;:cA()~JAI C 
49 (7) SP!;(IAL 
;.u fiL ~ c JIJ I (I) tHJSPITALS J 
(J) SCHOO-L-----------4 -(t) CORRlC TIO ... AL 4 
(4) VOCATJOP.~A'-. :(10) ~r~.:~~;t~~TIA.L 3 
(5) '''"· r•-:.l l ~ r;r 1ttl) o r••t·_R 
'lUMitJ.II.Ry Oi- (} P(NOITUf<f.5. ~Ft!f tn I~I"'"" I!,, ''I'UO/'t}.•,t._;J'' •ut./ ( '",.} t~·r ·•.t, I1Jr1l'' rKprnli•lur~·# f,·,,,,, 11111 flfii(•IHII.of l() (11'1111"~( ,J,,ff.tt) 
PROJECT 
I a'( c A TEGO ~ '( ;~--;;:;n-;;:-:~7) 






MATERIALS EQUIPMENT SERVICES 
BY SOU ACE (Columns N·l 1/ 
TOTAL 
OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL 




o-:l: _col ... z"" I I · ., ~~~II. I +--
l•uo•~•· '"" I ~ '"'"" •e<u<c 
(J) (4) (5) ----·- ---
28,324 I 















, ~0~1 CERTIFY rhat all oC the infonnation 
~Zo c.:>ot;nncd her<'in is correct to the best 
.,.~z of my knowledge. 
t--< 
NAMC OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARY AGENCY (Typ~) 
Betty E. Callaham, Librarian 
SIGNI<TURE 
11-dt( ~- (J~ 
10/20/80 
OATE 
(S<'C t<'VCt~C ol lhl.< lotftl) 
1\n <Jn:<·.vcr IS tcquucu 
for c:tclt it<'m on tllis fonn. FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
1 HIS RO:t'O~l IS fOil TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT iJ ::oRJ~~~sEO 0 :=lf~:1'?AL III 
F T o I I h 0 0 c 0 d d p L 91 00 1-F-I==SC~A-L-YEAA ENDING STATE IPROJt:CT 1<0. or tl ~~I and Ill o. 1 e Ltbrery Serv.•cu on~ onuruchon Ac.t, os omen e . • ·6 S b 30 lfll • • S. C. 
1R,•ad the lnstructwns bt•ror~ complctmA thrs report) eptcm er • I .· ~ 
1. NAWE (ld•nti/'y U et•l• .,Mcy, trfiOit.J fH lot:•II•IHMy, ortJ.,.i~at~on, Of ln•tilution th,)l will lldmini•t•t the ptoj•ct} TELEPHONE (Area cod~. Nutnb•'• E•ten.,onJ 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AOORESS (N.,..b.r, alteet, cltr and Stat•) 1 C.JUNTY I ZIP cOOE CONGHE!>SIONAL OISTRICTCSI (11/uo lhon ,., 
SI,.IP, /Ia I br numbul All 
P. o. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. Richland 29211 
:. NAioAE OF PROJECT 
Title III. Project I. Interlibrary Network (Interlibrary Cooperation) 
l. PROJECT OATES f J INITIAL PI'IOJECT (X] CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMs'EAC'OtiibineS 
"" ... ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN'rr~·••J Indefinite I b. PROJECT DEGAN 1972 , ... PRoPosEo-TERMIIIIATION DATE Indefinite 
~ ·-r,~~A_P_w_I_C_A~ ANO POPULATION DATA (Compl•I<P •II of th<P oub·il~tno uf•T>li~able to t.~io proj~~l) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
o (1) Number of Persons Served by Project uJK] BIOLIOGRA,.,Ic sr.nv1ces tJJi,Xl Rf:FEilENCE sE~>V!CF. 
~~--------------------+--==~~~~~~~~~~-:::; a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual r:Jl(Jco.., ... uNICAno"'~ NnwoRK f4JCJ~:·;::~':-'iAL PHoct.s~~ .. -:. 
~ (2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5J[!() or ... ER tSPHit}') 
~ (Give best estimate of the number and distribution of personsL~i;n~t~h~e~a~r~e~a~s~e~r~v~e~a~b~y~t~h~e~p~r=o~J~e~c~t--------------
~ a. Urbanl,232,195 b. Suburban c. Rural 1,358,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 
< 6. TYPE OF ct:louPrch.("k ,,.. bl)IE avhicl, 'lf"•' .-~~'H'IIb'!l '·"#!' populotion St':tVr./ I.J'f' 1111~ P'dte:.l) 7. AGE GROUP SC.RVEO (CIV(' b,.s, ~sfirrr.:J(f- of th• du~-:,;,:;;:::;;: 
5 (1) I I Econor.1icii1v DisadvantGged (2) 1. J Institutionalized P"'"'"' •••v•rl in tl1e ,. .... ;.-r by n,. &•oH;;JO (••• itrm 4111} ------t (3) L.·-, Physically Handicapped; Give nuMber that is blind ,11 CHILDREN r"~" 0• 11, 787 709 rJJ_ ~~~~~~GT~Gur•c .. 2 ~"' 41 1 
~ (4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (5) [J[I General Public m vourHf"t' 15-74) 519 081 f4o l·r'.~niAtdtr.ndovnJ 
(6) 0 Other (Specify) 
9. NUMOER OF PARTICIP-'TING LIBHI\RIE.S ANO A'JErJ~IE$ 
8. ETm;IC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of (I) TOTAL r I , (// T ~~ (:-urno ll~m&( 4}1hru ! (6)0 HfR ACAOl.MIC Ll"\ 




a. Native Americans 2,241 e. Span1sh-speak1ng PuaL•c 39 ,., .. osPoTALs 4 
b. Orientals 2,569 {Specify) OJ sc .. ooL 0 r•> coRrH:.cllo.., .. L 19 
C. lSi~CI<.S /!:S~ 0 U4l ;.-,.~tiler 2 235 . (<J VOCATIONAL l{). ·(/OJ .)7;'~:;,•~TtAL ___] __ 
~. Wlnt~s 1,794,~30 IOltd. (a f) 2,59oJI6 (i)JR. c0u1 GF 6 !~~~~ ')''''" 5 
~----5-U_MMA R Y OF [X P[ t-4011' URE S ( F"f iCJ L "'~ 1 /nr "l'f~c-:/'r'_':r :~~~l '"~ ; 1 ,, • ·.\, h.utl" r•pt-nc/tfll{~.·., JCo 1•Jt1 11 11 bm~>tmt,.. 10 n"" 111 ,.,, ,J,,II.u) _:;_..:....::.._:....._ __ _ 
~~ PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AVO<~~~:U::H::::p~C~o~'~"sC~:~TRACTUAL r OTHER TOTAL F'OR FEDERAL BSYT::~RCE (Co~::::·/ II IMuT•~~A•:/ 
:Z: !:::~ A..,O ;;GES MAT tRIALS SERVICES EXPt.NSES PROJECT FuNDS F'UNOS FUNDS Col,~~ 
~ 0 0 ( (2) (JJ (4) 15) (61 (7) II) I'J (I OJ 1 Ill 
~B~ 1• Proroscd s,ooo 145,62+3 53,643 53,643 53,643 
2. Actual ~ 
u . 
• ..,.0 I CERTIFY that all of the infonnation NA"'E OF HEAD, STATE LIBRARY AGENCY tTYP•) SIGNATURE ... , /' DATE 
~'% 0 c.:>ntatned hercsn is c:onect to the best .1 ~ (J , 11 ". ', ; ' 
""~~ of my knowl<'d&•· Betty E. Callaham, Librarian 1{5~ ~ · ~ - 10/20/80 
-:7 










South carolina State Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
Fiscal Year 1980 
Title III 
Project I. Interlibrary Network 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
For the project purpose, description, administration, evaluation, 
et cetera, refer to the original project document. The only change is the 
addition of funds budgeted in FY 80 for Project III, Area Reference Resource 
Centers, which has been completed. 
VI. Estimated ~ ~ ~ Sources !!!_ Funding 
FY 80 unexpended funds from Project III, Area Reference Resource 
Centers, totaling $18,449.91 will be transferred to this project for use 
in FY 81. 
PROJECT REPORT 
~ 
,\n au:.;·.vcr is rcqu11.:J 
i (';'1\.h i f('m on this form. 
i::POI<l 1~ FOK 
FY 80 Carry-Over Funds 
TilL£ 
III 
For Titles I ond Ill of the Librory Services ond Conuruction Act, '1~ omended P.L. 91·600 
,Read the Instructions lJdorc complc!inlt this rcpor~) 
lliJ ~rio~~~~SEO 0 ~~c)j1~'?AL 
FiSCALYEAR ENDING 
September 30, 19 81 
STATE 

















1. NA,.E (Identity it •tal~ •l~ncy, t~Cionel 01 loc•l llbt•ty, ot.;«~i•ation, ot ln&lituli011 rh.JI will admini•t•r th• ptOJ~CI} TELEPHONE (II••• cod~, N-Il••• E•r•n•ro~ 
South Carolina State Librarv 'A01) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AOORESS (Num"-'• •'•••'• ell)! .,.d Stet•) I COUNTY Richland ' I ZIP CODE CON-<:HESSiONAi. .DISTRICT lSI (1/lu• "'"" f'nf,',. P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. 29211 Statr. lilt by numbct) 1•• 3,4,5 
Z. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title III. Project III. Area Reference Resource Centers (Interlibrary Cooperation) 
l. PROJECTUCATES ------- -- INITIAL PROJECT IXJ CONTINUING PROJECT ----lFCoHTlNUtNGPROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT tiUWBf"R''li ---
"'ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SI"AN'(r""'a) 20 yearS b. PROJECT BEC.I.N 1968 "· PR~ .. TERMINATION OATE 1988 
~~~~~~ ANO POPULI.TION OATA (Comp/elt' 141/ ol the •ul>·ll<-m• uN•I~r~>IJie ro th•• prot.,cl) 15, ~-0~ TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PRCJECT 
(1) tiumber of Persons Served by Project rnLl e•oLIOGflAPttlc su<vocEs tJJiX._t Qr.-enE..,cE sE"" cf. 
a. Proposed 1,057,827 b. Actual 1zJ[]co...,.,u,.,.lcAT•o"''"'£noRK IJJLj~~~;.'C'i."'L""o(u>'"" 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served I tsJG or ... En rspwi,.J 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons in the area served by:-=-..,.tth-=e--=p""r""o"J .....,e,..c""t,_.-------
a. Urhan 451,487 b. Suburb~n (:. Rural. 606,340 d. TOTAL 1,057,827 
~·TYPE~' GPOIJPrcn .. ("k '"~ bo• whiclt hr•' .-fe5etibr~ ,,..,,. popu:r.tJon !>NVf"•l Lv tl':~ f1'-'tt'"::t) 7. AGE c,r ... ouP 5LR',..·(J ;;.;,.,!" b,.st ~·:J;r.)!, o( a.. --- _ .. __ 
(1) :~_J r:conor.'icali~ Disadvantaged (i)-~~--~ lnstitutiono.lizeJ rrr•on• .-rvcrl'" ,,.,. r"•i•c' ~y a, .. ~'o";>' ,,., •••m ••ol) 
~.:_7,pi;}·sic-;i:lillandicapped; Give r.umber that is blind . -
1 
c LCIRF , • 0 , •. ~, ~ 1,' .. ~o::;;;,--;,c:;:;:;~!- 46~ 16 -- _ fJ l HI N ,o~~.,r • J ')l_ ~ OL& fJ,~ \.oRAf'U.A Tt._ f•Cf' :c.."4J .) .) 
(4)LI Limited Env.lish-speaking (5) I:X.:I General Public f2Jvour-.t•tdHI! 19411 11 ,,.r.q.,r~t· 6 ~ .. ,do·-~. 1 83,381 
~~1 Other (Specify) ' 
,j,' •• 1 ·t'•df'l 0 ( 
8. cnn;Ic OR P . ACI/~L GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of 
persons served by race or ettmic group) 
9. NUMOEn OF PARTi::iPATit.-C LIBnl','ftE.'·, A~Q t.~f.r;,..._tf.~ 
(I) TOTAL. (Sum ol tl~nrs (1} thru (1 IJi (6) ()l7;"Eq--;-(:-;o~,:_, C 
44 
Q 
(7) SPECIAL 10 
15 (I) f'10SP1l ALS i->Uf'LIC 
HOOL o. Orientaf'S____ 510 (Specify) OJ sc 
a. Native-Americans ~ e. Spanish-speaking 
c. Blacks 267 423 I. f--~,.,~-~-v-:o-c.,..A-::r-lo:-N--:-,.-L-----6---tlr-,-0-1 .,.,,.,t.,~"'"r"r,""·=··-~ , - I ..... H ')t)\ ·, 
-I rl. Whit~s _ . _ 788 _ 779 __ 15! J" ccL L r GE- ,, "·' ,:;-~-~ , 
SUMTMAt<~. Y Q,. =~·t-'lNDilUR~ S !Fdl •n l_m,.. I I<H ''P!..~O/'O~·:rn·· ttrl•l t•n'"';; '"' '',1, c,.,lf'' t"Jtp,.ncfd 11 r,.o:_, 
"' 
·~ CS)J PROJECT BOOKS 
UOJ#l--fllrl .flftlf•llllt." lor.,.,,,.~, .J,JJI.Jt} ------
BY CATE"Gr)RV fCo'•aMrs /·i) BY SOURCE (Column• 6·111 
TOTAL 
SERVICES EXPEN•ES PROJECT FUNDS 
STATE LOCAL 04u .. r t'q,,al 
SALARIE~ 
ANO WAC.ES 
(I) z':~ 2eot ,., ,., -+ ,., I t----
•- -c.. uww 
wa.x 
v>>< 
AUO•o-V•SUAL I I co"'""''"' c I o'"'" I •o" c <o•j Ho'"" I MATE-~I.ALS F.OUI~-~ENT 




.~o~l CERTIFY lhat all or the information 
"! Z Q contained hert·ln •s correct to the best 
~ 2 Z o( my knowlt'dee· 
.... ~ 
NAME OF HEAO, STATE.I.IBRARV AGENCY (TYP•) 




I I I -0-
DATE /-·) 
.:::_ . ( /; ~ ·" 11 ' _,J,j ,j ' --~ 10/20/80 
SIGNATURE 
{J .Ji,~ 
(S<'c rc•·cr"c o/ th: < /om;) 
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South carolina state Library 
Post Office Box 11469 
Columbia, South carolina 29211 
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Title III 
Project III. Area Reference Resource 
Centers 
SECTION C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The Area Reference Resouce Centers project has been completed. Member 
libraries of the Florence ARRC decided not to contribute local funds for the 
continuation of the project. Unexpended funds totaling $18,449.91 will be 
transferred to Project I, Interlibrary Network. 
